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Summary
Ground vibration indued by railway tra is a problem with a large
environmental impat. Vibration generated at the wheel/rail ontat is
transferred through the soil and exites the foundation of nearby buildings
where it auses disturbane of sensitive equipment, hindrane to inhabitants,
or strutural damage. An aurate predition of expeted vibration levels is
required when designing new traks or when hanges are made to existing traks.
The study of possible vibration mitigation measures also requires aurate
models.
This work addresses the numerial, empirial, and hybrid predition of railway
indued vibration. For the assessment of these methods, an elaborate
measurement ampaign has been arried out at a site in Linent, Belgium.
First, a numerial model is presented that allows for a detailed representation of
the trak geometry. The inuene of ommonly made simplifying assumptions
regarding the trak and soil geometry is investigated for the site in Linent.
The dynami trak and soil harateristis are identied based on preliminary
tests at the site. The preditions are ompared to measured results of the
transfer funtions and during train pass-bys and show a reasonable agreement.
Seond, empirial predition methods are disussed with a fous on the
proedure presented by the U.S. Federal Railroad Administration (FRA), where
the soure and the propagation path are haraterized experimentally. The
experimental determination of these terms is ritially assessed. Furthermore,
the limitations of the FRA proedure are investigated by means of numerial
simulations.
Third, a hybrid model is presented aording to the empirial FRA proedure
by replaing the experimental result of either the soure term or the propagation
path term by a numerial predition. The hybrid model is applied at the site
in Linent and ompared to the experimental and numerial results.
iii

Samenvatting
Trillingen ten gevolge van treinverkeer hebben een grote omgevingsimpat.
Ze worden veroorzaakt aan het ontat tussen wiel en rail, planten zih
voort door de grond en exiteren de funderingen van nabijgelegen gebouwen
waar ze zorgen voor storing van gevoelige apparatuur, hinder voor inwoners
en struturele shade. Een nauwkeurige voorspelling van de verwahte
trillingsniveaus is nodig bij het ontwerp van nieuwe sporen of bij aanpassingen
aan bestaande sporen. Nauwkeurige modellen zijn ook nodig voor de studie
van trillingsreduerende maatregelen.
Dit werk bestudeert de numerieke, empirishe en hybride voorspelling van
trillingen ten gevolge van treinverkeer. Voor de beoordeling van deze modellen
werd een uitgebreide meetampagne uitgevoerd op een site in Linent, België.
Ten eerste wordt een numeriek model voorgesteld dat een gedetailleerde
modellering van het probleem toelaat. De invloed van vaak gemaakte aannames
met betrekking tot de geometrie van het spoor en de grond wordt onderzoht
voor de site in Linent. De voorspelling op basis van vooraf geïdentieerde
parameters wordt vergeleken met experimentele resultaten en tonen een
behoorlijke overeenkomst.
Ten tweede worden empirishe modellen besproken waar de bron en het
transmissiepad afzonderlijk worden gekarakteriseerd. De fous ligt op de pro-
edure voorgesteld door de Federal Railroad Administration (FRA), waarvan
de experimentele uitvoering kritish wordt geëvalueerd. De beperkingen van
de FRA proedure worden onderzoht door middel van numerieke simulaties.
Ten derde wordt een hybride model voorgesteld dat is gebaseerd op de
empirishe FRA proedure door het experimentele resultaat van ofwel de bron
of het transmissiepad te vervangen door een numerieke voorspelling. Het
hybride model wordt gebruikt op de site in Linent en vergeleken met de
experimentele en numerieke resultaten.
v

List of symbols
The following list provides an overview of symbols used throughout the text.
The physial meaning of the symbols is explained in the text. Vetors, matries,
and tensors are denoted by bold haraters. In the text, variables in the spae
frequeny domain are denoted by a hat, and variables in the wavenumber
frequeny domain are denoted by a tilde. No hats or tildes are used in the
following list, however.
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Chapter 1
Introdution
1.1 Problem outline
Railway indued vibration is an environmental problem with a large impat.
The need for publi transport has stimulated the onstrution of railways
in densely populated urban areas, suh as light rail systems and subway
lines. Furthermore, the development of high speed train (HST) networks has
signiantly inreased the speed of passenger trains, while the (desired) shift
of freight transport to railway tra leads to a larger loading and an inreased
number of freight trains. Due to these developments, the problem of railway
indued vibration has gained onsiderable attention.
The problem of railway indued vibration is outlined in gure 1.1. At the
soure side, vibration is generated at the wheel/rail ontat due to several
exitation mehanisms, inluding moving stati loads (quasi-stati exitation),
wheel/rail unevenness, variations in trak stiness, wheel/rail defets, and trak
disontinuities [66℄. The vibration is transferred along the propagation path
and is modied depending on the trak and soil harateristis. At the reeiver
side, railway indued vibration exites the foundation of nearby buildings and
results in strutural vibration, also referred to as ground-borne vibration.
The assessment of ground-borne vibration in buildings is desribed in many
(inter)national standards, inluding those of the British Standards Institution
(BSI) [17℄, Deutshes Institut für Normung (DIN) [34, 35℄, International
Standards Organization (ISO) [65℄, and Stihting Bouwresearh (SBR) [140
142℄.
1
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PSfrag replaements
Soure
Propagation path
Reeiver
Figure 1.1: Problem outline.
At low amplitudes, ground-borne vibration may result in the malfuntioning of
sensitive equipment or aet vibration-sensitive tasks suh as miroproessor
manufaturing and some forms of medial surgery [53, 66, 142℄. Vibration
riteria are typially desribed in terms of one-third otave band spetra and
are in the order of magnitude of 1µm/s.
At higher amplitudes, railway indued vibration may ause hindrane to
inhabitants of surrounding buildings [17, 34, 65, 141℄. Ground-borne vibration
is pereived as mehanial vibration of the human body in the frequeny range
from 1 to 80Hz or as re-radiated noise by strutural elements of a building
suh as walls, oors, and eilings in the frequeny range from 16 to 250Hz [66℄.
The latter is also referred to as ground-borne noise as to distinguish from
diret air-borne noise and typially auses problems in ases where air-borne
noise is eliminated, e.g. in tunnels or by means of noise reduing measures.
The amplitude at whih vibration is pereived by humans and is in the order of
magnitude of 0.1mm/s. The pereption of ground-borne noise strongly depends
on the frequeny.
At very high amplitudes, ground-borne vibration may even ause damage to
buildings [35, 140℄. Stress aused by extremely high vibration amplitudes an
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ause diret damage to building omponents, while a large number of high
amplitude vibration yles an ause indiret damage through settlement of
soils [66℄. Vibration riteria are desribed in terms of maximum veloities and
are in the order of magnitude of 10mm/s [140℄.
Problems onerning ground-borne vibration arise due to the onstrution of
new buildings lose to railway traks, due to the onstrution of new railway
traks in urban areas, or due to hanges of the tra (inrease of the speed, load,
or tra volume) or the trak ondition (deterioration of the trak quality). In
order to redue (expeted) vibration amplitudes, vibration mitigation measures
are taken at the soure (e.g. soft rail pads, under sleeper pads, ballast mats),
the propagation path (e.g. trenhes, subgrade stiening, wave impeding bloks),
or the reeiver (e.g. base isolation).
In order to prevent eonomial losses due to railway indued vibration, aurate
predition models are required during the design stage of new railways or
buildings to identify areas where exessive vibration amplitudes are expeted.
Furthermore, the development and assessment of eetive vibration mitigation
measures requires aurate predition models as well.
1.2 State of the art and further needs
The ISO standard 14873-1 [66℄ provides general guidane on the predition
of railway indued vibration and distinguishes between parametri, empirial,
and hybrid models. Parametri models are derived from rst priniples
and inlude analytial and numerial models. Empirial models are dened
as models that are fully derived from measured data. Hybrid models are
a ombination of parametri and empirial models. This standard further
indiates that the omplexity of the model should reet the design stage of
new rail systems, where a distintion is made between soping models (earliest
stage), environmental assessment models (planning proess), and detailed
design models (part of onstrution and design).
In the following, a brief overview is presented of the state of the art regarding
the numerial, empirial, and hybrid predition of railway indued vibration
and a number of needs is identied for these methods.
Numerial models
Parametri models, inluding analytial and numerial models, oer a useful
tool for the predition of absolute levels of railway indued vibration when
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suient data is available onerning the dynami harateristis of the train
traksoil system. They are partiularly onvenient to study the eieny of
vibration mitigation measures, as they allow to gain physial insight in the
mehanisms governing railway indued vibration.
Parametri models in an analytial form are well suited for the theoretial
study of railway indued vibration, but their use is limited to relatively simple
problems. The fous is therefore on numerial models that represent the
problem domain in an approximate way, allowing to model more omplex
geometries. They have a wide range of appliation in the eld of railway indued
vibration. The numerial predition of railway indued vibration (and noise)
is omprehensively treated by Thompson [144℄ and an overview of existing
methods is presented by Lombaert et al. [96℄.
As railway indued vibration leads to small strains and stresses in the trak
and the soil,it is generally studied by linear models allowing for a solution in
the frequeny domain. The study of non-linear eets requires a solution in
the time domain. Reent examples are presented by Kouroussis et al. [81℄ and
Connoly et al. [25℄.
The predition of the response due to a moving train requires the predition
of the soure and the vibration transfer. The soure onsists of the axle loads,
where a distintion is generally made between stati and dynami loads. The
vibration transfer is haraterized by the trak  free eld transfer funtions.
The ontribution of the stati axle loads of the moving train is referred to as the
quasi-stati response. Krylov and Ferguson [84℄ and Krylov [85℄ present a model
where only the stati load of axles moving on the trak are taken into aount.
This model has been used and validated by Degrande and Lombaert [32℄ and
Galvín and Domínguez [48℄. A good agreement is found for reeivers lose to the
trak, while the agreement at larger distanes is not good, as the quasi-stati
response quikly dereases with distane and only ontributes to the response
of the trak and in the free eld lose to the trak for train speeds well below
the phase veloity of surfae waves in the soil [60℄.
When the train speed is lose to or exeeds the phase veloity of the surfae
waves, propagating waves are generated by the quasi-stati exitation and
a severe ampliation of the free eld response is observed. The ritial
veloities of onstant moving loads are studied by Krylov [85℄ and Dieterman
and Metrikine [36,37℄. Superritial train speeds are, for instane, obtained for
HSTs on soft soils. High vibration levels have been measured for the passage
of a X2000 train at the site in Ledsgård (Sweden) along the West Coast Line
between Göteborg and Malmö [2℄. These measurements have been used by
Madshus and Kaynia [103℄ and Takemiya [143℄ to validate their numerial
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models. For onventional traks and HST traks on ommon soil types, however,
the train speeds are well below the phase veloities of surfae waves in the soil
and this problem is not enountered.
The ontribution of the dynami axle loads is referred to as the dynami re-
sponse. Dynami axle loads are determined by dierent exitation mehanisms:
parametri exitation due to spatial variation of the support stiness, suh as
the disrete support of the rails or the hange of stiness in the trak subgrade
in transition zones, unevenness exitation due to wheel and rail unevenness,
and impat exitation due to rail joints and wheel ats [60℄. The omputation
of the dynami response requires two steps: rst, the dynami axle loads are
determined based on the traintrak interation and seond, the axle loads are
multiplied with the transfer funtions [96℄.
The predition of the dynami axle loads is performed based on the dynami
interation between the train and the trak. For the problem of railway indued
vibration, the dynami behavior of the train an be approximated in the
frequeny range of interest by means of a relatively simple multi-body vehile
model. The predition of the dynami behavior of the trak requires a muh
larger modeling eort [96℄, however. As the eet of the soil on the traintrak
interation is signiant, the dynami traksoil interation should be taken
into aount in the latter model [60℄.
A large number of numerial models has been developed to model the dynami
traintraksoil interation and predit the dynami axle loads and the trak
 free eld transfer funtion. Models that only take into aount quasi-stati
exitation lead to a good predition of the trak response and the free eld
response lose to the trak [32, 85℄. In order to obtain a good predition of
the free eld response at a larger distane from the trak, however, dynami
exitation should be taken into aount as well [7, 49, 94, 137℄.
A distintion between dierent models an be made based on the assumed
geometry of the traksoil system. The most detailed models are fully 3D nite
element (FE) models, oering the exibility to model omplex geometries. In
this ase, the innite dimensions of the soil should be aounted for, e.g. by
means of absorbing boundary onditions [39, 40℄ or innite elements [80, 81℄.
Alternatively, the innite dimensions of the unbounded soil are inherently taken
into aount by oupling the FE model of the trak to a boundary element (BE)
model [48,50℄ of the soil. The BE method improves the eieny of the model
at the expense of a redued exibility, as it relies on simplifying assumptions
suh as a horizontal soil layering in order to employ fundamental solutions of
the soil domain. These models an be used to analyze loal disontinuities,
underpasses, and oupling with nearby strutures that break the uniformity of
the geometry along the trak line [50℄. The main disadvantage of 3D models
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is that they require the modeling of a large part of the traksoil domain and
are therefore omputationally demanding.
When the geometry of the trak and soil is assumed invariant in the longitudinal
diretion of the trak, an eient omputational model is obtained by a Fourier
transformation with respet to the longitudinal oordinate and the problem
is solved in the wavenumberfrequeny domain [6, 20℄. These so-alled 2.5D
approahes only require the solution of a 2D problem for eah frequeny and
wavenumber. Due to their omputational eieny, they are used by a large
number of researhers [96℄, e.g. the researh groups at ISVR [134137℄, BAM [7℄,
TU Delft [36, 106℄, TU Munih [55℄, NGI [73, 103℄, KU Leuven [94, 98℄, and
University of Seville [49℄.
Due to the assumption of longitudinal invariane, 2.5D models do not allow
to aount for periodi rail support, e.g. as in onventional ballasted traks,
or for parametri exitation, unless represented as an equivalent geometri
unevenness [7℄. This problem is avoided by assuming a periodi instead of
an invariant geometry, by using a Floquet transform instead of a Fourier
transform [21,22, 24, 31℄.
Of partiular interest in the previously disussed traksoil interation models
is the distribution of the load at the traksoil interfae, whih is often modeled
in a simplied way. In early models, the trak is modeled as a simple beam
supported by a Winkler foundation [47, 54, 75℄. Dieterman and Metrikine [36℄
and Metrikine and Popp [107℄ present a simple beam model for the trak
supported by an elasti halfspae where the soil's impedane is alulated
analytially. The traksoil interation problem is simplied, assuming a
smooth ontat between the trak and the soil and a uniform stress distribution
along the ross setion of the trak. The assumption of a smooth ontat
orresponds to the appliation of relaxed boundary onditions in a BE model.
Furthermore, the ontinuity of displaements is only enfored at the beam's
axis. Similar assumptions are made by Lieb and Sudret [93℄ and by Sheng et
al. [134,135℄.
Kaynia et al. [73℄ and Madshus and Kaynia [103℄ model the trak by oupled
beam elements, assuming a smooth ontat between the trak and the soil. The
oupling of the trak to the soil is enfored at the nodes of the beam elements.
The alulation of the soil's impedane is based on the Green's funtions for
disk loads on a horizontally layered elasti halfspae.
With the inrease of omputing power, more detailed trak models have been
presented that more aurately represent the distribution of the load from the
rails to the soil. Lombaert et al. [98℄ present a multi degree-of-freedom FE
model for the trak inluding the rails, rail pads, sleeper, and the ballast layer.
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The ballast layer is modeled as a springdamper onnetion, simplifying the
load distribution from the sleeper to the soil. No simplifying assumptions are
made regarding the ontat onditions between the trak and the halfspae.
Similar trak models are presented by Galvín et al. [49℄, Auersh [7℄, Knothe
and Wu [76℄, Kouroussis et al. [82℄, and Sheng et al. [134℄. Hildebrand [61℄
presents a model where the ballast is taken into aount as a layer of the
supporting halfspae, disregarding its nite lateral dimensions. The dynami
behavior of dierent trak models is ompared by Auersh [9℄.
In the previously disussed trak models, the trak subgrade is often
disregarded, while it has a onsiderable inuene in the frequeny range below
200Hz [76℄. Knothe and Wu [76℄ and Hildebrand [61℄ take into aount the
trak subgrade as a layer of the supporting soil, disregarding its nite lateral
dimensions. Reently, more detailed trak models have been presented that
additionally inlude a sub-ballast and subgrade [25℄ or an embankment [25,49℄.
Numerial models provide a valuable approah for the predition of railway
indued vibration and have ontributed to a better understanding of the
governing physial mehanisms. They have some important limitations as well,
however.
First, simplifying assumptions that are introdued to improve the eieny of
numerial models may be too restritive. For instane, deviations up to 10 dB
are found by assuming a horizontal soil stratiation [68℄. Furthermore, the
load distribution from the rails to the soil is often modeled in a simplied way.
The inrease of omputing power has led to more omplex models that allow for
a detailed modeling of dierent trak omponents. The impat of ommonly
made simpliations to inrease the eieny is not fully understood, however.
Seond, even when numerial models adequately represent the trak and
soil, they ruially depend on aurate input parameters that are subjet
to signiant unertainty. Soil parameters are generally identied from
preliminary site investigation. Trak parameters for existing traks are
identied based on measurements, whereas they are based on experiene or
design values in ase of new-build situations. Preliminary measurements do not
allow to ompletely eliminate the unertainty in the predited transfer funtions
[133℄ or trak response [94℄, however. Deviations due to parameter unertainty
are expeted to be of the same order of magnitude as those arising from model
unertainty [64℄. Model and parameter unertainty an be eliminated when
diret use is made of experimental data, e.g. measured transfer funtions, as
in empirial models.
The most important researh needs that follow from the previous disussion
are the following: (1) simplifying assumptions that are ommonly made to
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improve the eieny of numerial models should be assessed by means of a
detailed numerial model; (2) the diret inorporation of experimental data
in numerial preditions needs to be investigated, as to eliminate model and
parameter unertainty where possible.
Empirial models
Although a large number of numerial models has reently been developed,
they are still mainly used for researh and are only slowly nding their way to
engineering pratie where empirial models are widely used. The ISO standard
[66℄ denes empirial models as models that are fully derived from measured
data by extrapolation from, or interpolation within, the measured data sets.
Elementary models provide a simple formula based on a large database of
measurements and are used in earlier design stages. More detailed models oer
a predition of the vibration amplitude A(f) as a funtion of the frequeny f
based on the following fundamental expression [66℄:
A(f) = S(f)P (f)R(f) (1.1)
where the soure term S(f), the propagation term P (f), and the reeiver
term R(f) are determined experimentally. The reeiver term R(f) represents
the modiation of the ground-borne vibration amplitude due to the oupling
between the soil and a reeiver, e.g. a building. In the present work, the fous
is on the predition of the free eld vibration amplitude and the reeiver term
R(f) is not onsidered.
In equation (1.1), the response at a ertain frequeny f is predited as
the produt of dierent terms at the same frequeny. This expression is
therefore stritly speaking only valid for xed soures. This is the fundamental
assumption of empirial models that are based on equation (1.1).
A number of empirial models has been developed for the predition of
ground-borne vibration for railway tra at grade. These methods mainly
originate from earlier models, dating bak to the 1970s, for the predition of
ground-borne noise due to railway tra in tunnels, as ground-borne noise
and vibration is generally overshadowed by diretly generated air-borne noise
for traks at grade. These models are based on a referene vibration level,
providing orretions for the train, trak, and soil [88,147℄ and for the distane
from the soure [87, 91℄. A more detailed model is based on a hain of
transmission losses within the sourepathreeiver system [105℄. An overview
of mainly empirial methods used at the time is given by Manning et al. [104℄
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and Nelson and Saurenman [109℄. The predition and ontrol of railway indued
noise and vibration is omprehensively treated by Saurenman et al. [125℄.
Most of the previous methods are so-alled multiple site models and formulate
a relationship between the governing parameters and the resulting (noise
and) vibration levels based on a large set of measurements. In partiular
irumstanes, not overed by the range of measurements, deviations will
our from this relationship, as indiated by Bovey [15℄. Motivated by
this observation, Bovey [15℄ introdues the impat method to determine the
vibration transfer harateristis of railway systems by diretly measuring the
vibration transfer from the railway to the free eld or a building [113℄. This
results in a so-alled single site model where the vibration transfer is measured
at a single site.
The impat method of Bovey [15℄ is further elaborated by Nelson and
Saurenman [110℄ into a predition proedure for ground-borne noise and
vibration, introduing the onept of a fore density to represent partiular
vehile and trak systems. This method has been developed with the support
of the U.S. Department of Transportation (DOT) and has been adopted as a
standard predition proedure for vibration indued by railway tra at grade
or in tunnels. More reently, the introdution of HST networks has stimulated
the extension of the U.S. DOT predition method, whih has been assessed for
several HSTs in Europe [57,123℄. This method is alled the Detailed Vibration
Assessment and is ontained as a detailed design model in the manuals of the
U.S. DOT Federal Railroad Administration (FRA) [58℄ and Federal Transit
Administration (FTA) [59℄. These manuals additionally present the Sreening
Proedure and the Generalized Vibration Assessment as predition models
suited for earlier design stages.
Reently, more empirial predition models for railway indued vibration have
been presented. Kuppelwieser and Ziegler [86℄ and Ziegler [161℄ present a
two-level empirial predition method VIBRA-1-2 with inreasing omplexity
for dierent design stages and a database program VIBRA-3, developed for
the Swiss Federal Railways (SBB). Madshus et al. [102℄ propose a detailed
design method based on measurements in Norway and Sweden and additionally
onsider the issue of predition unertainty. A similar method has been
developed by Hood et al. [63℄ within the frame of the Channel Tunnel Rail
Link in the United Kingdom. Bahrekazemi [11℄ presents the semi-empirial
models ENVIB-1 and ENVIB-2, serving as early design stage models, whih
are validated with measurements in Sweden [155℄.
In a single site model, the empirial predition of the free eld vibration level
is based on the extrapolation of a measured soure term S(f) that allows for
a predition at sites where the propagation term P (f) has been determined.
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Compared to numerial models, the experimental haraterization of the soure
and the propagation path oers the advantage that the train, trak, and soil
harateristis are inherently taken into aount, avoiding the identiation
of model parameters and the introdution of simplifying assumptions, e.g.
onerning the problem geometry. The appliation of empirial models is
limited, however, to ases where the extrapolation of the measured soure term
S(f) is valid.
Empirial methods are used to predit absolute vibration levels as well as
relative levels, e.g. to assess the eieny of mitigation measures. Their
appliation is widespread and they have proven their pratial value to provide
a orret assessment of ground-borne vibration. Most empirial methods are
still based on the assumptions originally made [124℄, however, and there is a lak
of lear physial understanding of these underlying assumptions. For instane,
empirial models are subjet to unertainty arising during the experimental
haraterization of the soure and the propagation path. Furthermore, the
extrapolation of a measured soure term S(f) is expeted to have a signiant
inuene on the predition auray. It is therefore not very lear what the
limitations of empirial methods are.
The main researh need is to provide a ritial assessment of empirial models
in order to provide a better theoretial bakground and dene their limitations.
Hybrid models
Hybrid or semi-empirial models ombine data obtained from measurements
and numerial simulations [66℄. This approah an be used to extend the
appliation area of empirial models, e.g. by modifying the soure term to
inlude the presene of a mitigation measure.
Some empirial models are partially based on theoretial priniples, e.g. when
a measured soure haraterization is ombined with an analytial attenuation
law for the haraterization of the propagation path [86,102,161℄. These models
an to some extent be regarded as hybrid models. The present state of the art in
the numerial predition of railway indued vibration allows for more elaborate
hybrid models, however.
Whereas numerial models oer the exibility to over a great variety in
train, trak, and soil harateristis, they ruially depend on aurate input
parameters for the predition of vibration. Empirial models oer the
advantage that the loal harateristis are inherently taken into aount in
measured data, but the appliation of empirial preditions is limited by
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the availability of aurate experimental input data. In hybrid models, the
advantages of both approahes are ombined.
As little information is available onerning hybrid methods, the main researh
need is the development of a hybrid model in order to improve the auray
or extend the appliability of numerial and empirial preditions. These
models should be assessed in terms of their auray and their added value
in omparison with numerial and empirial models.
1.3 Objetives and ontributions of the thesis
In this work, the numerial, empirial, and hybrid predition of railway indued
vibration is investigated.
Due to the inrease of omputing power, numerial models have reently
been developed that represent the traksoil system with large detail. As
these models are omputationally very demanding, simplied models are still
advantageous, provided that they oer suient auray. A rst objetive of
this thesis is to investigate the inuene of ommonly made assumptions to
simplify numerial models and improve their eieny. For this purpose, a
numerial model is used that represents the traksoil system in detail.
The numerial model is validated in dierent steps. An elaborate measurement
ampaign is therefore arried out at a site in Linent (Belgium), measuring
transfer funtions and the response during train passages. The dynami soil
harateristis are identied from preliminary site investigation, while the trak
parameters are alibrated based on a measured trak stiness. The aim is to
obtain a better t between measured and predited results.
The empirial predition of railway indued vibration generally relies on a
separate haraterization of the soure and the propagation path, as shown
in equation (1.1). In the FRA proedure, their levels are represented by the
fore density level and the line soure transfer mobility level, respetively. The
vibration veloity level is predited as the sum of both levels. This is stritly
speaking not valid for moving soures suh as a train. One of the objetives
of this work is therefore to provide a better understanding of the underlying
assumptions made in empirial methods.
At the same time, this work aims to ritially assess empirial models and
therefore uses numerial simulations as well as measurement results. This
investigation is arried out for the site in Linent, for whih a alibrated
numerial model as well as extensive experimental data are available.
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Hybrid methods are a ombination of numerial and empirial methods. Little
information is available about the auray obtained with hybrid models.
One of the objetives of the present work is the development of a hybrid
model. Therefore, the previously disussed numerial and empirial models
are ombined. The numerial model and experimental data available for the
site in Linent allow for hybrid preditions at this site and a omparison with
the other models.
The original ontributions of the present work are the following:
 A detailed traksoil interation model is used to assess the inuene of
some ommonly made simplifying assumptions to improve the eieny
of numerial models. This study is based on the results for the site
in Linent, where a trak in exavation is present. It is shown that the
exavation and the trak subgrade have a signiant inuene on the trak
stiness, while their inuene on the (trak ) free eld transfer funtions
remains limited. The trak stiness is mainly determined by the trak
and soil harateristis underneath the trak. This observation justies
the introdution of simplifying assumptions and allows to use equivalent
models that require a smaller omputational eort to alulate the trak
stiness.
 An elaborate measurement ampaign has been arried out, measuring
transfer funtions and the response during train passages. Compared to
previous measurements, an inreased number of soure points is used for
the determination of the transfer funtions, allowing to haraterize the
transfer due to a line load. Furthermore, the free eld transfer funtions
as well as the trak  free eld transfer funtions are determined in
order to assess the inuene of the traksoil interation on the vibration
transfer. The preision of the transfer funtions is assessed by means
of unertainty quantiation on the measured data. The experimental
results allow for the validation of the numerial model, as well as for the
assessment of the empirial and hybrid models.
 It is shown that the stationary part of the free eld response is well
approximated by introduing the assumptions of xed and inoherent
axle loads. This observation allows to derive analytial expressions for
the fore density and the line soure transfer mobility that are diretly
related to the axle loads and the transfer funtions and provides a better
insight in empirial models. Furthermore, they allow for a numerial
predition of these terms that an be used in a hybrid model.
 The empirial FRA proedure is omprehensively analyzed by means of
numerial simulations and experimental data. This analysis allows to
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formulate (1) reommendations for a orret experimental appliation
and (2) explore limitations of the empirial model.
 A hybrid model is presented that is more detailed than existing hybrid or
semi-empirial models. Dierent hybrid approahes are used to predit
the vibration at the site in Linent and the results are ompared with
numerial preditions and measured results.
1.4 Organization of the text
Chapter 1 introdues the problem of railway indued vibration. The state of
the art of numerial, empirial, and hybrid models is disussed, highlighting
further researh needs that lead to the objetives of this thesis.
Chapter 2 presents a numerial model, onsisting of dierent submodels.
The model is illustrated by means of a numerial example, eluidating some
partiular aspets of railway indued vibration. Furthermore, it is shown that
the stationary part of the free eld response is well approximated by onsidering
the response due to xed and inoherent axle loads.
Chapter 3 treats the experimental validation of the numerial model at the
site in Linent in dierent steps. First, the relevant dynami harateristis are
identied for eah submodel. Next, the inuene of ommonly made simplifying
assumptions is investigated. Finally, the preditions of eah submodel are
validated based on the presented measurement results.
Chapter 4 disusses empirial predition models for railway indued vibration,
highlighting the FRA proedure. An analytial expression is derived that
relates the FRA proedure to the governing equations of railway indued
vibration and provides a theoretial interpretation. Furthermore, the FRA
proedure is omprehensively analyzed by means of numerial simulations
and experimental data allowing to formulate reommendations for a orret
appliation of the empirial model and to highlight its limitations.
Chapter 5 presents a number of hybrid approahes for the predition of railway
indued vibration based on the empirial FRA proedure. In these approahes,
either the soure term or the propagation term is predited numerially or
a numerial orretion of the empirial data is made. The hybrid predition
is validated at the site in Linent where it is ompared with the numerial
predition and the experimental results.
Chapter 6 nally summarizes the most important onlusions of this work
and disusses some reommendations for further researh.

Chapter 2
Numerial methods
2.1 Introdution
This hapter disusses the numerial predition of railway indued vibration
based on dierent submodels. An existing model is introdued and is applied
to spei ases within the present work. The model is a 2.5D oupled FE-BE
model [46℄ that is based on the model of Lombaert et al. [98℄.
First, the response to moving loads is onsidered in setion 2.2, distinguishing
between quasi-stati and dynami exitation. The omputation of the dynami
axle loads is based on a ompliane formulation of the vehile and the trak
and is treated in setion 2.3.
In setion 2.4, the traksoil interation model of a ballasted trak is introdued.
Compared to the model of Lombaert et al. [98℄, the ballast is modeled as an
elasti ontinuum and additional layers an be taken into aount to model the
trak subgrade or an embankment. Furthermore, the model allows to represent
a trak in exavation by modeling the free surfae of the exavation.
The numerial predition is illustrated in dierent steps by means of a numerial
example, eluidating some partiular aspets of railway indued vibration. In
partiular, it reveals that the response due to a train passage is haraterized
by an approximately stationary vibration amplitude during the passage. It is
shown in setion 2.6 that this quasi-stationary part is well approximated by
onsidering the response due to xed and inoherent axle loads.
The onlusion is presented in setion 2.7.
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2.2 The response to moving loads
The response of the oupled trak-soil system due to multiple moving loads is
alulated based on the axle loads and the trak  free eld transfer funtions.
The transfer funtions are alulated by means of the numerial traksoil
interation model presented in setion 2.4. For the axle loads, a distintion is
made between stati (onstant) and dynami axle loads. The alulation of the
dynami axle loads is treated in setion 2.3. The analytial derivation presented
in these setions is derived from the work of Lombaert and Degrande [94℄.
2.2.1 General formulation
The response of the oupled traksoil system, shown in gure 2.1, due to
multiple moving loads is alulated from the 3 × 3 transfer matrix H(x′,x, t)
of the oupled trak-soil system. Eah element hij(x
′,x, t) of this matrix
represents the displaement at a point x in the diretion ej at a time t due
to an impulsive load at a point x′ in the diretion ei at the time t = 0. The
displaement u(x′, t) due to an arbitrary body load ρb(x, t) is alulated as
follows [23, 94℄:
u(x′, t) =
∫ t
−∞
∫
Ω
H(x′,x, t− τ)ρb(x, τ) dxdτ (2.1)
where Ω is the domain of the oupled trak-soil system. In the following,
dynami reiproity is used to replae the matrix H(x′,x, t) by HT(x,x′, t).
For na axle loads gk(t) moving at a onstant speed v in the diretion ey (gure
2.1), the body fore ρb(x, t) is equal to:
ρb(x, t) =
na∑
k=1
δ(x− xk(t))gk(t) (2.2)
where xk(t) = xk0 + vtey is the time dependent position of the k-th axle load,
xk0 is the position at the time t = 0 and gk(t) is a vetor that ontains the time
histories of the k-th axle load in eah diretion. The axle loads are assumed to
be positive when their ation on the trak is in the positive oordinate diretion
(gure 2.1).
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Figure 2.1: A longitudinally invariant traksoil domain.
Introduing equation (2.2) in equation (2.1), the response due to the moving
loads is alulated as follows:
u(x′, t) =
na∑
k=1
∫ t
−∞
HT(xk(τ),x
′, t− τ)gk(τ) dτ (2.3)
In the partiular ase where the traksoil domain Ω is invariant in the
longitudinal diretion ey (gure 2.1), the transfer funtion is unaeted by
an arbitrary translation ley of the soure and the reeiver position. If l equals
−(yk0+vτ), the soure position xk(τ)+ ley = {xk0, 0, zk0}T no longer depends
on the time τ and an be omitted in the argument of the transfer funtion.
Furthermore, the oordinates x′ and z′ of the reeiver position x′ = {x′, y′, z′}T
are assumed to be xed and are omitted, so that equation (2.3) is rewritten as
follows:
u(y′, t) =
na∑
k=1
∫ t
−∞
HT(y′ − yk0 − vτ, t− τ)gk(τ) dτ (2.4)
In the following, the prime denoting the reeiver point is omitted.
The invariane in the longitudinal diretion ey allows for a double forward
Fourier transform from the spaetime domain (y, t) to the wavenumber
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frequeny domain (ky, ω). For an arbitrary funtion f(y, t) in the spaetime
domain, the Fourier transform pair used for the transformation between the
time domain and the frequeny domain is dened as:
fˆ(y, ω) =
∫ +∞
−∞
f(y, t) exp(−iωt) dt (2.5)
f(y, t) =
1
2pi
∫ +∞
−∞
fˆ(y, ω) exp(+iωt) dω (2.6)
where fˆ(y, ω) is the Fourier transform in the spaefrequeny domain, denoted
by a hat.
The Fourier transform pair used for the transformation between the spatial
domain and the wavenumber domain is dened as:
f˜(ky , ω) =
∫ +∞
−∞
fˆ(y, ω) exp(+ikyy) dy (2.7)
fˆ(y, ω) =
1
2pi
∫ +∞
−∞
f˜(ky, ω) exp(−ikyy) dky (2.8)
where f˜(ky, ω) is the Fourier transform in the wavenumberfrequeny domain,
denoted by a tilde.
The double forward Fourier transform of equation (2.4) leads to the following
expression [23℄:
u˜(ky, ω) =
na∑
k=1
H˜T(ky , ω)gˆk(ω − kyv) exp(+ikyyk0) (2.9)
An inverse wavenumber transform gives the frequeny ontent of the response:
uˆ(y, ω) =
na∑
k=1
1
2pi
∫ +∞
−∞
H˜T(ky, ω)gˆk(ω − kyv)
× exp[−iky(y − yk0)] dky (2.10)
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In equation (2.10), the transfer funtion H˜T(ky, ω) is alulated in the
wavenumberfrequeny domain and the axle loads gˆk(ω) are alulated in the
frequeny domain. In the following subsetions, the axle loads are deomposed
and the quasi-stati ontribution and the dynami ontribution to the response
are disussed.
2.2.2 Quasi-stati ontribution
Due to the motion of the train, the response due to the stati axle loads is
time dependent. For train speeds well below the wave veloities in the soil, the
quasi-stati response is determined by the time dependent deetion of a xed
point due to the traveling axles of the train.
The quasi-stati ontribution to the trak and free eld response is found from
the stati omponent gsk = wkez of the axle loads, where wk is the total
weight arried by the k-th axle. Introduing the Fourier transform gˆsk(ω) =
wkez2piδ(ω) in equation (2.10) gives the quasi-stati response [94℄:
uˆ(y, ω) =
[wl
v
H˜T
(ω
v
, ω
)
ez exp
(
−iω
v
y
)][ na∑
k=1
wk
wl
exp
(
+i
ω
v
yk0
)]
(2.11)
The rst braketed term on the right hand side of equation (2.11) is the response
due to a single axle with total weight wl. The seond braketed term on the
right hand side of equation (2.11) represents a modiation of the response,
resulting in the harateristi peaks and troughs, and is determined by the
ratio of the axle weights wk/wl, the distribution of the axles, and the train
speed v [7, 8, 32℄. This term is sometimes referred to as the signature of the
train.
2.2.3 Dynami ontribution
The dynami ontribution to the trak and free eld response is found by
introduing the dynami axle loads gˆdk(ω) in equation (2.10):
uˆ(y, ω) =
na∑
k=1
1
2pi
∫ +∞
−∞
H˜T(ky, ω)gˆdk(ω − kyv)
× exp[−iky(y − yk0)] dky (2.12)
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The speed of the train results in a phase shift kyv in the axle load spetrum.
The response at a ertain frequeny is therefore not related to an exitation
at the same frequeny. A hange of variables ω˜ = ω − kyv in equation (2.12)
results in the following expression:
uˆ(y, ω) =
na∑
k=1
1
2piv
∫ +∞
−∞
H˜T
(
ω − ω˜
v
, ω
)
gˆdk(ω˜)
× exp
[
−i
(
ω − ω˜
v
)
(y − yk0)
]
dky (2.13)
The relations ky = (ω − ω˜)/v and Cy = ω/ky, with Cy the phase veloity
in the diretion ey, are used to write the irular frequeny ω at the reeiver
as ω = ω˜/(1 − v/Cy). When the soure approahes, the waves between the
soure and the reeiver travel in the positive diretion ey and have a positive
phase veloity Cy. The irular frequeny ω˜ emitted at the soure results in
higher frequenies ω˜/(1 − v/Cy) at the reeiver. When the soure reedes,
the waves between the soure and the reeiver travel in the negative diretion
ey and have a negative phase veloity Cy. The irular frequeny ω˜ emitted
at the soure results in lower frequenies ω˜/(1 + v/Cy) at the reeiver. This
phenomenon is known as the Doppler eet [95℄. Due to the Doppler eet, a
soure at a xed frequeny ω˜ ontributes to the response in a frequeny range
[ω˜/(1 + v/Cy), ω˜/(1− v/Cy)], determined by the smallest phase veloity Cy of
interest [94℄.
2.3 The dynami axle loads
The dynami axle loads gˆdk(ω) in equation (2.12) are determined by the
dynami interation between the train and the trak and are generated by
several exitation mehanisms. In the following, these exitation mehanisms
are disussed rst and the traintrak interation model is disussed next.
2.3.1 Exitation mehanisms
A distintion is generally made between unevenness exitation, suh as wheel
and trak unevenness, and parametri exitation due to the spatial variation
of the support stiness [60, 75, 112,144℄.
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Unevenness exitation is due to geometrial imperfetions in the wheels and
the trak as pereived by the moving axles. Trak unevenness is mainly due
to geometrial irregularities of the rail, the sleeper position on the ballast, and
the substruture. At a train speed of 100 km/h, dynami exitation in the
frequeny range of interest (1− 100Hz) is aused by wavelengths between 0.28
and 28m. At a train speed of 300 km/h, it is aused by wavelengths between
0.83 and 83m .
The unevenness prole of the trak is measured by means of speially designed
trak reording ars in order to monitor the trak quality. The measuring
bandwidth of trak reording ars is generally restrited to wavelengths ranging
from a few meters to 20 or 30m [41℄. The measurement of the trak unevenness
at shorter wavelengths requires other measurement devies suh as trolleys.
Furthermore, the unevenness measured by a trak reording ar is based on
the measured axle loads and does not only aount for trak unevenness but
for parametri exitation as well.
Wheel unevenness is due to wheel ats and out-of-roundness and depends on the
quality of eah separate wheel. Dierenes in the unevenness of wheels within
the same train or from dierent trains may therefore ause dierent vibration
levels during a single passage or between the passage of dierent trains (of the
same type). Reent measurements have shown that the ground veloity has
a muh more irregular harater during the passage of dierent freight trains
than during the passage of dierent passenger trains [97℄. This suggests that
wheel unevenness is more irregular in the ase of freight tra.
Parametri exitation is aused by the disrete nature of the trak system.
Soures of parametri exitation inlude the disrete support by sleepers,
transition zones, and hanges in stiness of the trak subgrade [14℄. The
disrete support by sleepers auses an exitation at the sleeper passage
frequeny fsl = v/dsl [157℄, where dsl is the sleeper spaing. It is not
straightforward to quantify the ontribution of parametri exitation to the
dynami axle loads.
As the unevenness measured by trak reording ars is determined indiretly
based on the measured dynami axle loads, it aounts for both wheel/rail
unevenness and parametri exitation. These measured unevenness proles
an therefore be used to predit absolute vibration levels due to trains with
similar harateristis. In the following, the response is predited based
on a measured wheel/rail unevenness prole that is assumed to aount for
parametri exitation as well.
The vertial wheel/rail unevenness uw/rz(y) varies with respet to the
longitudinal oordinate y along the trak (gure 2.1). It is often modeled as
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a stationary Gaussian random proess haraterized by its one-sided Power
Spetral Density (PSD) S˜uw/rz (ky) [m
2/(rad/m)℄ [115℄. Typial PSDs for
railway traks have been dened based on large databases, e.g. by Hamid
and Yang [56℄ and Braun and Hellenbroih [16℄.
The PSD of the unevenness an be used to generate samples of the vertial rail
unevenness uw/rz(y) and predit the time history of the dynami axle loads.
Based on the spetral representation theorem [138,139℄, these samples uw/rz(y)
are generated as a superposition of harmoni funtions with random phase
angles:
uw/rz(y) =
n∑
m=1
√
2S˜uw/rz (kym)∆ky cos(kymy − θm) (2.14)
where kym = m∆ky is the wavenumber sampling, ∆ky is the wavenumber
bin, and θm are independent random phase angles distributed uniformly in the
interval [0, 2pi]. The samples have a period Y = 2pi/∆ky and are asymptotially
Gaussian as n tends to innity and ∆ky tends to zero for a xed value of
kmaxy = n∆ky.
The frequeny ontent uˆw/rz(ω) of the vertial rail unevenness depends on the
train speed v and is obtained by a Fourier transform from the spatial oordinate
y to the wavenumber ky and performing the substitution ky = −ω/v:
uˆw/rz(ω) =
1
v
u˜w/rz
(
−ω
v
)
=
n∑
m=1
−1√
v
√
2S˜uw/rz
( |ωm|
v
)
∆ω
×[piδ(ω − ωm)e+iθm + piδ(ω + ωm)e−iθm ] (2.15)
where ωm = −vkym and ∆ω = v∆ky.
2.3.2 Traintrak interation
The alulation of the dynami omponent gdk(t) of the axle loads is based
on the assumption of a perfet ontat between the train and the trak. For
eah axle k, this requires the ontinuity of displaements at the ontat point
between the wheel and the trak:
uˆak(ω) = uˆtk(ω) + uˆw/rk(ω) (2.16)
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where uˆak(ω) is the displaement of the k-th axle, uˆtk(ω) is the trak
displaement at the k-th axle position, and uˆw/rk(ω) is the ombined wheel/rail
unevenness pereived by the k-th axle.
When vertial rail unevenness dominates, the unevenness uˆw/rk(ω) an be
written as:
uˆw/rk(ω) =
{
0, 0, exp
(
iωyk0
v
)}T
uˆw/rz(ω) (2.17)
as all axles of the train pereive the same unevenness uˆw/rz(ω) exept for a
phase shift determined by the axle position yk0. The unevenness prole at all
axles is olleted in the 3na × 1 vetor uˆw/r(ω) [94℄:
uˆw/r(ω) = Tˆ(ω)uˆw/rz(ω) (2.18)
where the matrix Tˆ(ω) ollets the phase shift for all axles:
Tˆ(ω) =
{
. . . , 0, 0, exp
(
iωyk0
v
)
, . . .
}T
(2.19)
The trak displaement vetor uˆt(ω) that ollets the trak displaements in 3
diretions for all na axles is related to the dynami axle loads gˆd(ω) by means
of the 3na × 3na trak ompliane matrix Cˆt(ω) [m/N℄:
uˆt(ω) = Cˆ
t(ω)gˆd(ω) (2.20)
The trak ompliane matrix Cˆt(ω) is alulated from the response of the
oupled traksoil system in a frame of referene that moves with the train [23℄.
Based on equation (2.10), Lombaert and Degrande [94℄ derive the 3× 3 matrix
Cˆtkl(ω) that relates the trak displaement at axle k to the dynami load at
axle l:
Cˆtkl(ω) =
1
2pi
∫ +∞
−∞
H˜T(ky, ω + kyv) exp[−iky(yk0 − yl0)] dky (2.21)
The 3na × 3na trak ompliane matrix Cˆt(ω) dened in equation (2.20) is
omposed by the matries Cˆtkl(ω) in equation (2.21).
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In a similar way, a mehanial model of the train is used to relate the axle
displaements uˆa(ω) at all axles to the axle loads gˆd(ω) by means of the 3na×
3na vehile ompliane matrix Cˆ
v(ω) [m/N℄:
uˆa(ω) = −Cˆv(ω)gˆd(ω) (2.22)
Figure 2.2 shows a 2D multi-body model of a single arriage onsisting of the
wheel sets, bogies, and the ar body. The primary (1◦) suspension onnets
the wheel sets with the bogies and the seondary (2◦) suspension onnets
the bogies with the ar body. In suh 2D models the axle load of the train is
assumed to be equally distributed over both rails requiring an idential response
of both rails and hene a symmetri traksoil model.
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Figure 2.2: 2D multi-body model of a single arriage.
As the primary suspension generally has a relatively low stiness, it isolates the
ar body and the bogie from the wheel set at frequenies of more than a few
Hertz [75℄ so that the dynami vehile behavior an be represented by means
of a simplied model. Figure 2.3 shows suh a simplied vehile model that
only takes into aount the unsprung mass mu of the wheel set. The ontat
between the wheel set and both rails is modeled based on the Hertz ontat
theory by means of a Hertzian spring with very high stiness kH [144℄.
Introduing equations (2.20) and (2.22) in equation (2.16) leads to the following
system of equations for the dynami axle loads gˆd(ω):
[Cˆt(ω) + Cˆv(ω)]gˆd(ω) = −uˆw/r(ω) (2.23)
The inverse of the ombined ompliane Cˆt(ω) + Cˆv(ω) an be onsidered as
the dynami stiness of the oupled vehiletrak system. Similar expressions
are given by Auersh [7℄, Sheng et al. [136℄, and Thompson [144℄.
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Figure 2.3: Vehile model used in the present work.
Equation (2.23) allows to ompute the dynami axle loads of a moving train
based on the frequeny ontent of the trak unevenness. The frequeny
spetrum uˆw/r(ω) is obtained from a measured unevenness prole or an
unevenness sample is generated from the PSD S˜uw/rz (ky) of the trak
unevenness aording to equation (2.15).
Alternatively, the statistial properties of the dynami axle loads are alulated
diretly based on the PSD S˜uw/rz(ky) of the unevenness. The ross-PSD matrix
Sˆg(ω) is a 3na×3na matrix that ollets the (ross-)PSDs of all axles. Aording
to random vibration theory [111℄, it is omputed from equations (2.23) and
(2.18) as:
Sˆg(ω) = [Cˆ
t(ω) + Cˆt(ω)]−1Tˆ(ω)
1
v
S˜uw/rz
(
−ω
v
)
×TˆH(ω)[Cˆt(ω) + Cˆt(ω)]−1H (2.24)
where the supersript H denotes the Hermitian or onjugate transpose of a
matrix.
2.4 The traksoil interation problem
The alulation of the transfer funtions in equation (2.10) and the trak
ompliane in equation (2.21) requires the solution of the traksoil interation
problem. In the present work, a 2.5D oupled FE-BE approah is used that is
a modied version of the traksoil model of Lombaert et al. [98℄ and is based
on the 2.5D methodology proposed by Clouteau [20℄ and Aubry et al. [6℄. In
the 2.5D methodology, the traksoil model only inludes the ross setion of
the problem domain, indiated by the grey area in gure 2.1.
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A model of a ballasted trak is onsidered. Figure 2.4 shows the ross setion
of a lassial ballasted trak, that is omposed of the trak superstruture, i.e.
the rail, fastening system, and sleeper, and the trak substruture, i.e. the
ballast, sub-ballast, and subgrade.
The rails guide the wheels of the train in a lateral diretion and distribute the
load over the sleepers [41℄. The sleepers provide support and xing possibilities
for the rails and preserve the trak gauge [41℄. The rails are onneted to the
sleepers by means of a fastening system that inludes the rail pad and the
atual mehanial fastening. The funtion of the rail pads is to transfer the
load to the sleeper, while ltering out high frequeny omponents [41℄.
The ballast distributes the load of the sleeper uniformly towards the subgrade
and provides draining possibilities. A sub-ballast is often installed to prevent
ontamination of the ourse grain ballast material with ne sand and improve
the load distribution. The trak subgrade is the soil upon whih the trak
is onstruted and is often improved to prevent exessive settlements or
onsolidation.
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Figure 2.4: Cross setion of a lassial ballasted trak.
2.4.1 The trak model
The trak is modeled by means of a FE model and inludes the rails, the rail
pads, the sleepers, and the ballast. The model also allows to inlude possible
embankment layers or a trak subgrade. This trak model has been applied to
study the eieny of vibration mitigation measures [28℄.
In the 2.5D methodology, an invariant trak is assumed whih is obtained
by replaing the periodi support by sleepers and rail pads by an equivalent
ontinuous support. This does not signiantly aet the trak dynamis at
frequenies suiently lower than the pinnedpinned frequeny of the trak
[76, 144℄. It is not possible to take into aount parametri exitation in 2.5D
models, as the traksoil system is assumed to be longitudinally invariant,
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unless it is taken into aount approximately as an equivalent geometri
unevenness [7℄.
Figure 2.5 shows the ross setion of the model for a trak with ballast and
subgrade. Additional layers an be inluded to model a sub-ballast or an
embankment. The parameters of the trak model are disussed in the following.
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Figure 2.5: Cross setion of the trak model used in the present work.
The rails are modeled as EulerBernoulli beams by means of 2.5D beam
elements, aurately representing the dynami behavior in the frequeny range
of interest where the wavelength is large ompared to the height of the beam [75℄.
At high frequenies, the shear deformation in the rails should be aounted for
and the Timoshenko beam theory is required [145℄. The rails have a single
degree of freedom in the plane of the ross setion, orresponding to the vertial
translations ur1 and ur2 (gure 2.5). The rails are haraterized by the exural
stiness (per rail) ErIr [Nm
2
℄, the mass per length (per rail) ρrAr [kg/m℄, and
the oordinates of the left and right rail xr1 and xr2, respetively.
The rail pads are modeled as ontinuous springdamper onnetions. The
stiness krp [N/m℄ and damping oeient crp [Ns/m℄ of a single rail pad are
used to alulate an equivalent stiness k¯rp = krp/dsl [N/m
2
℄ and damping
oeient c¯rp = crp/dsl [Ns/m
2
℄ in the ontinuous model, where dsl is the
sleeper distane [98℄. Equivalent properties of the longitudinally invariant trak
model are indiated by a bar.
The sleepers are modeled as a uniformly distributed mass, rigid in the plane
of the ross setion, with two degrees of freedom: the vertial translation usl
and the rotation βsl in the plane of the ross setion (gure 2.5). The sleeper
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is assumed to be in perfet ontat with the ballast, with a ontat width
equal to the sleeper length lsl. The sleeper is further haraterized by an
equivalent mass per length m¯sl = msl/dsl [kg/m℄ and a mass moment of inertia
ρslI¯t sl = ρslIt slwsl/dsl [kgm℄.
The model in gure 2.5 inludes a ballast layer with upper width wbu, lower
width wbl, and height hb and a trak subgrade with upper and lower width ws
and height hs. The ballast, trak subgrade and, if needed, additional layers
are modeled as elasti media by means of 2.5D nite volume elements and
are haraterized by the Young's modulus E, Poisson's ratio ν, and the mass
density ρ. The trak model is oupled to the soil model at the traksoil
interfae Σts (gure 2.5).
The FE model of the trak is onstruted using the 2.5D methodology,
interpolating the displaement eld with respet to the oordinates x and z
(gure 2.5). The mesh size for the 2.5D volume elements is adapted for eah
frequeny so that at least 10 elements are used per orresponding wavelength
in the trak or soil [92℄. The disretized displaement vetor
˜
	
ut(ky, ω) and the
external load vetor
˜
	
f t(ky, ω) of the FE model are related by means of the FE
equation, aounting for the equilibrium of stresses on the interfae Σts [46℄:
[−ω2Mtt +K0tt − ikyK1tt − k2yK2tt
+ik3yK
3
tt + k
4
yK
4
tt + K˜
s
tt(ky, ω)
]
˜
	
ut(ky, ω) =
˜
	
f t(ky , ω) (2.25)
where K0tt, K
1
tt, K
2
tt, K
3
tt and K
4
tt are the stiness matries and Mtt is the
mass matrix. These FE matries are independent of the wavenumber ky and
the frequeny ω and are only assembled one. They are alulated by means
of the MATLAB toolbox TRAFFIC [100℄ that has been developed for the
predition of railway indued vibration.
The matrix K˜stt(ky, ω) represents the dynami stiness matrix of the soil and
is determined based on the vertial equilibrium at the traksoil interfae Σts:
[K˜stt(ky , ω)]ij =
∫
Σts 	
φti
	
t˜sz(
	
φtj) dΓ (2.26)
where
	
φti is an imposed modal displaement at the traksoil interfae Σts and
	
t˜sz(
	
φti) is the vertial omponent of the orresponding modal soil trations on
the boundary Σts. The soil stiness matrix K˜
s
tt(ky , ω) is assembled for eah
wavenumber ky and frequeny ω with the 2.5D BE method, disussed in the
following subsetion.
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2.4.2 The soil model
The soil is modeled by means of the BE method by modeling the interfae Σs
that onsists of the traksoil interfae Σts and the free boundary Σs0, as shown
in gure 2.6.
In the 2.5D methodology, an invariant (trak)soil domain is assumed in the
longitudinal diretion ey of the trak (gure 2.6). Natural soils often have a
horizontal stratiation due to the fat that their formation is governed by
phenomena aeting large areas of land, suh as erosion, sediment transport,
and weathering proesses [43℄. In this ase, the soil an be onsidered to be a
horizontally layered halfspae with material properties varying in the vertial
diretion ez only and hene invariant in the diretion ey.
Furthermore, the longitudinal invariane of the traksoil system requires an
an invariant geometry of the (trak)soil domain. The ross setion in gure
2.6 is therefore assumed to be invariant in the longitudinal diretion.
The exavation has an upper width weu, lower width wel, and height he (gure
2.6). In the partiular ase where no exavation is present, the BE model
redues to the traksoil interfae Σts. In the following, the BE approah is
briey outlined based on the work of François et al. [46℄.
y
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Figure 2.6: Cross setion of the soil model used in the present work.
The 2.5D BE method allows to relate the displaements
	
u˜s(ky, ω) and
orresponding trations
	
t˜s(ky , ω) on the boundary Σs in the wavenumber
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frequeny domain [46℄:
[T˜(ky, ω) + I]
	
u˜s(ky , ω) = U˜(ky, ω)
	
t˜s(ky , ω) (2.27)
where T˜(ky, ω) and U˜(ky , ω) are the 2.5D BE system matries and I is the
unity matrix.
Equation (2.27) is used to determine the modal trations
	
t˜sz(
	
φti) due to an
imposed displaement
	
φti on the boundary Σts and alulate the soil stiness
matrix aording to equation (2.26).
The oupled FE-BE equation (2.25) is now solved to alulate the displaements
˜
	
ut(ky, ω) of the trak. The radiated wave eld
	
u˜r(ky , ω) in the soil is alulated
based on the displaements
	
u˜s(ky, ω) and trations
	
t˜s(ky, ω) on the boundary
Σs [46℄:
	
u˜r(ky, ω) = U˜r(ky , ω)
	
t˜s(ky, ω)− T˜r(ky , ω)
	
u˜s(ky, ω) (2.28)
where U˜r(ky, ω) and T˜r(ky , ω) are the BE transfer matries.
The alulation of the BE system matries U˜(ky, ω) and T˜(ky, ω) and the BE
transfer matries U˜r(ky, ω) and T˜r(ky , ω) is implemented in the MATLAB
toolbox BEMFUN [45℄ and requires the fundamental solutions of the (layered)
halfspae. A omprehensive overview of the BE method is given by François
[44℄.
The fundamental solutions are provided by means of the Green's funtions
[4,101℄ that represent the displaement in the soil domain due to an impulsive
load. Using the Green's funtions of a (layered) halfspae oers the advantage
that no disretization of the free surfae is required and only the boundary Σs
needs to be disretized.
The Green's funtions of the layered halfspae are alulated by means of
the diret stiness method proposed by Kausel and Roësset [72℄, whih
is omprehensively treated by Kausel [71℄ and Shevenels [126℄ and is
implemented in the MATLAB toolbox EDT [127, 128, 130℄. In the diret
stiness method, the exat solutions of the Navier equation are obtained for
eah homogeneous layer or halfspae element and used to formulate element
stiness matries and determine the Green's funtions of the layered halfspae.
The limited shear strain generated by railway indued vibration (below 10−5)
and the strong visous oupling that prevents the relative motion between the
solid and the liquid phase in the frequeny range of interest allow to model the
soil as a dry elasti medium, haraterized by the Young's modulus E, Poisson's
ratio ν, and mass density ρ.
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Wave propagation in a homogeneous elasti medium is governed by shear waves
(or S-waves), where the motion of the partiles is perpendiular to the wave
propagation, and longitudinal waves (or P-waves), where the motion of the soil
partiles is parallel to the wave propagation. The orresponding wave veloities
are dened as:
Cs =
√
µ
ρ
(2.29)
Cp =
√
λ+ 2µ
ρ
(2.30)
where λ and µ are the Lamé onstants desribing the soil's onstitutive behavior.
They are related to the Young's modulus E and Poisson's ratio ν as follows:
λ =
Eν
(1 + ν)(1 − 2ν) (2.31)
µ =
E
2(1 + ν)
(2.32)
Waves traveling through the medium are attenuated due to geometrial
damping and material damping. Geometrial damping or radiation damping
is due to the expansion of the wave fronts, resulting in the spreading of energy
over an inreasing area, and is not diretly related to the material properties
of the medium. Material damping is related to the dissipation of energy. In
elastodynamis, material damping is usually assumed to be rate independent
in the low frequeny range [83, 89℄, referred to as hystereti material damping,
and is modeled in the frequeny domain using omplex Lamé onstants:
µ∗ = µ(1 + 2βsi) (2.33)
(λ+ 2µ)∗ = (λ + 2µ)(1 + 2βpi) (2.34)
where βs and βp represent the hystereti material damping ratio for the shear
waves and the longitudinal waves, respetively.
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2.5 Numerial example
In the present setion, a numerial example of the previously presented
predition model is presented in dierent steps. First, a homogeneous and
a layered halfspae are onsidered to illustrate the wave propagation in the
soil and the traksoil interation. Next, the traintrak interation and the
response are shown for the passage of a Thalys train at the arbitrarily hosen
speed of 200 km/h running on the trak on the layered halfspae.
2.5.1 Free eld transfer funtions
The wave propagation in the soil is desribed by means of transfer funtions.
The transfer funtion hvij(x, y, z, t) represents the veloity in a point (x, y, z) at
time t in the diretion ej due to an impulsive load in the origin of the frame of
referene at time t = 0 in the diretion ei and is obtained as the time derivative
of the transfer funtion hij(x, y, z, t). The transfer funtion hvij(x, y, z, t) is also
referred to as the free eld mobility [m/s/N℄.
In the partiular ase of horizontally layered soils, the parameters desribing
the wave propagation in the soil vary in the vertial diretion only. The problem
domain of the (layered) halfspae is axisymmetri, so that the transfer funtions
an be expressed in ylindrial oordinates (r, z, t). A Hankel transform
from the radial oordinate r to the radial wavenumber kr and a Fourier
transform from the time t to the frequeny ω allows for a representation in
the wavenumberfrequeny domain (kr , z, ω).
In the following, the free eld transfer funtions are disussed for the ase of a
homogeneous and a layered halfspae.
Homogeneous halfspae
First, a homogeneous halfspae is onsidered with soil properties as summarized
in table 2.1.
Layer h Cs Cp βs βp ρ
[m℄ [m/s℄ [m/s℄ [-℄ [-℄ [kg/m3℄
1 ∞ 200 400 0.03 0.03 1800
Table 2.1: Dynami soil harateristis of the homogeneous halfspae.
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Figure 2.7 shows the modulus of the free eld mobility h˜vzz(kr, z, ω) at the
surfae of the homogeneous halfspae (z = 0) as a funtion of the phase veloity
Cr = ω/kr and the frequeny ω.
Figure 2.7: Modulus of the free eld mobility h˜vzz(kr, z = 0, ω) as a funtion
of the frequeny ω and the phase veloity Cr for the homogeneous halfspae.
The dispersion urve of the Rayleigh wave in the homogeneous halfspae is
superimposed (blak line).
For Cr ≈ 186m/s, a peak appears at all frequenies, orresponding to the
Rayleigh wave whih is due to the interation between longitudinal and shear
waves at the free surfae of the halfspae [118℄. The dispersion urve desribes
the phase veloity of the Rayleigh wave in funtion of the frequeny. In the
ase of a homogeneous halfspae, the Rayleigh wave is non-dispersive and has a
phase veloity CR that does not depend on the frequeny, approximately equal
to [1℄:
CR ≈ 0.862 + 1.14ν
1 + ν
Cs (2.35)
The dispersion urve of the homogeneous halfspae is superimposed in gure
2.7 and orresponds to a Rayleigh wave veloity CR ≈ 0.9315Cs = 186.3m/s.
The horizontal and vertial displaement modes of the Rayleigh wave are given
by the transfer funtions h˜zr(kr, z, ω) and h˜zz(kr, z, ω), respetively, at a ertain
frequeny ω and the orresponding wavenumber kr.
Figure 2.8 shows the dimensionless horizontal and vertial displaement for
the Rayleigh wave as a funtion of the depth z at a frequeny of 20Hz.
Both displaement omponents are made dimensionless using the vertial
displaement at z = 0. The displaements derease with depth, showing a small
vertial omponent at depths below about 1.5 times the Rayleigh wavelength
λR = CR/f , whih equals 9.32m at a frequeny of 20Hz. The horizontal
displaement hanges sign at a depth of about 0.2λR.
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Figure 2.8: Real (solid line) and imaginary (dotted line) part of the
dimensionless (a) horizontal and (b) vertial displaement of the Rayleigh wave
at 20Hz as a funtion of the depth z for the homogeneous halfspae.
Figure 2.9 shows the dimensionless horizontal and vertial displaement for
the Rayleigh wave as a funtion of the depth z at a frequeny of 40Hz. The
Rayleigh wavelength λR has dereased to 4.66m, resulting in a smaller depth
of the displaement modes.
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Figure 2.9: Real (solid line) and imaginary (dotted line) part of the
dimensionless (a) horizontal and (b) vertial displaement of the Rayleigh wave
at 40Hz as a funtion of the depth z for the homogeneous halfspae.
At both frequenies, the horizontal displaement is almost purely imaginary,
while the vertial displaement is almost purely real. This implies that both
displaement omponents are 90◦ out of phase and that the partiles move in
an ellipti path.
Figure 2.10 shows the free eld mobility hˆvzz(r, z, ω) at the surfae of the
homogeneous halfspae (z = 0) at a distane r = 6m, r = 12m, r = 24m,
and r = 48m. For f = 0Hz, the mobility tends to −∞ on a dB sale, as
the veloity is zero in the stati ase. The mobilities show a lear attenuation
with distane, whih is governed by geometrial and material damping. At low
frequenies, the attenuation with distane is approximately proportional to 1/r
due to geometrial damping. At higher frequenies, the mobility is additionally
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attenuated due to material damping. The eet of material damping inreases
with the number of yles between the soure and the reeiver and is therefore
stronger for higher frequenies, orresponding to a shorter wavelength, and for
larger distanes.
The problem of railway indued vibration is often studied in frequeny bands.
The transfer funtion is represented in one-third otave bands as the average
value of the square of the modulus of the mobility within the m-th frequeny
band [ω1m, ω2m]:
〈hvij(r, z)〉m =
√
1
ω2m − ω1m
∫ ω2m
ω1m
|hˆvij(r, z, ω)|2 dω (2.36)
Figure 2.11 shows the one-third otave band free eld mobility 〈hvzz(r, z)〉m
at the surfae of the homogeneous halfspae (z = 0) at a distane r = 6m,
r = 12m, r = 24m, and r = 48m, also showing an inreasing attenuation
with inreasing distane and frequeny. Small osilations are observed in the
mobility that are aused by interferene between dierent types of waves.
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Figure 2.10: Level of the free eld mobility hˆvzz(r, z = 0, ω) as a funtion of
the frequeny ω at (a) r = 6m, (b) r = 12m, () r = 24m, and (d) r = 48m
for the homogeneous halfspae.
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Figure 2.11: Level of the one-third otave band free eld mobility 〈hvzz(r, z =
0)〉m at (a) r = 6m, (b) r = 12m, () r = 24m, and (d) r = 48m for the
homogeneous halfspae.
Layered halfspae
Next, a layered halfspae is onsidered with a layer of 2m overlying a halfspae.
The soil properties are summarized in table 2.2.
Layer h Cs Cp βs βp ρ
[m℄ [m/s℄ [m/s℄ [-℄ [-℄ [kg/m3℄
1 2 150 300 0.03 0.03 1800
2 ∞ 300 600 0.03 0.03 1800
Table 2.2: Dynami soil harateristis of the layered halfspae.
Figure 2.12 shows the modulus of the free eld mobility h˜vzz(kr, z, ω) at the
surfae of the layered halfspae (z = 0) as a funtion of the phase veloity Cr
and the frequeny ω.
Whereas a single peak is observed for the homogeneous halfspae (gure 2.7),
multiple peaks our for the layered halfspae (gure 2.12). These peaks
orrespond to the Rayleigh wave modes in the layered halfspae, whih are
dispersive due to the variation with depth of the dynami soil harateristis.
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Figure 2.12: Modulus of the free eld mobility h˜vzz(kr, z = 0, ω) as a funtion
of the frequeny ω and the phase veloity Cr for the layered halfspae. The
dispersion urves of the rst three Rayleigh waves are superimposed (blak
lines).
The dispersion urves of the rst three Rayleigh wave modes are superimposed
in gure 2.12.
At the ut-on frequeny of a mode, the Rayleigh wavelength is large and the
surfae wave reahes the stier halfspae, resulting in a phase veloity CR ≈
279.45m/s that orresponds to the phase veloity of Rayleigh waves in the
halfspae. As the frequeny inreases, the Rayleigh wavelength dereases and
the Rayleigh wave is onentrated in the top layer, resulting in a phase veloity
CR ≈ 139.73m/s that orresponds to the Rayleigh wave veloity in the top
layer.
This is illustrated by the displaement modes of the Rayleigh wave. Figure
2.13 shows the dimensionless horizontal and vertial displaement for the
fundamental Rayleigh wave at 20Hz. The Rayleigh wave reahes the stier
halfspae and is therefore aeted by the harateristis of the halfspae.
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Figure 2.13: Real (solid line) and imaginary (dotted line) part of the
dimensionless (a) horizontal and (b) vertial displaement of the Rayleigh wave
at 20Hz as a funtion of the depth z for the layered halfspae.
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Figure 2.14 shows the dimensionless horizontal and vertial displaement for
the fundamental Rayleigh wave at 40Hz, whih is now onentrated in the top
layer. The Rayleigh wave veloity is therefore dominated by the harateristis
of the top layer.
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Figure 2.14: Real (solid line) and imaginary (dotted line) part of the
dimensionless (a) horizontal and (b) vertial displaement of the Rayleigh wave
at 40Hz as a funtion of the depth z for the layered halfspae.
Figure 2.15 shows the free eld mobility hˆvzz(r, z, ω) at the surfae of the
layered halfspae (z = 0) at a distane r = 6m, r = 12m, r = 24m,
and r = 48m. The veloity is zero in the stati ase and inreases up to
40Hz. The response is attenuated with inreasing distane from the soure
due to geometrial and material damping. As the eet of material damping
is stronger for higher frequenies, the peak of the response moves to lower
frequenies with inreasing distane. The mobility is furthermore haraterized
by a number of peaks and troughs, in partiular at larger distanes, due
to interferene between dierent types of waves [129℄. Due to interferene
between waves that predominantly travel in the top layer and waves that travel
predominantly in the halfspae, this eet is more pronouned for the layered
halfspae (gure 2.15) than for the homogeneous halfspae (gure 2.10).
Figure 2.16 shows the one-third otave band free eld mobility 〈hvzz(r, z)〉m at
the surfae of the layered halfspae (z = 0) at a distane r = 6m, r = 12m,
r = 24m, and r = 48m. Due to averaging within eah frequeny band, the
peaks and troughs observed in the narrow band spetrum are no longer observed
in the one-third otave band spetrum. A similar behavior is found as for the
narrow band spetrum, showing an inreasing attenuation at a larger distane
and at a higher frequeny.
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Figure 2.15: Level of the free eld mobility hˆvzz(r, z = 0, ω) as a funtion of
the frequeny ω at (a) r = 6m, (b) r = 12m, () r = 24m, and (d) r = 48m
for the layered halfspae.
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Figure 2.16: Level of the one-third otave band free eld mobility 〈hvzz(r, z =
0)〉m at (a) r = 6m, (b) r = 12m, () r = 24m, and (d) r = 48m for the
layered halfspae.
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2.5.2 Traksoil interation
The dynami traksoil interation is disussed for the ase of a lassial
ballasted trak, onsisting of UIC 60 rails, medium sti rail pads, onrete
monoblok sleepers, and a ballast layer. The traksoil interation is solved by
means of the 2.5D traksoil model introdued in setion 2.4. The parameters
of the equivalent trak model are summarized in table 2.3. In order to illustrate
the eet of the soil properties on the dynami trak behavior, two soil types
are onsidered orresponding to the homogeneous halfspae (table 2.1) and the
layered halfspae (table 2.2).
Rail Flexural stiness (per rail) ErIr = 6.45× 106Nm2
Mass per length (per rail) ρrAr = 60.3 kg/m
Position of left rail xr1 = −0.7175m
Position of right rail xr2 = +0.7175m
Rail pad Stiness k¯rp = 250× 106N/m2
Visous damping c¯rp = 20× 103Ns/m2
Sleeper Mass m¯sl = 500 kg/m
Mass moment of inertia ρslI¯t sl = 262.17 kgm
Length lsl = 2.50m
Ballast Height hb = 0.35m
Upper width wbu = 3.60m
Lower width wbl = 5.60m
Shear wave veloity Cs = 150m/s
Longitudinal wave veloity Cp = 300m/s
Shear damping ratio βs = 0.03
Longitudinal damping ratio βp = 0.03
Mass density ρb = 1700 kg/m
3
Table 2.3: Dynami harateristis of the ballasted trak.
The 2D traksoil model is solved for eah frequeny and wavenumber. Within
the present researh, a xed sampling is used for the dimensionless wavenumber
k¯y = kyCs/ω, with Cs the smallest shear wave veloity in the trak or the soil.
A good sampling of the Rayleigh waves is ensured by using a dense sampling for
low wavenumbers (121 linearly spaed samples between k¯y = 0 and k¯y = 1.2)
and and a oarse sampling for higher wavenumbers (50 logarithmially spaed
samples between k¯y = 1.2 and k¯y = 100). In this way, the sampling of the
wavenumber ky is adapted for eah frequeny.
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Rail reeptane
The rail reeptane [m/N℄ is dened as the transfer funtion between the fore
applied to the rail and the displaement of the rail. The diret rail reeptane
represents the displaement of the rail due to a unit load at the rail head at the
same loation. When the displaement is onsidered in a dierent point than
the load point, it is referred to as the ross rail reeptane. In the following,
the diret rail reeptane is alulated by means of equation (2.25).
Figure 2.17 shows the modulus and the phase of the rail reeptane of the
ballasted trak on a homogeneous and a layered halfspae. The soil aets
the trak reeptane mainly in the low frequeny range. Around 25Hz, a
peak is observed for the trak on the layered halfspae. This peak is due to the
resonane of the top layer on the halfspae and is therefore not observed for the
trak on a homogeneous halfspae. The dominating wavelength dereases with
inreasing frequeny, so that at higher frequenies the motion is onentrated
in the trak struture and is no longer determined by the soil properties. The
values of the reeptane for both soil types therefore onverge with inreasing
frequeny.
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Figure 2.17: (a) Modulus and (b) phase of the rail reeptane of the ballasted
trak on the homogeneous (blak line) and the layered (grey line) halfspae.
Trak  free eld transfer funtion
One the traksoil interation problem is solved and the trak response is
determined, the free eld response is omputed based on equation (2.28)
that relates the displaements and trations at the traksoil interfae to the
response in the free eld. In the following, the trak  free eld mobility
hˆvij(x, y, z, ω) is dened as the veloity in a reeiver (x, y, z) in a diretion ej
due to a harmoni unit load at both rails of the trak in a diretion ei.
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Figure 2.18 shows the trak  free eld mobility hˆvzz(x, y, z, ω) at dierent
distanes from the trak for a trak on the homogeneous halfspae. The
vibration transfer is aeted by the traksoil interation, generating waves
of the oupled system that propagate along the trak. The resulting load
transfer ould be ompared with a ombined ltering in the time and the
spae domain [96℄. In order to illustrate the eet of the dynami traksoil
interation, the free eld mobility (gure 2.10) is superimposed in gure 2.18.
At frequenies below 20Hz, the fore is transmitted quasi-statially to the soil
and the inuene of the trak is relatively small, resulting in a small eet
of traksoil interation. Furthermore, the dominating wavelength is large
ompared to the width of the trak so that the eet of the load distribution
by the trak is very small. Around 20Hz, the wavelength is of the same order
of magnitude as the dimensions of the trak and the distribution of the load
by the trak system results in a redued mobility. As the trak  free eld
mobility shows a similar attenuation with inreasing distane as the free eld
mobility, the redution is similar at all distanes. As this trak ltering eet
is determined by the ratio of the wavelength and the dimensions of the trak,
it is inuened by the soil properties.
The orresponding one-third otave band trak  free eld mobility
〈hvzz(x, y, z)〉m is shown in gure 2.19 and allows to study the trak ltering
eet in frequeny bands. As the eet of interferene of dierent waves is
limited for the homogeneous halfspae, a similar observation is made in one-
third otave band spetrum as for the narrow band spetrum.
Figure 2.20 shows the trak  free eld mobility hˆvzz(x, y, z, ω) at dierent
distanes from the trak for a trak on the layered halfspae. The dynami
traksoil interation has a similar eet as for the trak on the homogeneous
halfspae. A dierene up to 15 dB is observed between the free eld and the
trak  free eld mobility. At a larger distane from the trak, the traksoil
interation results in a shift of the harateristi peaks and troughs observed
in the mobility for the layered halfspae and the trak ltering is observed less
learly.
Figure 2.21 shows the orresponding one-third otave band trak  free eld
mobility 〈hvzz(x, y, z)〉m where harateristi peaks and troughs are averaged
within eah frequeny band. Due to this averaging, the trak ltering eet
dereases at a larger distane from the trak ompared to trak on the
homogeneous halfspae (gure 2.19).
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Figure 2.18: Level of the trak  free eld mobility hˆvzz(x, y, z, ω) (solid line) at
the surfae of the homogeneous halfspae as a funtion of the frequeny ω for
(a) r = 6m, (b) r = 12m, () r = 24m, and (d) r = 48m. The orresponding
free eld mobility is superimposed (dotted line).
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Figure 2.19: Level of the one-third otave band trak  free eld mobility
〈hvzz(r, z)〉m (solid line) at the surfae of the homogeneous halfspae as a
funtion of the frequeny ω for (a) r = 6m, (b) r = 12m, () r = 24m, and (d)
r = 48m. The orresponding free eld mobility is superimposed (dotted line).
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Figure 2.20: Level of the trak  free eld mobility hˆvzz(r, z, ω) at the surfae
of the layered halfspae as a funtion of the frequeny ω for (a) r = 6m, (b)
r = 12m, () r = 24m, and (d) r = 48m.
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Figure 2.21: Level of the one-third otave band trak  free eld mobility
〈hvzz(r, z)〉m at the surfae of the layered halfspae as a funtion of the
frequeny ω for (a) r = 6m, (b) r = 12m, () r = 24m, and (d) r = 48m.
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2.5.3 Traintrak interation
Aording to equation (2.23), the dynami axle loads are determined by the
trak unevenness and the trak and vehile ompliane. The dynami train
trak interation is illustrated for the ase of a single axle of a Thalys train
running at a speed of 200 km/h on the ballasted trak (table 2.3). Whereas a
homogeneous and a layered halfspae are onsidered to illustrate the eet of
the soil properties on the wave propagation, the response due to train passages
is only disussed for the layered halfspae (table 2.2). The axle is modeled
with the simplied vehile model shown in gure 2.3 with an unsprung mass
mu = 2027 kg and a Hertzian spring stiness kH = 2.8 × 109N/m [67, 144℄.
Only vertial trak unevenness and vertial axle loads are onsidered.
Rail unevenness
As disussed in subsetion 2.3.1, the statistial properties of typial rail
unevenness proles have been dened based on large databases. The FRA
has dened the following PSD S˜uw/rz (ky) [m
3/rad℄ based on the database of
Hamid and Yang [56℄:
S˜uw/rz (ky) =
1
2pi
A
n2y2(n
2
y + n
2
y2)
n4y(n
2
y + n
2
y1)
(2.37)
where ny = ky/2pi is the irumferential wavenumber and the onstants ny1 =
0.0233m−1 and ny2 = 0.13m
−1
are determined based on the database. The
parameter A indiates the quality of the trak and is dened for six lasses
of unevenness, ranging from lass 1 orresponding to a bad trak quality to
lass 6 orresponding to a good trak quality [51,56℄. Table 2.4 gives the value
of A for eah lass. In the following simulation, the vertial rail unevenness
orresponding to FRA lass 3 is used.
Class 1 2 3 4 5 6
A [10−7m℄ 16.72 9.53 5.29 2.96 1.67 0.96
Table 2.4: Trak quality parameters aording to the FRA database [56℄.
Figure 2.22a shows the PSD S˜uw/rz (ky) of the vertial trak unevenness
orresponding to FRA lass 1, lass 3, and lass 6.
Based on the PSD, an unevenness prole uˆw/rz(ω) is generated aording to
equation (2.15). Figure 2.22b shows the modulus of the frequeny spetrum
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Figure 2.22: (a) PSD S˜uw/rz (ky) of the vertial unevenness aording to FRA
lass 1 (dark grey line), lass 3 (blak line), and lass 6 (light grey line) [56℄
and (b) modulus of an unevenness prole uˆw/rz(ω) generated from FRA lass
3 for a train speed of 200 km/h.
uˆw/rz(ω) of the unevenness prole aording to FRA lass 3 evaluated for a
train speed of 200 km/h. Dierent samples of unevenness generated aording
to equation (2.15) have a dierent random phase angle but have the same
modulus.
Trak and vehile ompliane
The trak dynamis are desribed by means of the trak ompliane matrix
Cˆt(ω) that is alulated based on equation (2.21) in a frame of referene that
moves with the train. Figure 2.23 shows the real and imaginary part of the
vertial trak ompliane Cˆt(ω) for a train speed of 0 km/h and 200 km/h. At a
train speed of 0 km/h, the trak ompliane is idential to the trak reeptane
in the ase where a unit impat is applied at both rails and shows a peak that is
due to the soil stratiation and orresponds to the resonane of the top layer
on the halfspae. Due to the inrease of the train speed to 200 km/h, this peak
shifts to a slightly lower frequeny due to the Doppler eet.
The vehile dynamis are desribed by means of the vehile ompliane matrix
Cˆv(ω). Figure 2.24 shows the real and imaginary part of the vertial vehile
ompliane Cˆv(ω) for a single axle whih is purely real. As the resonane of
the unsprung mass (mu = 2027 kg) on the Hertzian spring stiness (kH =
2.8× 109N/m) ours at a frequeny far above the frequeny range of interest,
the inuene of the Hertzian spring is negligible and the vehile ompliane is
ontrolled by the unsprung mass. In the frequeny range of interest, the real
part of the vehile ompliane an therefore be approximated as:
Cˆv(ω) = − 1
muω2
(2.38)
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Figure 2.23: Real (solid line) and imaginary (dotted line) part of the vertial
trak ompliane Cˆt(ω) for a train speed (a) v = 0km/h and (b) v = 200 km/h.
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Figure 2.24: Real (solid line) and imaginary (dotted line) part of the vertial
vehile ompliane Cˆv(ω) of a single axle.
The dynami traintrak interation is determined by the ombined ompliane
Cˆt(ω) + Cˆv(ω) of the trak and the vehile. Figure 2.25 shows the real and
imaginary part of the ombined ompliane Cˆt(ω) + Cˆv(ω) for a single axle
running at a speed of 200 km/h on the trak. In the low frequeny range, the
vehile ompliane is muh larger than the trak ompliane and the ombined
ompliane tends to −∞. In this frequeny range, the vehiletrak interation
is dominated by the vehile dynamis.
Around 80Hz, the real part of the trak ompliane (gure 2.23b) and the
vehile ompliane (gure 2.24) are equal but opposite in sign so that the
real part of the ombined ompliane Cˆt(ω) + Cˆv(ω) equals zero (gure 2.25).
Corresponding to equation (2.23), a peak will be observed in the axle load
spetrum at this frequeny, whih is referred to as the resonane of the unsprung
mass on the trak stiness [144℄ or P2 resonane [96℄. Due to the non-zero
imaginary part of the ombined ompliane at this frequeny, this peak has a
nite value.
As a summary, gure 2.26 shows the modulus of the trak ompliane Cˆt(ω),
the vehile ompliane Cˆv(ω), and the ombined ompliane Cˆt(ω)+ Cˆv(ω). A
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Figure 2.25: Real (solid line) and imaginary (dotted line) part of the vertial
ombined ompliane Cˆt(ω) + Cˆv(ω) for a single axle (200 km/h) running on
the trak.
minimum is observed around 80Hz in the modulus of the ombined ompliane
that orresponds to the P2 resonane.
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Figure 2.26: Modulus of the vertial trak ompliane Cˆt(ω) (dark grey line),
vehile ompliane Cˆv(ω) (light grey line), and ombined ompliane Cˆt(ω) +
Cˆv(ω) (blak line) for a single axle (200 km/h) running on the trak.
Dynami axle load
Figure 2.27a shows the PSD Sˆgz (ω) of the vertial load of a single axle running
at a speed of 200 km/h on the trak, alulated aording to equation (2.24)
for a PSD of the unevenness aording to FRA lass 3. The PSD shows a
lear peak around 80Hz orresponding to the P2 resonane that ours at the
minimum of the modulus of the ombined ompliane Cˆt(ω) + Cˆv(ω) of the
trak and the vehile (gure 2.26).
Figure 2.27b shows the spetrum gˆz(ω) of the axle load obtained for a sample of
the vertial unevenness generated aording to equation (2.15) from the PSD
of the unevenness aording to FRA lass 3. The prole is generated based
on equation (2.14) with a dense wavenumber sampling kym with wavenumber
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bin ∆ky = 0.005 rad/m and subsequently resampled with a oarse wavenumber
sampling kyn. A xed irular frequeny sampling with a bin ∆ωn = 2pi rad/s
is used to determine the wavenumber sampling kyn = ωn/v for eah train
speed v. As the unevenness prole is omplex, its modulus is aeted by the
interpolation of the densely sampled unevenness prole and peaks and throughs
appear in the axle load spetrum. A similar behavior is observed as for the
PSD (gure 2.27a) with a maximum value around 80Hz.
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Figure 2.27: (a) PSD Sˆgz (ω) and (b) narrow band spetrum gˆz(ω) of the vertial
dynami load of a single axle (200 km/h) on the trak on the layered halfspae.
2.5.4 Response due to a train passage
As disussed in setion 2.2, the response to moving loads is omputed based
on the stati and dynami axle loads and the transfer funtion. The present
subsetion disusses the trak and free eld veloity due to the passage of a
Thalys train running at a speed of 200 km/h on the ballasted trak (table 2.3)
on the layered halfspae (table 2.2). A detailed desription of the harateristis
of the Thalys train is given in subsetion 3.6.1.
Quasi-stati ontribution
Aording to equation (2.11), the quasi-stati ontribution is the produt of
the response to a single axle and the signature of the train.
Figure 2.28 shows the time history and frequeny ontent of the rail veloity
due to a single axle that arries a total mass mt = 17 000 kg. The spetrum is
determined by the harateristis of the axle and the trak.
Figure 2.29 shows the signature of the Thalys train with a speed of 200 km/h,
showing a quasi-disrete spetrum that is determined by the train omposition
and the train speed.
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Figure 2.28: (a) Time history and (b) frequeny ontent of the vertial quasi-
stati rail veloity during the passage of a single axle (200 km/h).
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Figure 2.29: Signature of the Thalys train (200 km/h).
Figure 2.30 shows the quasi-stati veloity of the rail during the passage of the
Thalys train. The passage of single bogies and axles an learly be distinguished
in the time history of the rail veloity (gure 2.30a). The frequeny spetrum
(gure 2.30b) is obtained aording to equation (2.11) as the produt of the
spetrum due to a single load (gure 2.28b) and the train signature (gure
2.29). This results in a spetrum that reahes a maximum value around 20Hz
and is furthermore haraterized by the peaks and troughs observed in the train
signature [7℄.
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Figure 2.30: (a) Time history and (b) frequeny ontent of the vertial quasi-
stati rail veloity during the passage of a Thalys train (200 km/h).
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Figure 2.31 shows the quasi-stati ontribution to the free eld response for
the passage of the Thalys train. The response of the soil resembles a sequene
of bowl shaped deetions traveling with eah axle. The time variation of the
response at a xed point is therefore due to suessive rising and falling of
the response at the passage of eah axle. At 6m and 12m, the response due
to single bogies an still be distinguished in the time history of the veloity
(gure 2.31a). At 24m and 48m, only the deetion due the multiple bogies or
arriages is observed and the amplitude of the deetion has dereased. Due
to this eet, the frequeny ontent of the quasi-stati ontribution quikly
shifts towards a lower frequeny with inreasing distane from the trak. Only
at very low frequenies a ontribution is observed in the frequeny spetrum,
whih is only shown up to 10Hz in gure 2.31b.
Dynami ontribution
Figure 2.32 shows the dynami ontribution to the rail veloity due to the
passage of the Thalys train. The response due to dierent axles is observed
less learly than for the quasi-stati ontribution. The frequeny spetrum
shows a maximum around 80Hz orresponding to the maximum in the axle
load spetrum (gure 2.27) that is determined by the P2 resonane. Due to the
interferene of similar ontributions of dierent axles, a quasi-disrete spetrum
is obtained.
The dynami ontribution to the rail response (gure 2.32a) has a similar
amplitude as the quasi-stati ontribution (gure 2.30a). The dynami
ontribution has its maximum at a higher frequeny of 80Hz (gure 2.32b),
however, while the quasi-stati ontribution is mainly onentrated in the low
frequeny range below 40Hz (gure 2.30b).
Figure 2.33 shows the dynami ontribution to the free eld veloity at 6m,
12m, 24m, and 48m from the trak. The passage of individual axles is no
longer observed due to overlap between the dynami ontributions of dierent
axles. As the frequeny spetrum of the response is attenuated with inreasing
distane and with inreasing frequeny, the peak of the spetrum moves to
lower frequenies at larger distane from the trak.
At 6m from the trak, the amplitude of the dynami ontribution (gure 2.33a)
is about 100 times larger than the amplitude of the quasi-stati ontribution
(gure 2.31a). While the dynami axle loads ontribute to the response in the
entire frequeny range of interest (gure 2.33b), the quasi-stati ontribution
is muh smaller and is onentrated at very low frequenies below 5Hz (gure
2.31b). These results show that the response in the free eld is dominated by
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Figure 2.31: (a) Time history and (b) frequeny ontent of the vertial quasi-
stati free eld veloity at 6m, 12m, 24m, and 48m during the passage of a
Thalys train (200 km/h).
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Figure 2.32: (a) Time history and (b) frequeny ontent of the vertial dynami
rail veloity during the passage of a Thalys train (200 km/h).
the dynami exitation above a frequeny of 10Hz and at more than a few
meters from the trak.
Total response
The total trak and soil displaement is obtained as the sum of the quasi-
stati and the dynami ontribution in equation (2.11) and equation (2.12),
respetively. In the following, the fous is on the vertial ground veloity
vz(y, t).
The running Root Mean Square (RMS) value vzRMS(y, t) of the veloity is
omputed as:
vzRMS(y, t) =
√
1
Ta
∫ t+Ta/2
t−Ta/2
v2z(y, τ) dτ (2.39)
where Ta is the time window. In the present work, a time window Ta = 1 s is
applied as speied in the ISO standard 14873-1 [66℄.
As an illustration, gure 2.34 shows the time history vz(y, t) and running RMS
value vzRMS(y, t) of the total free eld veloity at 12m from the trak. The
running RMS value vzRMS(y, t) is haraterized by an inreasing amplitude
when the train approahes, an approximately stationary amplitude during the
pass-by, and a dereasing amplitude when the train moves away. The stationary
part of the response during a train passage is seleted using the German DIN
standard [33℄ that distinguishes between three time intervals T1, T2, and T3.
Time period T1 is the interval of 4 s around the maximum running RMS value
vzRMS(y, t) during the train passage. Within time period T1, the maximum
veloity vzmax(y) = max[vz(y, t)] is omputed. Time period T2 is determined
as the smallest extension of T1 suh that the veloity vz(y, t) does not exeed
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Figure 2.33: (a) Time history and (b) frequeny ontent of the vertial dynami
free eld veloity at 6m, 12m, 24m, and 48m during the passage of a Thalys
train (200 km/h).
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a value vzmax(y)/4 within 0.5 s just before and just after T2. If neessary, the
interval T1 is adjusted to make it a subset of T2. Finally, the noise amplitude is
dened as the mean value of vzRMS(y, t) in the measured time interval outside
the time period T2. The time period T3 is determined as the largest extension
of T2 in whih vzRMS(y, t) exeeds the noise amplitude. The obtained time
periods T1, T2, and T3 for the free eld veloity at 12m are indiated in gure
2.34.
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Figure 2.34: (a) Time history and (b) running RMS value of the vertial free
eld veloity at 12m from the trak during the passage of a Thalys train
(200 km/h) indiating the time periods T1 (blak line), T2 (dark grey line),
and T3 (light grey line).
For a stationary signal, equation (2.39) an be applied with an innitely long
time window Ta. The result then no longer depends on the time t and is alled
the RMS value. Aording to Parseval's theorem, the RMS value xRMSm of a
stationary signal x(t) an also be omputed in the the m-th one-third otave
band [ω1m, ω2m] based on the PSD Sˆx(ω):
xRMSm =
√∫ ω2m
ω1m
Sˆx(ω) dω (2.40)
As the veloity vz(y, t) due to a train passage is a transient signal, the PSD
Sˆvz (y, ω) of the stationary part of the veloity is approximated as [38℄:
Sˆvz(y, ω) = E[|vˆzstat(y, ω)|2] (2.41)
where E[] denotes the expeted value operator and vˆzstat(y, ω) is the trunated
Fourier transform of the veloity vz(y, t) in the stationary part [t1, t2] of the
response:
vˆzstat(y, ω) =
∫ t2
t1
vz(y, t) exp(−iωt) dt (2.42)
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In the following, the stationary part is seleted based on the time period T2 [33℄.
The vibration veloity level Lv(y) is then dened as:
Lv(y) = 20 log10[vzRMSm(y)]− Lv0 (2.43)
where Lv0 = 20 log10[v0] is a referene level. Referene veloities v0 =
10−6 inch/s = 2.54 × 10−8m/s, v0 = 10−8m/s, or v0 = 5 × 10−8m/s are
proposed in the literature [59℄. In the present work, a referene veloity
v0 = 10
−8m/s is used.
Figure 2.35 shows the running RMS veloity and the vibration veloity level
of the rail during the passage of the Thalys train at a speed of 200 km/h. The
Thalys train has an artiulated train omposition and ontains more axles at
the front and the end than in the enter of the train. This results in a higher
amplitude of the running RMS value at the start and the end of the passage.
In between, the stationary part of the response is learly observed.
Figure 2.35b shows that both quasi-stati and dynami exitation signiantly
ontribute to the rail veloity. The quasi-stati exitation mainly ontributes at
lower frequenies, whereas the dynami exitation mainly ontributes at higher
frequenies.
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Figure 2.35: (a) Running RMS value and (b) and one-third otave band RMS
level of the vertial total rail veloity during the passage of a Thalys train
(200 km/h). The quasi-stati (dashdotted line) and dynami (dotted line) one-
third otave band RMS value are superimposed.
The dynami ontribution to the response is obtained based on a randomly
generated unevenness sample aording to equation (2.15). Figure 2.36 shows
the running RMS veloity and the vibration veloity level in the free eld for
10 samples of unevenness generated from the same PSD (FRA lass 3). A
onsiderable variation is observed with dierenes up to 10 dB in the entire
frequeny range. The running RMS value diers up to a fator of 2 (6 dB).
This means that, even when the statistial properties of the unevenness are
uniform along a trak, substantial dierenes an be found in the free eld
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response due to a train passage at dierent setions of the same traksoil
system.
The running RMS value shows a slightly higher amplitude at the start and the
end of the passage due to the artiulated train omposition. The ontributions
from single axles have a longer duration and hene a larger overlap with
inreasing distane. At a larger distane, the peak at the start and the end of
the passage is therefore less pronouned, resulting in a more onstant value of
the stationary part of the response.
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Figure 2.36: (a) Running RMS value and (b) and one-third otave band RMS
level of the vertial total free eld veloity at 6m, 12m, 24m, and 48m during
the passage of a Thalys train (200 km/h) for 10 unevenness samples based on
FRA lass 3 (blak to grey lines).
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2.6 Free eld response for xed and inoherent
axle loads
The previous setion shows that the free eld response is dominated by the
dynami exitation at frequenies higher than 10Hz and at more than a few
meters from the trak. Furthermore, it is shown that the free eld response
is haraterized by an approximately stationary vibration amplitude during
the passage of the train. In the present setion, it is investigated if the
quasi-stationary vibration amplitude an aurately be predited based on the
dynami axle loads by introduing the assumptions of xed and inoherent axle
loads.
2.6.1 Assumption of xed axle loads
In the following, the free eld veloity vˆ(y, ω) due to a train passage is predited
based on equation (2.10):
vˆ(y, ω) =
na∑
k=1
1
2pi
∫ +∞
−∞
H˜Tv (ky , ω)gˆdk(ω − kyv)
× exp[−iky(y − yk0)] dky (2.44)
where the 3×3 transfer matrix H˜v(ky, ω) ollets the trak  free eld mobilities
h˜vij(ky, ω).
The time history of the vibration veloity in a xed point in the free eld
omputed with equation (2.44) is a transient signal. The running RMS value
(gure 2.36) shows that the response is haraterized by a nearly stationary
vibration amplitude during the train passage. An attempt is made to predit
the amplitude of the stationary part of the response by assuming xed axle
loads [152℄. This assumption is introdued in equation (2.44) by setting the
train speed v equal to zero, whih implies that the dynami axle loads are
assumed to be ating at xed positions xk = xk0:
vˆ(y, ω) =
na∑
k=1
1
2pi
∫ +∞
−∞
H˜Tv (ky , ω)gˆdk(ω) exp[−iky(y − yk0)] dky (2.45)
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As a result, the shift kyv between the frequeny ontent of the reeiver and
the frequeny ontent of the soure in equation (2.44) representing the Doppler
eet is no longer present and the inverse wavenumber domain transformation
in equation (2.45) an be elaborated as follows:
vˆ(y, ω) =
na∑
k=1
HˆTv (y − yk0, ω)gˆdk(ω) (2.46)
orresponding to the lassial result for dynami loads at a xed position.
The assumption of xed axle loads is illustrated in gure 2.37, showing the
time history and the running RMS value of the free eld veloity during the
passage of a Thalys train at a speed of 200 km/h alulated with moving loads
aording to equation (2.44) and with xed loads aording to equation (2.46).
Due to the xed position of the axles, a stationary response is obtained in
the seond ase. The response to the xed axle loads agrees well with the
response to the moving axle loads during the stationary part. In the following,
the assumption of xed axle loads is used to estimate the vibration amplitude
during this stationary part.
As the dynami axle loads are determined by random trak unevenness, as
disussed in subsetion 2.3.1, they represent a random proess. Corresponding
to equation (2.46), the free eld response vˆ(y, ω) due to random axle loads is
a random proess as well and an be haraterized by the PSD Sˆv(y, ω) [38℄:
Sˆv(y, ω) =
na∑
k=1
na∑
l=1
HˆTv (y − yk0, ω)Sˆgkl(ω)Hˆ∗v(y − yl0, ω) (2.47)
where Sˆgkl(ω) is the 3×3 ross-PSD matrix of the axle loads gˆdk(ω) and gˆdl(ω).
This matrix is a submatrix of the previously disussed ross-PSD matrix Sˆg(ω)
in equation (2.24).
When only the vertial veloity due to vertial axle loads is onsidered, the
ross-PSD matrix Sˆgkl(ω) redues to a salar-valued ross-PSD denoted as
Sˆgzkl(ω) and equation (2.47) an be simplied as follows for the omputation
of the PSD Sˆvz (y, ω) of the vertial veloity:
Sˆvz(y, ω) =
na∑
k=1
na∑
l=1
hˆvzz(y − yk0, ω)Sˆgzkl(ω)hˆ∗vzz(y − yl0, ω) (2.48)
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Figure 2.37: (a) Time history and (b) running RMS value of the vertial free
eld veloity at 6m, 12m, 24m, and 48m during the passage of a Thalys train
(200 km/h) omputed with moving (blak line) and xed (grey line) axle loads.
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Aording to equation (2.40), the one-third otave band RMS value vzRMSm(y)
of the vertial veloity is omputed in the frequeny domain based on the PSD
Sˆvz (y, ω) of the vibration veloity given in equation (2.48):
v2zRMSm(y) =
∫ ω2m
ω1m
na∑
k=1
na∑
l=1
hˆvzz(y − yk0, ω)Sˆgzkl(ω)
×hˆ∗vzz(y − yl0, ω) dω (2.49)
Figure 2.38 shows the one-third otave band free eld vibration veloity level
during the passage of the Thalys train, alulated for moving and xed loads.
The response due to moving loads is an average based on 10 unevenness samples.
As the vibration veloity level is omputed for the stationary part of the
response, a relatively good agreement is found at all reeivers. A dierene
up to 6 dB at most is found that is aused by disregarding the speed of the
train. A similar onlusion is found for railway tra in tunnels [152℄. It an
reasonably be expeted that these assumptions hold for similar train passages
where a long stationary part is observed in the response, e.g. for long trains
omposed of similar arriages or for low train speeds.
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Figure 2.38: One-third otave band RMS level of the vertial free eld veloity
at (a) 6m, (b) 12m, () 24m, and (d) 48m during the passage of a Thalys
train (200 km/h) omputed with moving (blak line) and xed (grey line) axle
loads.
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2.6.2 Assumption of inoherent axle loads
In equation (2.49), the oherene between dierent axles k and l is taken
into aount by means of the ross-PSD Sˆgzkl(ω). The ross-PSD Sˆgzkl(ω)
for dierent axles k and l is an osillating funtion in terms of ω with a
period determined by the time lag (yk0−yl0)/v, resulting in an osillating PSD
Sˆvz (y, ω) as well. When the vibration veloity level is alulated in suiently
large frequeny bands [ω1m, ω2m], the osillations observed in the PSD Sˆvz (y, ω)
are aneled by averaging within eah frequeny band [156℄ and the oherene
between dierent axles k and l an be omitted by disregarding the ontribution
of the ross-PSDs Sˆgzkl(ω) for k 6= l in equation (2.49):
v2zRMSm(y) =
∫ ω2m
ω1m
Sˆgzkk(ω)
na∑
k=1
|hˆvzz(y − yk0, ω)|2 dω (2.50)
Corresponding to equation (2.24), the (auto) PSDs Sˆgzkk(ω) are determined by
the ombined vehile and trak ompliane matrix. Due to dierenes in the
unsprung mass of the axles and due to oupling of dierent axles through the
trak by means of the trak ompliane matrix, a dierent PSD is found for
dierent axles k.
Figure 2.39 shows the PSD Sˆgzkk(ω) of 26 axles of the Thalys train with equal
unsprung mass. The PSD Sˆgz (ω) for a single unoupled axle is superimposed in
the gure. At frequenies below 20Hz, the traintrak interation is dominated
by the vehile dynamis and the PSDs Sˆgzkk(ω) are idential. At higher
frequenies, the trak ompliane aets the axle loads and results in slightly
dierent PSDs Sˆgzkk(ω) that osillate around the PSD Sˆgz (ω) of the single axle
due to the eet of oupling through the trak.
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Figure 2.39: Modulus of the PSD of the vertial loads of a Thalys train for 26
oupled axles (grey lines) and a single unoupled axle (blak line).
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As the vibration veloity level is alulated in suiently large frequeny bands
[ω1m, ω2m], the osillations of the PSDs Sˆgzkk(ω) are averaged within eah
frequeny band, and equation (2.50) an be further simplied by using the
(average) PSD Sˆgz (ω) of a single unoupled axle:
v2zRMSm(y) =
∫ ω2m
ω1m
Sˆgz(ω)
na∑
k=1
|hˆvzz(y − yk0, ω)|2 dω (2.51)
This simpliation is only valid, however, when the unsprung mass of all axles
of the train is equal (or similar).
The eet of the previous assumptions is illustrated in gure 2.40 where the
PSD Sˆvz(y, ω) is shown for the free eld response due to the Thalys passage.
Coherent axle loads are onsidered in the rst ase, while inoherent and
unoupled axle loads are onsidered in the seond ase. As expeted, the result
obtained with inoherent axle loads is muh smoother than the result obtained
with oherent axle loads.
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Figure 2.40: PSD of the vertial free eld veloity at (a) 6m, (b) 12m, () 24m,
and (d) 48m during the passage of a Thalys train (200 km/h) omputed with
oherent (blak line) and inoherent (grey line) axle loads.
Figure 2.41 shows the vibration veloity level for the same passage, alulated
with oherent axle loads aording to equation (2.49) and with inoherent and
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unoupled axle loads aording to equation (2.51). These results are the one-
third otave band representation of the PSDs Sˆvz (y, ω) shown in gure 2.40.
The dierene in gure 2.40 is averaged within eah frequeny band and a
limited dierene up to 4 dB is generally found between both results in one-
third otave bands.
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Figure 2.41: One-third otave band RMS level of the vertial free eld veloity
at (a) 6m, (b) 12m, () 24m, and (d) 48m during the passage of a Thalys train
(200 km/h) omputed with oherent (blak line) and inoherent (grey line) axle
loads.
Equation (2.51) oers an expression to alulate the vibration amplitude in the
free eld based diretly on the statistial properties of the trak unevenness, no
longer requiring the generation of an unevenness sample. The assumptions of
xed and inoherent axle loads are shown to be valid in the onsidered example
for the alulation of the vibration amplitude in one-third otave bands during
the stationary part of the response.
2.7 Conlusion
This hapter presents the framework for the numerial predition of railway
indued vibration. The predition of the response due to a train passage is
based on the axle loads and the trak  free eld transfer funtion. A distintion
is made between quasi-stati and dynami exitation.
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The dynami axle loads are alulated based on the dynami traintrak
interation by means of a ompliane formulation. The dynami traksoil
interation problem is solved to alulate the dynami trak stiness and the
trak  free eld transfer funtions.
A numerial example shows the results for the ase of a Thalys train running
on a lassial ballasted trak and the eet of the soil properties on the
transfer funtion and the traksoil interation is illustrated by onsidering a
homogeneous and a layered halfspae. Within the present work, the following
two observations are partiularly noteworthy.
First, the numerial example illustrates the eet of the dynami trak  soil
interation on the transfer funtion. The so-alled trak ltering eet results in
a redution of the transfer funtion in the higher frequeny range and depends
on the harateristis of the trak and the soil.
Seond, the vibration veloity in the free eld due to a train passage is
dominated by the dynami ontribution and is typially haraterized by an
approximately stationary part during the passage of the train. It is illustrated
by means of an example that the stationary free eld vibration amplitude an
be predited by introduing the simplifying assumptions of xed and inoherent
axle loads. The inuene of these assumptions is limited to 6 dB (xed axle
loads) and 4 dB (inoherent axle loads) in the onsidered example when the
vibration veloity level of the stationary part of the response is predited in
one-third otave bands. It an reasonably be expeted that these assumptions
hold when the response due to a train passage ontains a long stationary part,
e.g. for long trains or for low train speeds.
Chapter 3
Experimental validation
3.1 Introdution
In the present hapter, the auray of the numerial predition model
presented in hapter 2 is assessed by means of an experimental validation. For
this purpose, an extensive measurement ampaign has been arried out at a
site in Linent, Belgium. Compared to previous validation studies performed at
the same site [94,98,99℄, a more detailed model is used that takes into aount
the exavation and the trak subgrade at the site.
The site in Linent is presented in setion 3.2. Next, the numerial model
is validated in dierent steps: the free eld mobility in setion 3.3, the trak
reeptane in setion 3.4, the trak  free eld mobility in setion 3.5, and the
response due to train passages in setion 3.6. In eah setion, the identiation
of the relevant dynami harateristis is disussed rst and the inuene of the
exavation and the trak subgrade is investigated next. Finally, the auray
of eah submodel is assessed by omparison to the measured results.
The onlusion is presented in setion 3.7.
3.2 The site in Linent
The high speed line L2 is the eastern part of the high speed railway network
in Belgium onneting Brussels and Köln. The setion between Brussels and
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Liège has been onstruted between 1998 and 2002 and mainly follows the E40
highway. The test site in Linent is loated next to the high speed line L2 at
kilometer 61.450, near the aess point in the Rue de la Bruyère. Figure 3.1
gives a plan of the measurement site.
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Figure 3.1: Plan of the site in Linent [132℄.
The high speed railway line is onstruted in an exavation and runs parallel
to the E40 highway separated by an embankment. A ross setion of the site
is shown in gure 3.2. The aess point in the Rue de la Bruyère is loated at
the opposite side of the embankment, where the free eld has an approximately
horizontal surfae. The exavation, varying in depth along the railway line, is
around 1.0m deep near the aess point. A view of the site is shown in gure
3.3a.
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Figure 3.2: Cross setion of the site in Linent [132℄.
The high speed line L2 onsists of two railway traks, one trak in the diretion
of Liège (trak 1) and one trak in the diretion of Brussels (trak 2). Both
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traks are a lassial ballasted trak (gure 2.4) with UIC 60 rails supported
every 0.60m by rubber pads on monoblok sleepers. The rails are ontinuously
welded and are xed with a Pandrol E2039 rail fastening system and supported
by resilient studded rubber rail pads (type 5197) with a thikness of 11mm.
Eah rail pad is preloaded with a lip toe load of about 20 kN per rail seat.
The prestressed onrete monoblok sleepers have a length lsl = 2.50m, a
width wsl = 0.235m, a height hsl = 0.205m (under the rail), and a mass
msl = 300 kg. The trak is supported by a porphyry ballast layer (aliber
25/50, thikness 0.35m) and a limestone sub-ballast layer (thikness 0.60m).
The density of these ballast layers is 1700 kg/m3. Below the ballast, the soil
has been stabilized over a depth of 1.0m by means of lime. A view of the trak
is shown in gure 3.3b.
Four dierent train types are operating on the line L2 in Linent: the InterCity
(IC) trains of type IC-A and IC-O and the Thalys and ICE HSTs. The
harateristis of these trains are disussed in subsetion 3.6.1.
(a) (b)
Figure 3.3: View of (a) the measurement site and (b) the trak in Linent.
A number of dynami tests has previously been arried out at the site in
Linent. A rst set of tests aimed at identifying the dynami soil and trak
harateristis. The dynami soil harateristis were determined by means of
Seismi Cone Penetration Tests (SCPTs), Spetral Analysis of Surfae Waves
(SASW) tests, and Seismi Refration (SR) tests and are disussed in subsetion
3.3.1. The dynami trak harateristis were determined based on a trak
reeptane test arried out in loaded and unloaded onditions and are disussed
in subsetion 3.4.1.
A seond set of tests has been performed to validate the predition of railway
indued vibration. On the oasion of the homologation tests prior to the
opening of the high speed line L2, the trak and free eld response were
measured during 11 IC passages (155.9− 225.3 km/h) and 12 Thalys passages
(99.5 − 326.1 km/h) [77℄. The trak  free eld mobility was measured by
applying impats at the right rail by means of a falling weight devie [79℄.
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Within the frame of the present work, additional measurement ampaigns
have been arried out in 2011 and 2012. An additional SASW test has been
performed in 2011 to identify the dynami soil harateristis lose to the
trak [131℄. The free eld and trak  free eld mobilities have been determined
by applying an exitation at the soil's surfae adjaent to the trak or at the
edge of the sleeper, respetively [150, 151℄. Furthermore, the response of the
trak and in the free eld has been measured during 103 train passages [150℄.
The broad range of available data for the site in Linent allows for a detailed
analysis of dynami trak and soil harateristis and for a step-wise validation
of dierent submodels for the numerial predition of railway indued vibration,
presented in the following setions.
3.3 The free eld mobility
In the present setion, it is investigated to whih extent the free eld mobility
an be predited numerially based on input data of the soil provided by
preliminary site investigation. First, the identiation of the dynami soil
harateristis at the site in Linent is disussed. Next, the inuene of the
exavation on the free eld mobility is investigated by means of numerial
simulations. Finally, the measured and predited free eld mobilities are
ompared.
3.3.1 The identiation of dynami soil harateristis
At the site in Linent, several borings were arried out in preparation of the
onstrution of the high speed railway trak in order to identify the loal geology.
The result of the borings is summarized in gure 3.4 and is desribed as follows
[94℄. The borings reveal the presene of a shallow Quaternary top layer of silt
with a thikness of 1.2m, followed by a layer of ne sand up to a depth of 3.2m.
Between 3.2 and 7.5m is a sequene of sti layers of arenite (a sediment of a
sandstone residue) embedded in lay. Below the arenite layers is a layer of lay
(from 7.5 to 8.5m depth), followed by ne sand (from 8.5 to 10m), below whih
thin layers of ne sand and lay are found.
The depth of the ground water table was monitored from August 1993 to July
1997. It exhibited seasonal utuations between 6.0m and 12.2m, with an
average value of 10.4m [69℄.
A number of in situ tests is performed at the site in Linent for the identiation
of the (small strain) dynami soil harateristis. Figure 3.5 gives an overview
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Figure 3.4: Loal geology at the site in Linent [69℄.
of the site with the loation of two SCPTs and two SASW tests. The results
from these tests are presented in the following.
In the SCPT tehnique, a seismi one equipped with triaxial aelerometers or
geophones is pushed into the soil and a lateral or vertial exitation is applied
at the soil's surfae [121℄. Two SCPTs were arried out in 2003 with a dual
aelerometer one (SCPT1 and SCPT2) [70℄. The loation of the SCPTs is shown
in gure 3.5.
The shear wave veloity of the soil is determined based on the ross orrelation
between the two simultaneously reorded signals in the dual aelerometer
one. In order to estimate the variation of the soil properties with depth,
the experiment is repeated for dierent depths of the seismi one.
Figure 3.6a shows the measured shear wave veloity for SCPT1 and SCPT2. The
proles show a nearly linear inrease of the shear wave veloity from about
160m/s at 1m depth to about 310m/s at 6.5m depth.
The signals reorded in SCPT2 were obtained using two dierent exitation
soures: a mehanial hammer (MH) and a sledgehammer (SH). These results
were used to obtain an estimate of the material damping ratio using the Spetral
Ratio Slope (SRS) method [18℄. The results are shown in gure 3.6b and show
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Figure 3.5: Loation of the SCPT and SASW tests at the site in Linent.
a large satter with values between 0 and 0.06 at all depths [69℄.
In the SASW tehnique, surfae waves are generated and the resulting response
is reorded on a line of reeivers at the soil's surfae [108,159℄. The orientation
of the reeiver line is indiated in gure 3.5 for two SASW tests arried out
at the site in Linent. In 2008, a SASW test was performed with a large
number of measurement points in order to investigate the inuene of the sensor
plaement (SASW1) [10℄. In 2011, a new SASW test has been arried out within
the framework of the present researh to determine the soil harateristis lose
to the railway trak (SASW2) [131℄.
The wave eld measured along the line of reeivers is used to determine the
experimental dispersion urve of the surfae waves. An inverse problem is
solved to determine the shear wave veloity prole. Figure 3.6a shows the
shear wave veloity obtained for SASW1 and SASW2. The results show a regular
soil prole with a shear wave veloity inreasing with depth and agree relatively
well with the results of SCPT1 and SCPT2. At a depth between 3 and 4m, the
shear wave veloity inreases from around 160m/s up to around 310m/s for
both proles, whih an be related to the presene of the arenite layer found
in the borings at a depth between 3.2 and 7.5m (gure 3.4).
In SASW1 and SASW2, the material damping ratio has been estimated as well by
simultaneously tting the experimental dispersion urve and attenuation urve
[90,120℄. The attenuation urve is determined using the half-power bandwidth
method [10℄. The material damping ratio obtained from SASW1 and SASW2 is
shown in gure 3.6b. SASW2 yields a relatively high material damping ratio of
0.09 at large depths. The damping ratio obtained with SASW1 does not exeed
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Figure 3.6: (a) Shear wave veloity and (b) material damping ratio obtained
from SCPT1, SCPT2, SASW1, and SASW2 at the site in Linent.
a value of 0.05 and dereases with depth, as would be expeted. Due to the
high satter, the results obtained from the SCPTs (gure 3.6b) are diult to
ompare with the results obtained from the SASW tests.
Simultaneously with the SASW tests, SR tests have been arried out in order
to estimate the longitudinal wave veloity based on the arrival time of the
rst longitudinal wave. Two SR tests have been arried out at the site in
Linent (SR1 and SR2) orresponding to the previously desribed SASW tests
as indiated in gure 3.5. Figure 3.7 shows the measured longitudinal wave
veloity that exhibits a strong inrease at a depth between 3 and 4m related
to the presene of the arenite layer.
Whereas the SASW method oers a valuable approah to identify dynami soil
harateristis, the tehnique also has its limitations. As the impat hammer
used for the SASW tests at the site in Linent generates waves up to a limited
depth, the SASW method only results in a reliable identiation at shallow
depths. An attempt an be made to inrease the maximum depth of the
shear wave veloity estimation by applying a larger impat or by inluding
results from passive vibration measurements [116℄. Furthermore, the solution
of the inverse problem obtained in the SASW tehnique is non-unique [122℄.
A probabilisti assessment of the SASW test at the site in Linent shows that
the unertainty inreases with inreasing frequeny and distane due to the
inreasing inuene of small sale variations of the soil prole. Due to these
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Figure 3.7: Longitudinal wave veloity obtained from SR1 and SR2 at the site
in Linent
limitations, the identiation of the soil harateristis based on the SASW
tehnique is expeted to result in a more aurate predition in an intermediate
frequeny interval between 20 and 50Hz [133℄.
In the SASW tehnique, the assumption of a horizontally layered soil is used,
introduing an additional unertainty. Measurements at the site in Linent
show that results are inuened up to 6 dB by performing SASW tests with a
dierent orientation [5℄.
The shear wave veloity prole determined with the SASW tests at the site
in Linent shows a good orrespondene with the results from the SCPTs. A
better auray of predited results is found for SASW1 [10℄ than for SASW2 [131℄,
however. The soil prole obtained in SASW1 is summarized in table 3.1 and
is used in the following setions for the validation of the predited free eld
mobility.
3.3.2 Inuene of the exavation on the free eld mobility
Before validation of the numerial predition with the experimental results,
the eet of the exavation on the free eld mobility is studied by means of
numerial simulation.
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Layer h Cs Cp βs βp ρ
[m℄ [m/s℄ [m/s℄ [-℄ [-℄ [kg/m3℄
1 1.4 128 286 0.044 0.044 1800
2 2.7 176 286 0.038 0.038 1800
3 ∞ 355 1667 0.037 0.037 1800
Table 3.1: Dynami soil harateristis at the site in Linent obtained from
SASW1 [10℄.
The dimensions of the exavation vary along the trak. In the numerial
model, however, the traksoil system and hene the geometry is assumed
to be invariant in the diretion ey. A geometry is therefore adopted that is
representative for the exavation near the aess point (gure 3.1). Figure 3.8
shows the assumed geometry of the exavation with upper width weu = 15m,
lower width wel = 14m, and depth he = 1m. The width of the exavation is
hosen suh that the distane between the enter line of trak 2 and the edge
of the exavation is orret. Trak 2 is assumed to be loated in the enter
of the exavation. The embankment between the high speed line and the E40
highway is disregarded, as it is loated at the opposite side of the aess point
(gure 3.2) and therefore has little inuene on the free eld mobility.
y
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Figure 3.8: Assumed geometry of the exavation at the site in Linent.
The free eld mobility is determined by applying impats to a foundation
installed at the soil's surfae adjaent to the trak (gure 3.8). As this
foundation is installed at 5.05m from the trak enter line, it is loated within
the exavation at a depth of 1m. The inuene of the exavation on the free
eld mobility is investigated by using two dierent numerial models, shown in
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gure 3.9. In eah model, a rigid foundation is oupled to a BE model of the
soil.
The rst model (gure 3.9a) applies a simplied geometry, where the exavation
is disregarded and the rigid foundation is loated at the surfae of the layered
halfspae (exitation at the surfae). The BE model of the soil only ontains
the ontat area between the foundation and the soil where the displaement
due to the applied hammer impat is imposed. In the seond model (gure
3.9b), the exavation is taken into aount and the foundation is loated at
a depth he = 1m (exitation in the exavation). The BE model of the soil
additionally ontains the free boundary of the exavation where tration free
boundary onditions are imposed.
PSfrag replaements
he
(a) (b)
Figure 3.9: Cross setion of the 2.5D soil model for exitation (a) at the surfae
and (b) in the exavation.
Figure 3.10 shows the mobilities omputed with both models and shows a
dierene that inreases up to 10 dB in the onsidered frequeny range but
generally relatively small.
At low frequenies, the wavelength in the soil is large ompared to the
exavation depth he and the mobility is not aeted signiantly. A very good
agreement is therefore found up to around 20Hz. Around 20Hz, the wavelength
in the top layer is of the same order of magnitude as the exavation depth he
and starts to aet the mobility. At 6m, the mobility is additionally aeted
by the redued height of the top layer, as this reeiver is loated within the
exavation, resulting in a poorer agreement below 20Hz as well.
The exavation mainly aets the mobility lose to the exitation point, where
a dierene around 6 dB is observed. For a larger sourereeiver distane, the
inuene of the exavation diminishes, as the sourereeiver distane is muh
higher than the dimensions of the exavation. In the following subsetion, the
predition of the free eld mobilities is validated for the ase of exitation in
the exavation (gure 3.9b).
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Figure 3.10: Predited mobility level at line C (y = 0m) at (a) 6m, (b) 12m, ()
24m, and (d) 48m from the trak enter line for a soure point at the surfae
(grey line) and in the exavation (blak line) at x = 5.05m and y = 0m.
3.3.3 Validation of the free eld mobility
The free eld mobility is determined at the site in Linent by applying impats
at the soil's surfae and measuring the orresponding response in the free eld.
The measurement setup is shown in gure 3.11 and is disussed in more detail
in the following. A detailed desription of the measurement setup is given in
the measurement report [151℄.
The origin of the measurement setup is loated at the enter of trak 2 in the
diretion of Brussels. The diretion ey orresponds to the longitudinal diretion
of the trak, while the diretion ex is perpendiular to the trak. The diretion
ez orresponds to the upward vertial diretion (gure 3.11).
The aeleration in the free eld is measured by means of high sensitivity seismi
aelerometers (PCB 393 series). The horizontal response at the surfae is of
the same order of magnitude as the vertial response for railway tra at grade.
The hoie has been made, however, to only measure the vertial response suh
that a larger number of reeivers are inluded in the measurement setup. The
vertial aeleration in the free eld is measured in sixteen hannels, loated
along ve measurement lines perpendiular to the trak (gure 3.11). The
measurement lines A, B, C, D, and E are loated at y = −19.8m, y = −10.2m,
y = 0m, y = 10.2m, and y = 19.8m, respetively. Eight reeiver points
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Figure 3.11: Measurement setup in the free eld at the site in Linent,
indiating the reeiver points (✚) and the soure points at the trak () and
at the soil's surfae adjaent to the trak ().
are loated on the referene measurement line C at y = 0m and two reeiver
points are loated on eah remaining measurement line. The reeiver points
are referred to as xx A, xx B, xx C, xxD, and xx E, referring to the respetive
measurement line, where the two-digit number xx denotes the x-oordinate of
the reeiver point, e.g. 06C.
The mobility is determined by means of an impat hammer with a mass of
5.5 kg and a soft tip equipped with a fore sensor (PCB 086D50) that measures
the fore exerted during the impat.
The data has been reorded by means of a National Instruments PXI-1050
hassis with four 4472Bmodules. The A/D onversion is performed by means of
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the NI system within an amplitude range of±10V and is based on oversampling.
The onversion is performed at a frequeny of 10 kHz. The digital signal is
subsequently resampled at a sampling frequeny fs = 1000Hz, avoiding aliasing
by means of a digital low-pass lter. The orresponding Nyquist frequeny is
fNyq = 500Hz.
For eah hammer impat, 4096 data points are reorded, orresponding to a
time period of 4.096 s. The measured fore is used as a trigger with a trigger
level of 2200N where 1536 data points are stored before exeedane of the
trigger level and 2560 data points are stored afterwards.
The free eld mobility is determined by means of hammer impats applied to an
aluminum foundation installed at the soil's surfae at a distane of 5.05m from
the enter of the trak. The foundation is loated within the exavation 1m
below ground level. Impats are applied at the foundation at 17 soure points
along the trak from y = −80m to y = 80m with a spaing of 10m, indiated
by the grey squares in gure 3.11. The soure points at the soil's surfae are
denoted as YyyS, where the two-digit number yy denotes the y-oordinate of
the soure point, e.g. Y00S.
Figure 3.12 shows the measured fore during the rst impat at the soil's surfae
at y = 0m. The time history learly shows a single impat of the hammer, while
the frequeny ontent shows that broad band exitation is applied overing the
entire frequeny range of interest.
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Figure 3.12: (a) Time history and (b) frequeny ontent of the measured fore
during the rst hammer impat at the soil's surfae at x = 5.05m and y = 0m.
Figure 3.13 shows the aeleration at line C due to the rst hammer impat at
the soil's surfae at y = 0m. While a lear response due to the hammer impat
is observed at short distane, the reponse is strongly disturbed by bakground
noise at a larger distane.
In order to inrease the signal-to-noise ratio, staking tehniques are ommonly
used where a large number of events is reorded and the resulting time signals
are added up [131℄. Figure 3.14 shows the time history of the aeleration
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staked for 100 hammer impats, showing a strong improvement of the signal-
to-noise ratio ompared to gure 3.13. The improvement is partiularly lear
at a larger distane where the staked signal now learly reveals the response
due to the hammer impat.
The time history of the veloity vki (t) in hannel i for event k is obtained by
integration of the measured aeleration aki (t). First, a Butterworth window
is applied to smoothen the noise at the beginning and the end of the time
window. A third order Chebyshev lter with high-pass frequeny fh = 4Hz, a
low-pass lter fl = 499Hz, and a ripple of 0.1 dB is applied to avoid drifting
of the signal. The veloity is then omputed by integration of the aeleration
using a trapezium rule. The frequeny ontent vˆki (ω) is obtained by means of
a forward Fourier transform from the time to the frequeny domain.
The average mobility Hˆij(ω) between two hannels i and j is omputed in the
frequeny domain by means of the H1 estimator [12, 42℄:
Hˆij(ω) =
Sˆij(ω)
Sˆii(ω)
(3.1)
The average ross PSD Sˆij(ω) between hannels i and j is estimated as:
Sˆij(ω) =
1
N
N∑
k=1
xˆk∗i (ω)xˆ
k
j (ω) (3.2)
where xˆki (ω) is the Fourier transform of the signal measured in hannel i for
event k, xˆk∗i (ω) denotes the omplex onjugate of xˆ
k
i (ω), and N refers to the
number of reorded events. When i = j, this funtion is referred to as the auto
PSD.
The transfer funtion Hˆij(ω) obtained with the H1 estimator is a random
variable, as eah experiment gives rise to a dierent estimation. The estimated
transfer funtion Hˆij(ω) an therefore be haraterized by a variane σˆ
2
Hij
(ω).
Assuming that the noise fullls the onditions stated by the entral limit
theorem [38℄, the variane σˆ2Hij (ω) is omputed as [19℄:
σˆ2Hij (ω) =
1− γˆ2ij(ω)
Nγˆ2ij(ω)
|Hˆij(ω)|2 (3.3)
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Figure 3.13: Measured vertial aeleration at line C (y = 0m) at (a) 6m, (b)
12m, () 24m, and (d) 48m from the trak enter line due to the rst hammer
impat at the soil's surfae at x = 5.05m and y = 0m.
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Figure 3.14: Measured vertial aeleration at line C (y = 0m) at (a) 6m, (b)
12m, () 24m, and (d) 48m from the trak enter line staked for 100 hammer
impats at the soil's surfae at x = 5.05m and y = 0m.
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where γˆij(ω) denotes the oherene between hannels i and j:
γˆ2ij(ω) =
Sˆij(ω)Sˆ
∗
ij(ω)
Sˆjj(ω)Sˆ∗ii(ω)
(3.4)
The variane σˆ2Hij (ω) is inversely proportional to N , so that the standard
deviation σˆHij (ω) is inversely proportional to
√
N . In the present test, 100
hammer impats have been reorded, whih means that an improvement of the
signal-to-noise ratio of the measured transfer funtion with a fator of 10 is
expeted as ompared to the transfer funtion determined from a single event.
Assuming that the estimated transfer funtion Hˆij(ω) follows a Gaussian
probability distribution, its modulus follows a Rie distribution [119℄. The
bounds of the ondene interval of the modulus are estimated based on the
inverse umulative Rie distribution [131℄.
Figure 3.15 shows the mean value and the 95% ondene interval of the
measured free eld mobility at measurement line C for 100 hammer impats
at the soil's surfae at y = 0m. For a small sourereeiver distane, the
ondene interval is very small and onentrated in a narrow region around
the average value of the mobility. The response is attenuated with inreasing
distane from the trak due to geometrial and material damping in the soil. As
the attenuation due to material damping is stronger for higher frequenies, the
mobility is attenuated espeially at higher frequenies with inreasing distane
and the signal-to-noise ratio dereases aordingly. It is noted that the impat
is applied at 5.05m from the trak suh that the sourereeiver distane is
only 0.95m for the reeiver point at 6m from the trak.
The ondene interval also inreases at frequenies below 20Hz, in partiular
at larger distanes from the soure. The generation of surfae waves at low
frequenies requires the displaement of a large soil mass and therefore needs
a high level of exitation. The energy introdued in the soil by the impat
hammer is not suient to learly measure the mobility. For reeiver 48C,
the mobility is only measured aurately in the intermediate frequeny range
between 20 and 75Hz.
The unertainty interval shown in gure 3.15 is estimated based on a noise
model and haraterizes the signal-to-noise ratio of the measured mobility. It
an be used as a measure for the reproduibility of the measured mobility
but does not aount for other soures of unertainty, e.g. introdued by
measurement errors.
The predited mobility is ompared to the measured result in gure 3.15.
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Figure 3.15: Predited (grey line) and measured (blak line) free eld mobility
level and ondene interval (grey region) at line C (y = 0m) at (a) 6m, (b)
12m, () 24m, and (d) 48m from the trak enter line for a soure point at the
soil's surfae at x = 5.05m and y = 0m.
A good agreement is observed in the onsidered frequeny range, indiating
that both the predition model and the identied soil parameters aurately
represent the onsidered transfer of vibration.
The one-third otave band representation 〈Hij〉m of the transfer funtion Hˆij(ω)
is omputed aording to equation (2.36). As the modulus |Hˆij(ω)| of the
transfer funtion is a statistial variable, the one-third otave band transfer
funtion 〈Hij〉m is a statistial variable as well. An estimation of the statistial
properties of the estimated one-third otave band transfer funtion is made by
assuming that the mobilities Hˆij(ω) at dierent frequenies ω are independent
variables. The integral in equation (2.36) then represents a summation of a
large number of independent variables within the frequeny band [ω1m, ω2m]
so that the one-third otave band mobility 〈Hij〉m an be onsidered to be
a Gaussian variable aording to the entral limit theorem [38℄. The bounds
of the ondene interval of the modulus are estimated based on the inverse
umulative Gaussian distribution.
Figure 3.16 shows the mean value and the 95% ondene interval of the one-
third otave band mobility at measurement line C for 100 hammer impats
at the soil's surfae at y = 0m. As the one-third otave band mobility is
an average value within eah frequeny band, the peaks and troughs in the
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narrow band mobility (gure 3.15) are anelled and the ondene interval
in eah frequeny band is smaller. If the assumption holds that the mobilities
at dierent frequenies are independent, the measured noise only has a small
inuene on the one-third otave band mobility in the onsidered frequeny
range. The unertainty is slightly higher in the low frequeny range, where the
frequeny bands are smaller and the averaging has a smaller eet.
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Figure 3.16: Predited (grey line) and measured (blak line) one-third otave
band free eld mobility level and ondene interval (grey region) at line C
(y = 0m) at (a) 6m, (b) 12m, () 24m, and (d) 48m from the trak enter
line for a soure point at the soil's surfae at x = 5.05m and y = 0m.
As the one-third otave band mobility represents an average value within eah
frequeny band, it allows for a more lear omparison of the measured and
predited result. The validation in one-third otave bands onrms that a good
agreement is found between the measured and predited free eld mobility.
Figure 3.17 shows the measured and predited mobility at measurement line C
for 100 hammer impats at the soil's surfae at y = 40m. Due to the larger
sourereeiver distane, the interval where an aurate measurement of the
mobility is obtained has dereased. For reeiver point 48C, the mobility is only
measured aurately between 20 and 50Hz.
The path between the soure point at y = 40m and a reeiver lose to the
trak (e.g. x = 6m) at line C (y = 0m) almost runs parallel to the trak (gure
3.11). The vibration transfer is mainly determined by the soil properties near
the trak. Due to the presene of a sub-ballast, soil improvement, and possible
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ompation of the soil underneath the trak, the soil properties near the trak
may be dierent from the soil properties identied in the free eld. This results
in a poorer agreement between the measured and predited mobility for the
reeiver at x = 6m at line C.
The vibration transfer between the soure point at the soil's surfae at y = 40m
and reeivers at larger distane from the trak (e.g. x = 24m or x = 48m), is
again mainly determined by the free eld soil properties and a better agreement
is observed between the measured and predited mobility.
Figure 3.18 shows the mean value and the 95% ondene interval of the one-
third otave band mobility at measurement line C for 100 hammer impats at
the soil's surfae at y = 40m. The ondene interval is slightly larger as
ompared to the result for a soure point at y = 0m (gure 3.16) due to the
inreased sourereeiver distane.
The omparison of the measured and predited one-third otave band mobility
onrms the observation made for the narrow band mobility. The vibration
transfer in the free eld is aurately predited by the model and the identied
soil properties, whereas the vibration transfer near the trak is predited less
aurately. It an be onluded that the identied soil prole in the free eld
does not aurately represent the soil near the trak.
The measurement of the free eld mobility at dierent measurement lines allows
to assess the variability of the measured mobility along the trak. Figure
3.19 ompares the one-third otave band mobility for the same sourereeiver
distane determined at dierent measurement lines A to E (gure 3.11), showing
a dierene up to 10 dB. This dierene is due to the variation of the dynami
soil harateristis and geometry (exavation) along the trak. This is a
signiant variation and has to be onsidered in the assessment of the predition
model and identied soil harateristis, sine the auray of the predition
annot be expeted to be smaller than the satter observed between measured
results.
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Figure 3.17: Predited (grey line) and measured (blak line) free eld mobility
level and ondene interval (grey region) at line C (y = 0m) at (a) 6m, (b)
12m, () 24m, and (d) 48m from the trak enter line for a soure point at the
soil's surfae at x = 5.05m and y = 40m.
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Figure 3.18: Predited (grey line) and measured (blak line) one-third otave
band free eld mobility level and ondene interval (grey region) at line C
(y = 0m) at (a) 6m, (b) 12m, () 24m, and (d) 48m from the trak enter
line for a soure point at the soil's surfae at x = 5.05m and y = 40m.
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Figure 3.19: One-third otave band free eld mobility level measured at ve
dierent measurement lines (grey to blak lines) at (a) 12m and (b) 24m from
the trak enter line for soure points at the soil's surfae at x = 5.05m and at
the orresponding measurement line.
3.4 The trak reeptane
In the present setion, the predition of the trak reeptane based on design
values and identied trak parameters is investigated. First, the dynami trak
harateristis at the site in Linent are disussed. Next, the inuene of the
exavation and the trak subgrade on the trak reeptane is investigated.
Finally, the measured and predited trak reeptanes are ompared. An
updating of the trak harateristis is arried out to obtain a better t between
the measured and predited reeptane.
3.4.1 The dynami trak harateristis
The dynami trak harateristis are determined based on design values or
identied based on the measured trak response. It is important that the
loading ondition of the trak is orretly taken into aount as it inuenes
the properties of trak omponents that show a strong non-linear behavior suh
as the rail pad and the ballast. A distintion is generally made between loaded
onditions, where a stati load equivalent to a train is present on the trak, and
unloaded onditions. Obviously, a stier trak behavior is expeted in loaded
onditions.
Previous work was arried out by Lombaert et al. [98℄ and Kogut and Degrande
[78℄ to determine the trak parameters at the site in Linent based on the
measured trak reeptane. In both approahes, the input parameters of
the numerial model were determined indiretly by tting the predited trak
reeptane to the measured result.
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Lombaert et al. [98℄ predit the trak reeptane by means of a 2.5D oupled
FEBE model. Figure 3.20 shows the trak model used by Lombaert et al. [98℄
that is similar to the trak model presented in subsetion 2.4.1 (gure 2.5). In
the model of Lombaert et al. [98℄, however, the ballast is modeled as a layer of
independent linear springs and dampers. Eah sleeper is assumed to be only
supported by that part of the ballast that is in ontat with the sleeper. The
ballast is therefore represented by a ballast stiness kb [N/m℄ and damping
oeient cb [Ns/m℄ per sleeper. The equivalent ontinuous trak model is
obtained by using an equivalent stiness k¯b = kb/dsl [N/m
2
℄ and damping
oeient c¯b = cb/dsl [Ns/m
2
℄, where dsl is the sleeper distane.
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Figure 3.20: Cross setion of the 2.5D trak model used by Lombaert et al. [98℄.
The harateristis of the rails and the sleepers show a linear behavior and
are determined based on design values. The UIC 60 rails are modeled
with a bending stiness ErIr = 6.45 × 106Nm2 and mass per unit length
ρrAr = 60.3 kg/m for eah rail. The trak gauge is 1.435m. The sleepers
have a distributed mass m¯sl = 500 kg/m and a mass moment of inertia
ρslI¯t sl = 262.17 kgm [98℄.
The harateristis of the rail pad and the ballast show a strong non-linear
behavior. They have a large inuene on the trak stiness, whereas the
inuene on the trak  free eld transfer funtions remains limited [149℄. The
harateristis of the rail pad and the ballast are therefore determined by tting
the predited trak reeptane to the trak reeptane measured in loaded
onditions. The ballast mainly aets the trak reeptane at frequenies below
200Hz. The rail pad aets the quasi-stati trak reeptane at low frequenies
but also determines the resonane of the rail on the rail pad that ours at a
frequeny generally above 200Hz. The updating of the ballast and rail pad
properties is therefore performed by tting the predited trak reeptane in
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a dierent frequeny range. The results obtained by Lombaert et al. [98℄ are
summarized in the following.
The rail pad properties are optimized in the frequeny range 200 − 400Hz
resulting in a stiness krp = 153.4 × 106N/m and damping oeient crp =
13.5×103Ns/m. In the literature, the rail pad is often desribed in terms of the
stiness krp [54,82,144,158℄. Compared to reported values from 60× 106N/m
for soft rail pads to 1300×106N/m for very sti rail pads, the stiness obtained
at the site in Linent orresponds to a soft to medium rail pad.
The ballast properties are optimized in the frequeny range 50−200Hz resulting
in a stiness kb = 920.7×106N/m and damping oeient cb = 16.6×103Ns/m.
In the literature, the ballast is often desribed in terms of the stiness kb per
sleeper [54, 82, 158, 160℄. Compared to reported values of the ballast stiness
from 12 × 106N/m to 190 × 106N/m, the ballast stiness obtained at the
site in Linent orresponds to a very sti ballast layer. This is possibly due
to ompensation of an underestimation of the subgrade stiness. Taking into
aount the support area Asl = lslwsl per sleeper allows to determine the ballast
stiness Kb = kb/Asl = 1567 × 106N/m3. The ballast Young's modulus is
estimated by taking into aount the height hb of the ballast layer as Eb =
Kbhb = 548.5× 106N/m2 [98℄.
Kogut and Degrande [78℄ investigate the eet of the loading onditions on
the identied trak parameters with a similar approah. The model inludes
half of the trak where a single rail pad is represented by a stiness krp [N/m℄
and damping oeient crp [Ns/m℄ and half of the ballast layer is represented
by a stiness kb [N/m℄ and damping oeient cb [Ns/m℄. The equivalent
ballast stiness Kb is obtained by taking into aount half of the support area
as Kb = 2kb/Asl and an therefore be ompared to the ballast stiness Kb
obtained by Lombaert et al. [98℄.
The loading of the trak leads to an inrease of the dynami rail pad stiness
from krp = 102 − 123 × 106N/m to krp = 137 − 143 × 106N/m. The ballast
stiness inreases from Kb = 112 − 146 × 106N/m3 to Kb = 225 − 340 ×
106N/m3. While the values obtained for the rail pad are similar to the values
obtained by Lombaert et al., the result for the ballast stiness is muh lower.
The previously presented results are obtained by tting the predited reep-
tane to the measured result and are therefore valid for the onsidered model.
In the present researh, a dierent trak model is used that has been presented
in subsetion 2.4.1 (gure 2.5). The input parameters for the present model are
derived from the parameters obtained with the model of Lombaert et al. [98℄
(gure 3.20). As the rails, rail pads, and sleepers are modeled identially in
both models, the previously identied harateristis are used in the present
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model. The model for the ballast is dierent in both models, however. The
ballast parameters for the present model are initially estimated in the following
based on the parameters obtained with the model of Lombaert et al. [98℄ and
will be updated in subsetion 3.4.4.
Equivalent parameters are derived for the ballast with density ρb = 1700 kg/m
3
and Poisson's ratio νb = 0.33. The estimated Young's modulus Eb =
548.5 × 106N/m2 in loaded onditions orresponds to a shear wave veloity
Cs = 347.9m/s and a longitudinal wave veloity Cp = 695.8m/s. The visous
damping cb = 16.6 × 103Ns/m orresponds to a loss fator η = 0.003 at
f = 50Hz.
In the following subsetions, the dynami trak behavior of trak 2 at the site
in Linent is predited where the exavation and the trak subgrade are also
taken into aount. The exavation is assumed to have upper width weu = 15m,
lower width wel = 14m, and height he = 1m (gure 3.8). It is assumed that
the presene of trak 1 does not aet the response of trak 2 and in the free
eld. A single trak model is therefore applied in the enter of the exavation
(gure 3.8).
The ballast layer is assumed to have a trapezoidal shape with upper width
wbu = 3.60m, lower width wbl = 5.60m, and height hb = 0.35m (gure 2.5).
The trak subgrade is taken into aount, as it aets the dynami trak behav-
ior and the vibration transfer to the free eld [3, 61℄. It is not straightforward
to determine the harateristis of the trak subgrade, however. Non-intrusive
methods inlude monitoring systems suh as Ground Penetrating Radar (GPR)
[41℄, High Speed Deetograph (HSD) [41℄, ontinuous measurement of the
dynami trak reeptane [13℄, and SASW along a railway trak [29℄. Consoli
et al. [26, 27℄ have performed laboratory tests to investigate the improvement
of soil properties by mixing with ement [26℄ or lime [27℄. The harateristis
of the trak subgrade are subjet to large unertainty, however, as they depend
on the material of the sub-ballast, the applied tehnique of soil improvement,
and the original soil properties.
At the site in Linent, a sub-ballast layer has been installed with a depth
of 0.60m and the soil has been improved over a depth of 1m by means of
lime stabilization. No measurements have been arried out to determine the
dynami subgrade harateristis so that they need to be estimated.
A lime treatment leads to an inrease of the shear wave veloity of the upper
soil layer from 128m/s (table 3.1) up to 200 − 400m/s due to the ombined
eet of mixing with lime and soil ompation [27℄. In the following, the
eet of the trak subgrade is investigated by inluding a layer underneath
the trak that has improved harateristis ompared to the original soil. First,
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a onservative value of Cs = 200m/s is assumed for the shear wave veloity. An
inreased density ρs = 1854 kg/m
3
is assumed to aount for soil ompation.
These parameters are updated in subsetion 3.4.4 in order to obtain a better t
between the measured and predited trak reeptane. The trak subgrade is
assumed to have a width ws = 5.60m, equal to the ballast width, and a depth
hs = 1m.
3.4.2 Inuene of the exavation on the trak reeptane
The eet of the exavation on the trak reeptane is investigated by means
of numerial simulations. Dierent geometries of the trak and soil system are
therefore used, presented in gure 3.21.
The inuene of the exavation on the rail reeptane is investigated by
omparing model A (gure 3.21a) and model B (gure 3.21b).
Model A assumes a simplied geometry where the exavation is disregarded
and the trak is loated at the surfae of the layered halfspae. In model B, the
exavation is taken into aount and the trak is loated within the exavation.
Figure 3.22 ompares the rail reeptane omputed with both models. The
rail reeptane exhibits a peak around 20Hz whih is due to soil stratiation.
This peak appears at a lower frequeny when the exavation is disregarded and
the thikness of the the top layer is larger.
The rail reeptane is aeted by the presene of the exavation up to a
frequeny of 80Hz. At higher frequenies, the wavelength dereases and the
vibration of the trak is onentrated in the upper trak omponents. The
trak reeptane is therefore no longer aeted by the soil stratiation or the
exavation at higher frequenies.
As the rail reeptane is mainly inuened by the soil layering diretly
underneath the trak, a simplied model is presented by adapting the soil
prole. In model C (gure 3.21), the top layer of the soil has been redued by
the depth he of the exavation. This model aounts for the redued thikness
of the top layer under the trak without expliitly modeling the exavation. The
advantage of this model is that the BE mesh of the soil is muh smaller and
only ontains nodes at the interfae between the trak and the soil, signiantly
reduing the omputational ost.
Figure 3.23 ompares the rail reeptane omputed with model B and model
C. Both models yield exatly the same result. This indiates that the inuene
of the soil properties on the trak reeptane mainly relates to the soil
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Figure 3.21: Cross setion of the 2.5D traksoil model for (a) model A, (b)
model B, () model C, (d) model D, (e) model E, and (f) model F, where he
indiates the depth of the exavation and hs indiates the depth of the trak
subgrade.
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Figure 3.22: (a) Modulus and (b) phase of the vertial rail reeptane predited
with model A (grey line) and model B (blak line).
stratiation diretly underneath the trak. Model C an therefore be used
to predit the rail reeptane more eiently for traks built in exavation.
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Figure 3.23: (a) Modulus and (b) phase of the vertial rail reeptane predited
with model B (grey line) and model C (blak line).
3.4.3 Inuene of the trak subgrade on the trak reep-
tane
The inuene of the trak subgrade on the rail reeptane is investigated by
omparing the results obtained with model B (gure 3.21b) and model D (gure
3.21d). In model B a trak in exavation is onsidered and the trak subgrade
is disregarded, while in model D the trak subgrade is taken into aount.
Figure 3.24 shows the rail reeptane omputed with both models. The peak
around 20Hz related to the soil stratiation is present in both models but
dereases when the trak subgrade is taken into aount. Due to the trak
subgrade, a stier behavior is obtained at low frequenies.
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Figure 3.24: (a) Modulus and (b) phase of the vertial rail reeptane predited
with model B (grey line) and model D (blak line).
At frequenies above 60Hz, a higher rail reeptane is found when the trak
subgrade is taken into aount. The resonane of the sleeper mass on the
ballast stiness generally ours in this frequeny range. This resonane is
heavily damped by the soil and is not learly observed in gure 3.24. Taking
into aount the trak subgrade, however, leads to a smaller radiation of energy
to the soil and inreases the rail reeptane.
The trak subgrade is inluded in model D by means of 2.5D nite volume
elements and oupled to the BE model of the soil. Inluding the trak
subgrade inreases the size of the BE mesh and therefore signiantly inreases
the omputational ost. Two alternative models are therefore proposed by
introduing the following modeling simpliations.
In model E (gure 3.21e), the exavation is modeled by reduing the top layer,
while the trak subgrade is modeled by means of 2.5D nite volume elements.
As it is no longer needed to model the free boundary of the exavation, the BE
mesh of the soil is redued.
Model F (gure 3.21f) further simplies the geometry of the problem, by
applying the properties of the trak subgrade to the entire soil domain. The
BE mesh is now limited to the ontat area between the ballast and the soil
domain.
The trak subgrade is taken into aount in models D, E, and F, but a
onsiderable simpliation of the geometry is obtained in the latter model.
Table 3.2 summarizes the required memory and omputation time of eah model
at 100Hz (arried out on a node with two quad-ore Nehalem proessors with
lok speed 2.26GHz) and shows that the simpliations in model E and F
result in a signiant redution of the omputational requirements.
Figure 3.25 ompares the rail reeptane predited with model D (gure 3.21d),
model E (gure 3.21e), and model F (gure 3.21f). All models yield a nearly
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Model Required memory Computation time
[GBRAM℄ [min℄
D 45 1440
E 37 45
F 1 1
Table 3.2: Computational requirements for the traksoil models.
idential result. This onrms the observation of the previous subsetion that
the inuene of the soil properties on the trak reeptane is mainly determined
by the soil stratiation diretly underneath the trak.
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Figure 3.25: (a) Modulus and (b) phase of the vertial rail reeptane predited
with model D (light grey line), model E (dark grey line), and model F (blak
line).
In the following, model F is used to predit the trak reeptane as it is more
eient and yields the same result.
3.4.4 Updating of the trak parameters
The numerial predition of the trak reeptane is validated based on the
measured result at the site in Linent.
The trak reeptane was measured in loaded and unloaded onditions prior
to the opening of the high speed line L2 in 2002 [78℄ in order to determine
the dynami trak harateristis in both onditions. A hammer impat was
therefore applied at the rail head, while the orresponding response of the rail
was measured. The experimental trak reeptane is obtained as the ratio of
the measured displaement and the applied fore.
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The measurements were performed at three onseutive sleepers in unloaded
onditions, while they were performed at one sleeper in loaded onditions. All
measurements were arried out on trak 2 in the diretion of Brussels. The
measurement setup is desribed by Kogut and Degrande [78℄ and is shown in
gure 3.26.
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Figure 3.26: Position of the aelerometers and impat points used for the
determination of the trak reeptane [78℄.
Four aelerometers were installed at the rail, two above a sleeper (R1 and R2)
and two at mid span between two sleepers (R3 and R4), and two aelerometers
were installed at the sleeper (S1 and S2) (gure 3.26). The exitation was
applied by means of a small impat hammer with a mass of 0.2 kg and a large
impat hammer with a mass of 5.5 kg. The exitation was applied above a
sleeper (F1) as well as at mid span between two sleepers (F2), allowing for the
determination of the diret and the ross reeptane at both loations (gure
3.26).
The preload was applied by a loomotive on the trak and the hammer impat
was applied between two bogies at around 1.20m from the rst wheel of the
seond bogie. A view of the measurement setup in loaded onditions is shown
in gure 3.27.
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Figure 3.27: View of the measurement setup for the determination of the trak
reeptane in loaded onditions. The impat loation F1 is indiated by the
red arrow.
The diret rail reeptane is the ratio between the displaement and the applied
fore at the same loation. Between 6 and 10 hammer impats are applied to
improve the signal-to-noise ratio and the average experimental rail reeptane
is determined by means of theH1 estimator, as explained in subsetion 3.3.3. In
the following, the diret rail reeptane in loaded onditions is determined for
exitation above a sleeper (F1), as indiated in gure 3.27, whih only requires
the measured fore and response in hannels R1 and R2.
Figure 3.28 shows the measured rail reeptane in unloaded and loaded
onditions in the frequeny range up to 200Hz. The rail reeptane is strongly
aeted by the loading state of the trak. As expeted, the trak behaves
less sti in unloaded ondition than in loaded ondition. A resonane of the
sleeper on the relatively soft ballast layer is observed around 70Hz. Due to the
preloading of the trak, the ballast behaves muh stier and this resonane is
not observed anymore for loaded onditions.
Figure 3.29 shows the rail reeptane predited with model F (gure 3.21f).
A relatively large dierene is observed with the measured rail reeptane in
loaded onditions. This is due to the fat that the trak parameters have been
identied with a dierent model for the ballast and without onsidering the
trak subgrade. The ballast parameters are therefore updated with the present
trak model (gure 2.5) by tting the measured and predited rail reeptane.
The dynami trak harateristis strongly aet the rail reeptane and, in
turn, the rail reeptane strongly aets the dynami axle loads. The numerial
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Figure 3.28: (a) Modulus and (b) phase of the measured vertial rail reeptane
in unloaded ondition (grey lines) and loaded ondition (blak line).
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Figure 3.29: (a) Modulus and (b) phase of the predited (grey line) and
measured (blak line) vertial rail reeptane at the site in Linent before
updating of the trak parameters.
reeptane is therefore tted to the measured reeptane in loaded onditions,
as this better orresponds to the situation during a train pass-by. The resulting
trak harateristis an also be used for the predition of the trak  free eld
mobility, as this is only slightly aeted by variations in the trak parameters
[149,153℄.
The updating of the trak parameters is performed by solving a non-linear
least squares problem by means of the MATLAB funtion lsqnonlin, where
r(x) [10−8m/N℄ is the residual sum of squares of the dierene between the
predited rail reeptane with parameter set x and the measured rail reeptane.
An optimal t is found for the parameter set x that minimizes the residual r(x).
The parameter set x inludes the ballast shear wave veloity Cs, imposing a
lower bound of 100m/s and an upper bound of 500m/s, and the ballast material
damping ratio βs, imposing a lower bound of 0.002 and an upper bound of 0.10.
A xed value is assumed for the density ρb = 1700 kg/m
3
and Poisson's ratio
ν b = 0.33 of the ballast layer.
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It has been shown in subsetion 3.4.3 that the rail reeptane is aeted by
the trak subgrade. Disregarding the presene of the trak subgrade will
possibly lead to an overestimation of the ballast stiness. The trak subgrade
is therefore taken into aount in the optimization proess by using model
F (gure 3.21f). Updating the properties of the trak subgrade, however,
requires several omputations of the soil stiness, whih is the most demanding
omputational part. This is avoided by performing a `grid searh', where the
ballast properties are optimized for three dierent ases, adopting a value of
Cs = 200m/s, Cs = 300m/s, and Cs = 400m/s for the shear wave veloity
of the trak subgrade, respetively. A xed value is used for the density
ρs = 1854 kg/m
3
and Poisson's ratio ν s = 0.33 of the trak subgrade.
The trak subgrade and the ballast mainly aet the trak reeptane at
frequenies below 200Hz, while the experimental trak reeptane has only
been measured aurately at frequenies above 30Hz. The optimization is
therefore arried out in the frequeny range between 30Hz and 200Hz, taking
into aount the result at 69 frequenies with equal weights.
Figure 3.30 shows the rail reeptane after updating the trak parameters for
ase 2 where a shear wave veloity Cs = 300m/s has been used for the trak
subgrade. A good agreement is found for the reeptane in the entire frequeny
range between 30 and 200Hz. The updating proess has been arried out for
the modulus of the reeptane, but a relatively good agreement is obtained for
the phase of the reeptane as well in the entire frequeny range.
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Figure 3.30: (a) Modulus and (b) phase of the predited (grey line) and
measured (blak line) vertial rail reeptane at the site in Linent after
updating the trak parameters.
Table 3.3 shows the updated shear wave veloity Cs and material damping ratio
βs of the ballast layer and the orresponding minimum of the residual r(x) for
eah ase. The lowest value of the residual is found for ase 2, where a shear
wave veloity Cs = 300m/s is used for the trak subgrade. The orresponding
shear wave veloity Cs = 153.7m/s and material damping ratio βs = 0.03 for
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the ballast layer result in a good t of the rail reeptane (gure 3.30).
Case Subgrade Ballast Residual
Cs Cs βs r(x)
[m/s℄ [m/s℄ [-℄ [10−8m/N℄
1 200 141.6 0.001 0.522
2 300 153.7 0.032 0.324
3 400 154.0 0.100 0.363
Table 3.3: Results of the optimization proess of the dynami trak parameters.
The updating of the trak parameters leads to a ballast shear wave veloity that
is 2.25 times smaller than the initial estimate. The dierene is due to the use
of a dierent model, while the trak subgrade is additionally taken into aount.
As disussed in subsetion 3.4.1, the obtained result an be expressed as the
ballast stiness under a single sleeper, resulting in a value kb = 180× 106N/m
that better orresponds to reported ballast stiness values from 12× 106N/m
to 190× 106N/m [54, 82, 158,160℄. It is noted, however, that omparison with
other models an only be used as an indiation, sine the model parameters
depend on the assumptions that are made in eah model.
Table 3.4 summarizes the identied dynami trak harateristis, indiating
the equivalent parameters for the ontinuous model by a bar. In the following,
these trak parameters are used to predit the railway indued vibration.
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Rail Flexural stiness (per rail) ErIr = 6.45× 106Nm2
Mass per length (per rail) ρrAr = 60.3 kg/m
Position of left rail xr1 = −0.7175m
Position of right rail xr2 = +0.7175m
Rail pad Stiness k¯rp = 255.7× 106N/m2
Visous damping c¯rp = 22.5× 103Ns/m2
Sleeper Mass per length m¯sl = 500 kg/m
Mass moment of inertia ρslI¯t sl = 262.17 kgm
Length lsl = 2.50m
Ballast Height hb = 0.35m
Upper width wbu = 3.60m
Lower width wbl = 5.60m
Shear wave veloity Cs = 153.7m/s
Longitudinal wave veloity Cp = 307.4m/s
Shear damping ratio βs = 0.03
Longitudinal damping ratio βp = 0.03
Mass density ρb = 1700 kg/m
3
Trak subgrade Shear wave veloity Cs = 300m/s
Longitudinal wave veloity Cp = 600m/s
Shear damping ratio βs = 0.044
Longitudinal damping ratio βp = 0.044
Mass density ρs = 1854 kg/m
3
Height hs = 1m
Table 3.4: Dynami harateristis of the ballasted trak at the site in Linent
after updating the trak reeptane.
3.5 The trak  free eld mobility
In the present setion, it is investigated to whih extent the trak  free
eld mobility an be predited numerially based on input data of the soil
provided by preliminary site investigation and based on the identied trak
harateristis. First, the inuene of the exavation and the trak subgrade on
the trak  free eld mobility is investigated by means of the models presented
in gure 3.21. Next, the measured trak  free eld mobilities are used to assess
the auray of the predited results.
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3.5.1 Inuene of the exavation on the trak  free eld
mobility
The inuene of the exavation on the trak  free eld mobility is investigated
by means of numerial simulation with the trak models presented in gure
3.21. The inuene of the exavation is investigated by omparing the results
obtained with model A (gure 3.21a) for a trak at surfae and with model B
(gure 3.21b) for a trak in exavation. Model C (gure 3.21) is not onsidered
for the predition of the mobility, as it does not orretly represents the wave
propagation in the free eld due to the redued height of the top layer. The
inuene of the exavation is investigated without taking into aount the trak
subgrade, whih is treated in the following subsetion.
Figure 3.31 ompares the mobilities predited with both models and shows
a dierene due to the exavation that inreases up to around 6 dB but is
generally relatively small.
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Figure 3.31: Predited trak  free eld mobility level at line C (y = 0m) at
(a) 6m, (b) 12m, () 24m, and (d) 48m from the trak enter line for a soure
point at the edge of the sleeper at x = 1.10m and y = 0m for model A (grey
line) and model B (blak line).
The inuene of the exavation is of the same order of magnitude for the free
eld mobility (gure 3.10) as for the trak  free eld mobility (gure 3.31). The
exavation starts to aet the mobilities around 20Hz, where the wavelength
in the top layer is of the same order of magnitude as the dimensions of the
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exavation. At 6m, the mobility is additionally aeted by the redued height
of the top layer, as this reeiver point is loated within the exavation.
Figure 3.31 demonstrates that the exavation has a small but non-negligible
inuene on the trak  free eld mobility. In the following, the exavation is
therefore taken into aount in the preditions.
3.5.2 Inuene of the trak subgrade on the trak  free
eld mobility
The inuene of the trak subgrade on the mobilities is investigated by
omparing the results obtained with model B (gure 3.21b), disregarding the
trak subgrade, and with model D (gure 3.21d), taking into aount the trak
subgrade. Models E (gure 3.21e) and F (gure 3.21f) are not onsidered for
the predition of the mobility, as they do not orretly represent the wave
propagation in the free eld due to the redued height of the top layer.
Figure 3.32 ompares the mobilities predited with both models. Below 20Hz,
the governing wavelength in the soil is large ompared to the depth of the
subgrade and the vibration transfer is hardly aeted by its presene.
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Figure 3.32: Predited trak  free eld mobility level at line C (y = 0m) at
(a) 6m, (b) 12m, () 24m, and (d) 48m from the trak enter line for a soure
point at the edge of the sleeper at x = 1.10m and y = 0m with model B (grey
line) and model D (blak line).
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Around 20Hz, the wavelength in the soil is of the same order of magnitude
as the dimensions of the subgrade and a dierene up to 10 dB is observed
between the mobilities obtained with both models. A higher inuene of the
trak subgrade on the mobility up to 20 dB is reported in ases where muh
stier materials suh as soilement mixtures or onrete are used in the trak
subgrade [3, 61℄.
In the following, the exavation and the trak subgrade are taken into aount
and model D (gure 3.21d) is applied to predit the trak  free eld mobility.
3.5.3 Validation of the trak  free eld mobility
The trak  free eld mobility is measured at the site in Linent by applying
a hammer impat at the trak and measuring the response by means of
aelerometers installed in the free eld. The setup in the free eld is idential
to the setup used for the measurement of the free eld transfer funtions (gure
3.11) The data aquisition and signal proessing are also performed analogously.
A detailed desription of the setup and the data aquisition is given in the
measurement report [150℄.
The hammer impats are applied to the edge of the sleeper at a distane of
1.10m from the enter of the trak. Impats are applied at 21 soure points
along the trak from y = −100m to y = 100m with a spaing of 10m, indiated
by the blak squares in gure 3.11. The soure points at the trak are denoted
as YyyT, where the two-digit number yy denotes the y-oordinate of the soure
point, e.g. Y00T.
Based on the measured fore and free eld response, the average experimental
mobility is determined by means of the H1 estimator, as disussed in subsetion
3.3.3. Figure 3.33 shows the mean value and the 95% ondene interval of the
trak  free eld mobility measured at line C for 100 hammer impats at the
edge of the sleeper at y = 0m. As for the free eld mobility, the trak  free eld
mobility is measured aurately in an intermediate frequeny range. At 48m
from the trak, the mobility is measured aurately between 20 and 100Hz.
The predited mobility is ompared to the measured result in gure 3.33. and
generally shows a good agreement. Close to the trak, an underestimation is
observed around 50Hz, whih is no longer observed at higher distanes.
Figure 3.34 shows the mean value and the 95% ondene interval of the one-
third otave band mobility at measurement line C for 100 hammer impats at
the edge of the sleeper at y = 0m. Due to averaging within eah frequeny
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band, a smaller ondene interval is obtained indiating a small inuene of
the noise on the measured mobility.
As the peaks and troughs observed in the narrow band spetrum are averaged
within eah frequeny band, the one-third otave band spetrum allows for a
more lear omparison of the measured and predited mobility. It onrms
that a good agreement is found, partiularly at a larger distane from the trak
where the dierene is generally limited to 6 dB.
Figure 3.35 shows the measured and predited mobility at measurement line C
for 100 hammer impats at the edge of the sleeper at y = 40m. The propagation
path between the soure point at y = 40m and a reeiver at line C (y = 0m)
lose to the trak (e.g. x = 6m) almost runs parallel to the trak (gure 3.11)
and is mainly determined by the properties of the trak and the trak subgrade.
A signiantly better agreement is found for the trak  free eld mobility
(gure 3.35a) as ompared to the free eld mobility for the orresponding soure
and reeiver point (gure 3.17a). This suggests that the vibration transfer along
the trak is modeled more aurately when the trak (and the trak subgrade)
is taken into aount.
Figure 3.36 shows the mean value and the 95% ondene interval of the one-
third otave band mobility at measurement line C for 100 hammer impats at
the edge of the sleeper at y = 40m. A better agreement is found than for
the one-third otave band free eld mobility (gure 3.18). A relatively large
dierene up to 15 dB at most is still observed, however.
Figure 3.37 ompares the one-third otave band mobilities determined at
dierent measurement lines A to E (gure 3.11). Changing the measurement
position along the trak results in a dierene up to 15 dB in the measured
mobilities, whih is due to variation of the dynami soil harateristis and
geometry (exavation) along the trak. A similar satter is observed as for the
free eld mobilities (gure 3.19).
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Figure 3.33: Predited (grey line) and measured (blak line) trak  free eld
mobility level and ondene interval (grey region) at line C (y = 0m) at (a)
6m, (b) 12m, () 24m, and (d) 48m from the trak enter line for a soure
point at the edge of the sleeper at x = 1.10m and y = 0m.
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Figure 3.34: Predited (grey line) and measured (blak line) one-third otave
band trak  free eld mobility level and ondene interval (grey region) at
line C (y = 0m) at (a) 6m, (b) 12m, () 24m, and (d) 48m from the trak
enter line for a soure point at the edge of the sleeper at x = 1.10m and
y = 0m.
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Figure 3.35: Predited (grey line) and measured (blak line) trak  free eld
mobility level and ondene interval (grey region) at line C (y = 0m) at (a)
6m, (b) 12m, () 24m, and (d) 48m from the trak enter line for a soure
point at the edge of the sleeper at x = 1.10m and y = 40m.
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Figure 3.36: Predited (grey line) and measured (blak line) one-third otave
band trak  free eld mobility level and ondene interval (grey region) at
line C (y = 0m) at (a) 6m, (b) 12m, () 24m, and (d) 48m from the trak
enter line for a soure point at the edge of the sleeper at x = 1.10m and
y = 40m.
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Figure 3.37: One-third otave band trak  free eld mobility level measured
at ve dierent measurement lines (grey to blak lines) at (a) 12m and (b)
24m from the trak enter line for soure points at the edge of the sleeper at
x = 1.10m and at the orresponding measurement line.
3.6 Train passages
After the validation of the dierent submodels, the present setion addresses
the validation of the predition of train indued vibration. The response has
been measured at the site in Linent for dierent train types. A predition
is made based on the identied train, trak, and soil harateristis and the
measured unevenness prole. The auray of the predition is assessed for the
passage of an IC train (198 km/h) and a Thalys train (300 km/h) by omparison
with the measured results.
3.6.1 The dynami train harateristis
Figure 3.38 shows an IC train and a Thalys train passing at the site in Linent.
Both the quasi-stati and dynami ontribution are taken into aount in the
predition. The quasi-stati exitation is determined by the total axle load,
while the dynami exitation is determined by the dynami behavior of the
vehile. The latter is omputed by means of a simplied vehile model (gure
2.3) that only aounts for the unsprung axle mass. As the modes of the
arriage and the bogies only aet the vehile response at very low frequenies,
this model is aurate in the frequeny range of interest [144℄. A Hertzian
spring stiness kH = 2.8 × 109N/m is used to model the ontat between the
wheel set and the rails [67,144℄. The harateristis of both trains are desribed
in the following.
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IC train
Two IC train types (IC-A and IC-O types) are operating on the line L2. The
onsidered IC passage orresponds to the IC-A type. The IC-A train onsists
of 1 loomotive HLE 13, 11 standard arriages I11, and 1 side arriage I11 BDx
and has a total length Lt = 335.91m (from rst to last axle). The IC-A train
is in push mode in the diretion of Liège and in pull mode in the diretion of
Brussels.
(a) (b)
Figure 3.38: View of (a) an IC train and (b) a Thalys HST passing at the site
in Linent.
Every loomotive and arriage has two independent bogies and four axles. The
ar length Lc, the bogie distane Lb, the axle distane La, the total axle mass
Mt, the sprung axle mass Ms, and the unsprung axle mass Mu of all ars are
summarized in table 3.5.
Number Lc Lb La Mt Ms Mu
of axles [m℄ [m℄ [m℄ [kg℄ [kg℄ [kg℄
Loomotive 4 19.11 10.40 3.00 22500 19677 2823
Central arriage 4 26.40 18.40 2.56 11610 10100 1500
Side arriage 4 26.40 18.40 2.56 11830 10286 1544
Table 3.5: Geometrial and mass harateristis of the IC train.
Thalys HST
The Thalys HST (gure 3.38b) operating on the line L2 is of the type PBKA.
It onsists of 2 loomotives, one at eah side of the train, and 8 arriages
in between and has a total length Lt = 200.19m (from rst to last axle).
Eah loomotive is supported by two bogies and has four axles. The side
arriages, next to the loomotive, have one independent bogie and share the
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seond bogie with the neighboring arriage. The six remaining entral arriages
share both bogies with their neighboring arriages, resulting in an artiulated
train omposition, shown in gure 3.39. The total number of bogies equals 13
and, onsequently, the total number of axles is 26.
Figure 3.39: Conguration of the Thalys HST.
The ar length Lc, the bogie distane Lb, the axle distane La, the total axle
mass Mt, the sprung axle mass Ms, and the unsprung axle mass Mu of all ars
are summarized in table 3.6.
Number Lc Lb La Mt Ms Mu
of axles [m℄ [m℄ [m℄ [kg℄ [kg℄ [kg℄
Loomotive 4 22.15 14.00 3.00 17000 14973 2027
Side arriage 3 21.84 18.70 3.00 17000 14973 2027
Central arriage 2 18.70 18.70 3.00 17000 14973 2027
Table 3.6: Geometrial and mass harateristis of the Thalys HST.
3.6.2 The trak unevenness
The Belgian Railway Company NMBS uses the EM130 measurement vehile
equipped with an Applanix POS/TG system [114,162℄ to reord the irregularity
and alignment of both rails and the urvature, superelevation, and grade of the
trak. The irregularity of the rail is measured indiretly based on the axle
displaements and therefore ontains a ontribution from both parametri and
unevenness exitation, as disussed in subsetion 2.3.1. The trak unevenness
at the site in Linent has been measured during a passage on trak 1 in the
diretion of Liège in April 2011, one month after the measurement of the train
passages.
Figure 3.40 shows the vertial unevenness uw/rz(y) and the horizontal
unevenness uw/rx(y) of both rails of trak 1 from km 52.4 to km 53.1 on the
high speed line L2. As both traks on line L2 have been built at the same
time and are subjet to the same tra volume, the prole is onsidered to be
representative for both traks at the site in Linent.
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Figure 3.40: Measured (a) vertial and (b) horizontal unevenness of the right
rail (grey line) and the left rail (blak line) of trak 1 at the site in Linent.
Figure 3.41 shows the PSD S˜uw/rz (ky) of the average vertial unevenness of
both rails. The measuring bandwidth of the trak reording ars is generally
restrited to wavelengths ranging from a few meters to 20 or 30m [41℄.
The measured PSD is only shown in the wavenumber range from 0.1 to
2 rad/m, orresponding to a wavelength range from 3 to 63m, where a reliable
measurement of the unevenness has been obtained. This orresponds to an
exitation in the frequeny range from 0.9 to 17Hz at a train speed of 198 km/h
and in the frequeny range from 1.3 to 27Hz at a train speed of 300 km/h. The
unevenness orresponding to higher wavenumbers is obtained by tting the
measured data in the reliable wavenumber range to the PSD in equation (2.37)
proposed by the FRA [56℄. The tted PSD is obtained by minimizing the
dierene with the measured PSD using equidistantly sampled wavenumbers
on a linear sale between 0.1 and 2 rad/m. The t is shown in gure 3.41
and is better in the lower wavenumber range where the PSD of the measured
unevenness is higher, resulting in a value A = 4.75× 10−9m. At wavenumbers
between 0.6 and 2 rad/m, the measured unevenness is slightly underestimated
by the tted PSD.
The FRA denes six lasses of unevenness (table 2.4), of whih the limiting
lass 1 and lass 6 are shown in gure 3.41. The value of the tted PSD is
muh lower, indiating a low roughness and a very good trak quality at the
site in Linent ompared to the traks in the FRA database.
As a omparison, the tted PSD based on measurements at the same site in
2002 [98℄ is shown in gure 3.41. A similar result is found at high wavenumbers,
whereas a higher value is found at low wavenumbers.
The tted PSD is used to generate samples of the vertial rail unevenness,
aounting for the entire frequeny range of interest. The generation of
unevenness samples uˆw/rz(ω) is based on equation (2.15).
Figure 3.42 shows the modulus of an artiial vertial unevenness prole in
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Figure 3.41: Measured (solid blak line) and tted (dashed blak line) PSD
of the vertial rail unevenness at the site in Linent and aording to FRA
lass 1 (dark grey line) and lass 6 (light grey line). The tted PSD based on
measurements in 2002 (dotted blak line) is added as a referene [98℄.
the frequeny domain, evaluated for a train speed of 198 km/h and 300 km/h.
An inrease of the train speed results in a higher level of exitation as it
shifts the frequeny ontent of the unevenness to higher frequenies. In the
following subsetion, artiial vertial unevenness proles are used to predit
the response of the rail and in the free eld. The horizontal unevenness is not
taken into aount.
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Figure 3.42: Modulus of a sample of vertial trak unevenness generated for a
train speed of 198 km/h (blak line) and 300 km/h (grey line).
3.6.3 Validation of the response due to train passages
The response during the train passages has been measured on the trak and in
the free eld. The referene oordinate system and the setup in the free eld are
idential to those used for the measurement of the free eld transfer funtions
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(gure 3.11). A detailed desription of the setup is given in the measurement
report [150℄.
The trak has additionally been instrumented with ve aelerometers at the
edge of the sleeper (x = +1m) and ve aelerometers at the right rail
(x = +0.7175m), both measuring the vertial aeleration. The position of
the aelerometers on the sleeper and the rail is indiated in gure 3.43. These
aelerometers are installed at ve loations orresponding to the measurement
lines used in the free eld setup (gure 3.11). The measurement points are
referred to as TSL and TRL to indiate the reeiver points on the sleeper and
the rail, respetively, where the harater L indiates at whih measurement
line the point is loated.
PSfrag replaements
0.7175m
1.00m
TR
TS
Figure 3.43: Measurement setup on the trak indiating the position of the
aelerometers at the rail (TR) and at the edge of the sleeper (TS).
The data aquisition system is idential as for the measurement of the free eld
transfer funtions and a sampling frequeny fs = 1000Hz is used. For eah
train passage, 32 768 data points are reorded, orresponding to a time period
of 32.768 s. The aeleration in the rst measurement point in the free eld
(06C) is used as a trigger with a trigger level of ±0.5m/s2 where 8192 data
points are stored before exeedane of the trigger level and 24 576 data points
are stored afterwards.
The time history of the veloity vki (t) in hannel i for train passage k is obtained
by integration of the measured aeleration aki (t). The integration and ltering
of the signal are idential as desribed in subsetion 3.3.3. The frequeny
ontent vˆki (ω) is obtained by means of a forward Fourier transform from the
time to the frequeny domain.
The train speed is estimated based on the measured rail response, whih
is similar at two measurement points on the rail exept for a time delay
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determined by the speed of the train and the distane between both points.
As the distane between both measurement points is known, the estimation of
the time delay allows for an estimation of the train speed.
A ommon method to determine the time delay between the measured
aeleration in hannels i and j is based on the estimation of the ross
orrelation Rij(τ) between both signals [74℄:
Rij(τ) =
1
T − τ
∫ T
τ
ai(t− τ)aj(t) dt (3.5)
where ai(t) and aj(t) are the measured aelerations in hannels i and j,
respetively, and T is the time period of the measured signal. The value of
τ that maximizes the ross orrelation Rij(τ) indiates the time shift for whih
the highest resemblane of both measured signals is obtained and provides an
estimate of the time delay.
The ross orrelation is omputed as the inverse Fourier transform of the ross
PSD Sˆij(ω), aording to the WienerKintsjin theorem [38℄:
Rij(τ) =
1
2pi
∫ +∞
−∞
Sˆij(ω) exp(+iωτ) dω (3.6)
The ross PSD Sˆij(ω) between hannels i and j is estimated based on equation
(3.2) for a single event (N = 1).
During the measurements on 21-22 Marh 2011, a total of 103 train passages
has been reorded during operation of the line L2. The reorded events ontain
51 passages on trak 1 in the diretion of Liège, of whih 33 IC-A passages
(148− 209 km/h), 6 IC-O passages (169− 186 km/h), 8 Thalys passages (205−
285 km/h), and 4 ICE passages (228 − 238 km/h) and 52 passages on trak 2
in the diretion of Brussels, of whih 30 IC-A passages (160 − 214 km/h), 10
IC-O passages (192 − 201 km/h), 7 Thalys passages (160 − 300 km/h), and 5
ICE passages (214− 245 km/h).
In the following, the measured and predited results are presented for the
passages of IC trains (IC-A type) and Thalys trains on trak 2 in the diretion
of Brussels. For the numerial predition based on equation (2.10), the trak
reeptane is omputed in a moving frame of referene with traksoil model
F (gure 3.21f) and the trak  free eld mobility is omputed with traksoil
model D (gure 3.21d).
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IC train
First, the passage of an IC train running at a speed of 198 km/h on trak 2 is
onsidered.
The axle loads are alulated based on the ompliane formulation in equation
(2.23). Figure 3.44 shows the modulus of the rst and fth diagonal element
of the trak ompliane Cˆt(ω), vehile ompliane Cˆv(ω), and ombined
ompliane Cˆt(ω) + Cˆv(ω), orresponding to the rst axle of the loomotive
and the rst arriage, for the IC train.
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Figure 3.44: Modulus of the (a) rst and (b) fth diagonal element of the
vertial trak ompliane (dark grey line), vehile ompliane (light grey line),
and ombined ompliane (blak line) for an IC train (198 km/h).
As disussed in subsetion 2.5.3, the ombined ompliane reahes a minimum
when the trak and vehile ompliane are equal but opposite in sign. This
minimum is reahed around 75Hz for the arriage axle (gure 3.44b). As the
modulus of the vehile ompliane is inversely proportional to the unsprung
mass of the axle, the higher unsprung mass of the loomotive yields a lower
vehile ompliane and the minimum of the ombined ompliane is reahed at
a lower frequeny around 55Hz (gure 3.44a).
Figure 3.45 shows the predited load of the rst axle of the loomotive and the
rst arriage of an IC train running at a speed of 198 km/h. The peak in the
axle load spetrum orresponds to the minimum of the ombined ompliane
and is found at a lower frequeny for the loomotive. Furthermore, as the
unevenness exitation is higher in the lower frequeny range (gure 3.42), the
peak of the axle load spetrum is higher for the loomotive, as an be observed
in gure 3.45.
Figure 3.46 shows the measured and predited time history and narrow band
spetrum of the rail veloity for a single unevenness sample and gure 3.47
shows the measured and predited running RMS value and one-third otave
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Figure 3.45: Vertial dynami load at the rst axle of (a) the loomotive and
(b) the rst arriage of an IC train (198 km/h).
band RMS value of the rail veloity for 10 unevenness samples during the
passage of the IC train.
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Figure 3.46: (a) Time history and (b) frequeny ontent of the measured (blak
line) and predited (1 unevenness sample, grey line) vertial rail veloity at line
C during the passage of an IC train (198 km/h).
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Figure 3.47: (a) Running RMS value and (b) one-third otave band RMS level
of the measured (blak line) and predited (10 unevenness samples, grey lines)
vertial rail veloity at line C during the passage of an IC train (198 km/h).
The passage of single bogies and axles an learly be distinguished in the time
history of the rail response (gure 3.46a). The rst four axles of the train result
in a slightly higher response, as they belong to the loomotive with a higher
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total axle load (the IC trains on trak 2 are in pull mode). A higher value
is also observed in the running RMS value (gure 3.47a) during the passage
of the loomotive, while a more or less onstant value is obtained during the
passage of the other arriages.
A quasi-disrete narrow band spetrum is observed, determined by the
omposition of the train (gure 3.46b). These peaks are averaged in the
one-third otave band RMS spetrum (gure 3.47b), showing a relatively at
vibration level up to 125Hz, with a small peak around 20Hz.
The predition shows a good agreement with the measured result in the time
as well as the frequeny domain. The response due to the rst four axles,
belonging to the loomotive is slightly overestimated, whereas the response to
the axles of the arriages is predited very aurately. The spetrum shows a
good agreement in the low frequeny range, where the quasi-stati exitation
dominates. At frequenies above 60Hz, the response is slightly underestimated.
In this frequeny range, the rail response is mainly determined by the dynami
axle loads and a larger variation due to the dierent unevenness samples is
observed.
Figures 3.48 shows the measured and predited time history and narrow band
spetrum of the free eld veloity for a single unevenness sample and gure 3.49
shows the measured and predited running RMS value and one-third otave
band RMS spetrum of the free eld veloity for 10 unevenness samples during
the passage of the IC train.
In the time history of the response in the free eld (gure 3.48a), the passage
of single axles or bogies an no longer be distinguished. The dynami response
to a single axle has a longer duration, so that ontributions from dierent axles
overlap. Even the passage of the loomotive with a higher unsprung mass is
not learly visible in the response.
A quasi-disrete narrow band spetrum is observed (gure 3.48b), due to the
fat that the response is omposed of similar ontributions from dierent axles
with a ertain time delay. The frequeny spetrum due to the IC train passage is
haraterized by two peaks: a rst peak around 20Hz and a seond broad band
peak between 50Hz and 63Hz. Close to the trak, the response is dominated
by the peak between 50 and 63Hz. As the eet of material damping with
inreasing distane is stronger for higher frequenies, this peak is attenuated
more strongly and the peak around 20Hz beomes dominant at larger distanes.
A small additional peak is observed in the narrow band spetrum around 90Hz,
orresponding to the sleeper passage frequeny fsl = v/dsl = 91.7Hz observed
for a train speed v = 198 km/h and a sleeper spaing dsl = 0.60m.
Due to the overlap of the ontributions from dierent axles, an approximately
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stationary part is observed in the running RMS value during the passage
of the train (gure 3.49a). Furthermore, the peaks observed in the narrow
band spetrum are observed in the RMS spetrum as well (gure 3.49b) and
haraterize the passage of the IC train.
The omparison of the measured and predited free eld veloity shows that
the measured response is generally underestimated. At a distane of 6m,
the running RMS value (gure 3.49a) is underestimated for all unevenness
samples up to a fator of 2 (6 dB). This underestimation is slightly smaller
at other distanes. A relatively good quantitative and qualitative agreement
is observed in the RMS spetrum (gure 3.49b), where the dierene between
the average predition and the measured result is generally below 6 dB. The
dierene arising in the predited response due to dierent unevenness samples
also inreases up to 6 dB in the entire frequeny range.
The predition of the free eld response is determined by the dynami axle
loads that are based on the tted unevenness spetrum. At a train speed of
198 km/h, however, only the measured results in the frequeny range from 0.9
to 17Hz are reliable. Furthermore, the tted PSD slightly overestimates the
measured results in the frequeny range from 5 to 17Hz.
Figure 3.50 shows the RMS spetrum at dierent distanes from the trak for
17 IC passages in the speed range v = 193 − 203 km/h. The train speed is
indiated by the greysale, where a darker shade indiates a higher speed. A
onsiderable variation is observed in the frequeny spetrum due to dierent
train passages, even in the relatively small speed range onsidered. A dierene
up to about 6 dB is observed at frequenies below 31.5Hz, while a variation
up to 14 dB is observed at higher frequenies. The latter is mainly due to
variation in the harateristis of the trains suh as the wheel unevenness. No
lear trend is observed in the vibration veloity level for dierent train speeds,
as a hange in the speed might inuene the level of the vibration but might
also lead to a shift of the peaks.
Figure 3.51 shows the RMS spetrum for a single IC train passage at a speed of
198 km/h reorded at dierent measurement lines. It has been demonstrated in
setions 3.3.3 and 3.5.3 that a onsiderable dierene is observed along the trak
for the free eld mobility (gure 3.19) and the trak  free eld mobility (gure
3.37) due to spatial variation of the soil and trak harateristis. The variation
of the vibration level due to train passages along the trak is additionally
determined by the spatial variation of the trak unevenness along the trak
but remains limited to 6 dB.
Figures 3.50 and 3.51 show that onsiderable dierenes are observed in the
measured vibration level depending on the passage and the measurement
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Figure 3.48: (a) Time history and (b) frequeny ontent of the measured (blak
line) and predited (1 unevenness sample, grey line) vertial free eld veloity
at line C (y = 0m) at (a) 6m, (b) 12m, () 24m, and (d) 48m from the trak
enter line during the passage of an IC train (198 km/h).
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Figure 3.49: (a) Running RMS value and (b) one-third otave band RMS level
of the measured (blak line) and predited (10 unevenness samples, grey lines)
vertial free eld veloity at line C (y = 0m) at (a) 6m, (b) 12m, () 24m, and
(d) 48m from the trak enter line during the passage of an IC train (198 km/h).
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Figure 3.50: One-third otave band RMS level of the measured vertial free
eld veloity at line C (y = 0m) at (a) 6m, (b) 12m, () 24m, and (d) 48m
from the trak enter line during the passage of 17 IC trains (193− 203 km/h).
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Figure 3.51: One-third otave band RMS level of the measured vertial free
eld veloity at ve dierent measurement lines (grey to blak lines) at (a)
12m and (b) 24m from the trak enter line during the passage of an IC train
(198 km/h).
loation, even for similar trains and at the same site.
Thalys train
Next, the passage of a Thalys train running at a speed of 300 km/h on trak 2
is onsidered.
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Figure 3.52 shows the modulus of the rst diagonal element of the trak
ompliane Cˆt(ω), vehile ompliane Cˆv(ω), and ombined ompliane
Cˆt(ω)+ Cˆv(ω) for the Thalys train. The rst diagonal element orresponds to
the rst axle and is representative for all axles of the Thalys train as they have
the same unsprung mass. Due to the inreased train speed, the resonane peak
in the trak ompliane has shifted to a slightly lower frequeny ompared to
the trak ompliane obtained for the IC passage (gure 3.44). The minimum
of the ombined ompliane is found around 65Hz, whih is a lower frequeny
than for the arriage of the IC train (gure 3.44b) due to the higher unsprung
mass.
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Figure 3.52: Modulus of the rst diagonal element of the vertial trak
ompliane (dark grey line), vehile ompliane (light grey line), and ombined
ompliane (blak line) for a Thalys train (300 km/h).
Figure 3.53 shows the resulting load at the rst axle that shows a peak around
65Hz orresponding to the minimum of the ombined ompliane (gure 3.52).
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Figure 3.53: Vertial dynami load at the rst axle of the Thalys train
(300 km/h).
Figure 3.54 shows the measured and predited time history and narrow band
spetrum of the rail veloity for a single unevenness sample and gure 3.55
shows the measured and predited running RMS value and one-third otave
band RMS spetrum of the rail veloity for 10 unevenness samples during the
passage of the Thalys train.
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The passage of single bogies and axles an learly be distinguished in the time
history of the rail response (gure 3.54a). As all axles of the Thalys train
have approximately the same axle weight, the response to eah axle is similar,
resulting in a relatively onstant running RMS value (gure 3.55a) during the
passage of the entire train.
A quasi-disrete narrow band spetrum is observed, determined by the
omposition of the train (gure 3.54b). Due to averaging, a relatively at
one-third otave band RMS spetrum is obtained (gure 3.55b). A small peak
is observed, whih has shifted to 30Hz ompared to 20Hz for the IC train due
to the inrease of the train speed from 198 to 300 km/h.
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Figure 3.54: (a) Time history and (b) frequeny ontent of the measured (blak
line) and predited (1 unevenness sample, grey line) vertial rail veloity at line
C during the passage of a Thalys train (300 km/h).
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Figure 3.55: (a) Running RMS value and (b) one-third otave band RMS level
of the measured (blak line) and predited (10 unevenness samples, grey lines)
vertial rail veloity at line C during the passage of a Thalys train (300 km/h).
A reasonably good agreement is observed between the measured and predited
rail veloity in gures 3.54 and 3.55. The running RMS value (gure 3.55a)
is overestimated by a fator of 1.5 during the entire passage. A relatively
good quantitative and qualitative agreement is observed in the one-third otave
band RMS spetrum (gure 3.55b), where a higher variation due to dierent
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unevenness samples is observed at higher frequenies where the dynami
ontribution is higher.
Figures 3.56 shows the measured and predited time history and narrow band
spetrum of the free eld veloity for a single unevenness sample and gure 3.57
shows the measured and predited running RMS value and one-third otave
band RMS spetrum of the free eld veloity for 10 unevenness samples during
the passage of the Thalys train.
In the time history of the measured veloity (gure 3.56a), the passage of single
axles or bogies an no longer be distinguished. A quasi-disrete narrow band
spetrum is observed (gure 3.56b), whih is haraterized by a peak around
25Hz. The train speed v = 300 km/h leads to a sleeper passage frequeny
fsl = 138.9Hz outside the range of the gure.
The one-third otave band spetra (gure 3.57b) also reveal the peak around
25Hz that is observed in the narrow band spetra (gure 3.56b).
The predited veloity overestimates the measured result, in partiular around
50Hz. The response is attenuated more strongly for higher frequenies
with inreasing distane so that a better agreement is observed at a larger
distane from the trak. The predited running RMS value (gure 3.57a) also
overestimates the measured result up to 8 dB lose to the trak, while a better
agreement is again obtained at a larger distane due to attenuation of the
response.
The predition of the free eld response is strongly inuened by the dynami
axle loads that are based on the tted unevenness spetrum. At a train speed
of 300 km/h, however, only the measured results in the frequeny range from
1.3 to 27Hz are reliable. Furthermore, the tted PSD slightly overestimates
the measured results in the frequeny range from 7 to 27Hz.
Figure 3.58 shows the one-third otave band spetrum at dierent distanes
from the trak for 5 Thalys passages in the speed range v = 290−300 km/h. A
dierene up to about 6 dB is observed in the entire frequeny range, whih is
smaller than for the IC train passages and indiates a smaller variation in the
properties of dierent Thalys trains.
Figure 3.59 shows the RMS spetrum for a single Thalys train passage at
a speed of 300 km/h reorded at dierent measurement lines. Changing the
measurement position along the trak, results in a dierene up to 8 dB.
Notwithstanding the variation between dierent trains of the same type, the
response during passages of IC and Thalys trains learly show harateristi
spetra. Figure 3.60 shows the average measured one-third otave band
spetrum for the IC train and the Thalys train. The spetrum of the IC train is
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Figure 3.56: (a) Time history and (b) frequeny ontent of the measured (blak
line) and predited (1 unevenness sample, grey line) vertial free eld veloity
at line C (y = 0m) at (a) 6m, (b) 12m, () 24m, and (d) 48m from the trak
enter line during the passage of a Thalys train (300 km/h).
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Figure 3.57: (a) Running RMS value and (b) one-third otave band RMS level
of the measured (blak line) and predited (10 unevenness samples, grey lines)
vertial free eld veloity at line C (y = 0m) at (a) 6m, (b) 12m, () 24m,
and (d) 48m from the trak enter line during the passage of a Thalys train
(300 km/h).
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Figure 3.58: One-third otave band RMS level of the measured vertial free
eld veloity at line C (y = 0m) at (a) 6m, (b) 12m, () 24m, and (d) 48m from
the trak enter line during the passage of 5 Thalys trains (290− 300 km/h).
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Figure 3.59: One-third otave band RMS level of the measured vertial free
eld veloity at ve dierent measurement lines (grey to blak lines) at (a) 12m
and (b) 24m from the trak enter line during the passage of a Thalys train
(300 km/h).
dominated by a broad peak around 60Hz that is inreasingly attenuated with
inreasing distane, whereas the spetrum of the Thalys train is dominated by
the peak around 25Hz.
The results presented in the present subsetion show a reasonable agreement
both for the IC train and the Thalys train. A similar auray has
been obtained for the free eld response as with the models by Lombaert
and Degrande [94℄, where larger deviations are observed in the higher
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Figure 3.60: Average one-third otave band RMS level of the measured vertial
free eld veloity at line C (y = 0m) at (a) 6m, (b) 12m, () 24m, and (d)
48m from the trak enter line during the passage of an IC train (198 km/h,
blak line) and a Thalys train (300 km/h, grey line).
frequeny range around 100Hz, and by Kouroussis et al. [81℄, where a good
orrespondene between measured and predited results is obtained up to
50Hz. A better agreement is generally found for the rail response whih is
dominated by the quasi-stati ontribution than for the free eld response
whih is dominated by the dynami ontribution. This is due to the fat
that the dynami axle loads are determined by the dynami train and trak
harateristis and by the trak unevenness, and are therefore subjet to a larger
unertainty than the stati axle loads. As the free eld response is dominated
by the dynami ontribution, an aurate identiation of the unevenness and
the dynami trak behavior is ruial for its aurate predition.
The experimental results obtained at the site in Linent learly show a
onsiderable variation of the response during train passages along the trak,
aused by variation of the trak and soil harateristis and the exitation. A
variation is observed as well due to dierent passages aused by dierenes
in the speed, train harateristis, and wheel unevenness. Compared to this
dierene, a reasonable auray is obtained with the numerial model. A more
elaborate numerial predition should take into aount the variation of these
input parameters in a probabilisti approah, however, in order to ompare the
predition unertainty with the experimental results.
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3.7 Conlusion
Within the present work, an elaborate measurement ampaign has been arried
out at a site in Linent (Belgium) allowing for a step-wise validation of the
dierent submodels of the numerial model presented in hapter 2. The
validation is onseutively performed for the free eld mobility, the trak
reeptane, the trak  free eld mobility, and the response during railway
tra.
First, the dynami parameters are identied for eah submodel. The
soil harateristis are determined by preliminary soil tests. The trak
harateristis are obtained from design values and are updated based on the
measured trak reeptane. The train harateristis are based on design values
as well.
Next, the numerial model is applied at the site in Linent. First, the inuene
of the exavation and the trak subgrade is assessed. It is shown that they have
a onsiderable inuene on the trak reeptane, that is mainly determined
by the soil layering underneath the trak. This observation allows for a
simpliation of the problem geometry in a predition model that orretly
aounts for the soil prole underneath the trak, but avoids the need to
expliitly model the exavation and trak subgrade.
The (trak ) free eld mobility is not inuened at low frequenies where the
wavelength in the soil is large ompared to the dimenensions of the trak. At
higher frequenies, the inuene loally inreases, whih is partly due to the
shift of peaks in the mobility, but generally remains limited.
Finally, the numerial model is validated based on the experimental results
obtained at the site in Linent, inluding the (trak ) free eld mobility and
the response due to train passages. A onsiderable dierene is observed at
the site in Linent between dierent setions along the trak for the measured
(trak ) free eld mobility (up to 10 dB) and for the measured response due
to a single train passage (up to 6 dB). Furthermore, a onsiderable dierene
is observed in the free eld response between dierent passages of the IC train
(up to 14 dB) and the Thalys train (up to 6 dB) at similar speeds.
The validation of the numerial model generally shows a reasonably good
agreement between the predited and the measured results, illustrating the
auray of both the model and the identied dynami harateristis of the
train, trak, and soil.
The validation of the free eld mobility shows that a better agreement is found
for the vibration transfer in a diretion perpendiular to the trak than for
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the vibration transfer in a parallel diretion lose to the trak. This shows
that the identied soil prole in the free eld is not representative for the soil
parameters near the trak whih are aeted by the trak subgrade. A better
agreement is found in the latter ase for the trak  free eld mobility, showing
that the vibration transfer in a parallel diretion lose to the trak is modeled
more aurately when the trak and the trak subgrade are taken into aount.
The validation of the response during train passages shows that the auray
is slightly better for the rail response, dominated by the quasi-stati exitation,
than for the free eld response, dominated by the dynami exitation. This is
due to the fat that the dynami axle loads are determined by the dynami train
and trak harateristis and by the trak unevenness, and are therefore subjet
to a larger unertainty than the stati axle loads. Furthermore, the onsidered
exitation only inludes vertial rail unevenness and relies on a unevenness
spetrum that is only measured reliably in a limited wavenumber range.
Chapter 4
Empirial methods
4.1 Introdution
This hapter disusses the empirial predition of railway indued vibration.
The fous is on detailed models that predit the vibration amplitude A(f) as a
funtion of the frequeny as given in equation (1.1). The predition of the free
eld veloity is onsidered by disregarding the reeiver term R(f) in equation
(1.1).
In empirial models, both the soure term S(f) and the propagation term or
vibration transfer P (f) are determined experimentally. A distintion an be
made between dierent empirial models based on the determination of the
soure term S(f). The following two approahes are distinguished.
In the Detailed Vibration Assessment of the U.S. DOT [58, 59℄, hereafter
referred to as the FRA proedure, equation (1.1) is applied to predit the
free eld vibration amplitude at a distane r, omitting the reeiver term R(f):
A(r, f) = S(r0, f)P (r, f) (4.1)
The term P (r, f) haraterizing the vibration transfer between the trak and
a reeiver at a distane r is determined from eld measurements by adding
ontributions from dierent inoherent point soures on the trak, leading
to the so-alled line soure transfer mobility. The soure strength S(r0, f)
or fore density is determined indiretly based on equation (4.1) by dividing
the ground vibration amplitude A(r0, f) measured during a train passage at a
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referene distane r0 by the propagation path term P (r0, f) measured at the
same referene distane. The fore density therefore represents a normalized
soure strength that also depends on the referene distane r0 at whih it has
been determined. Extrapolation of the soure strength allows for a predition of
the ground vibration amplitude at sites where the line soure transfer mobility
has been determined. A orretion is proposed for the train speed.
In the methods by SBB [86,161℄ and Madshus et al. [102℄, the soure strength
S(f) in equation (4.1) is eliminated by measuring the ground vibration at
a referene distane r0. The vibration amplitude A(r, f) at a distane r is
obtained as:
A(r, f) = A(r0, f)
P (r, f)
P (r0, f)
(4.2)
where the fration on the right hand side is the transfer ratio between the
reeiver point and the referene point and represents the attenuation between
both points in the free eld. It is determined experimentally by measuring the
response at both distanes during a train passage or analytially based on an
attenuation law of the form r−n that aounts for geometrial and material
damping. In the latter ase, a semi-empirial method is obtained. Dierent
values of the exponent n are proposed based on the soil properties [86, 102℄.
Corretions are proposed for the train speed [102℄ and for the trak quality
[86, 102℄. Again, extrapolation of the referene vibration amplitude A(r0, f)
allows for a predition of the ground vibration amplitude at sites where the
transfer ratio is known.
Both approahes are similar and haraterize the soure experimentally by
measuring the response at a referene distane from the trak. In the models
by Madshus et al. and SBB, the vibration amplitude at the referene distane
is diretly used, whereas it is used to determine an equivalent soure term in
the FRA proedure. Referene distanes of 3m [86℄, 8m [161℄, and 15m [102℄
are proposed. No indiation of the referene distane is provided in the FRA
proedure.
In the present hapter, the appliation and limitations of empirial methods are
investigated, fousing on the FRA proedure that is presented in more detail
in setion 4.2.
In equation (4.1) and equation (4.2), the free eld vibration at a ertain
frequeny f is predited based on the produt of a soure term and a
propagation term at the same frequeny. This is stritly speaking not valid
for moving soures due to the Doppler eet illustrated in equation (2.13). In
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setion 4.3, analytial expressions are derived for the FRA proedure based on
the assumption of xed and inoherent axle loads introdued in setion 2.6.
As empirial methods fully rely on experimental data, an aurate determi-
nation of the soure strength and the vibration transfer is ruial for their
predition quality. For instane, the determination of the soure strength
depends on the referene distane r0. The determination of the soure
strength and the vibration transfer is ritially assessed in setions 4.4 and
4.5, respetively.
In most empirial models, a predition of the ground vibration is made by
extrapolation of a measured soure strength. The error introdued by the
extrapolation is investigated in setion 4.6.
The onlusion of the hapter is presented in setion 4.7.
4.2 The FRA proedure
The FRA proedure, desribed in the guidane manuals of the FRA [58℄ and the
FTA [59℄ is based on the empirial predition proedure proposed by Bovey [15℄
and elaborated by Nelson and Saurenman [110℄. Up to date, the FRA proedure
is widely used in its original form [124℄ and is applied for the assessment of noise
and vibration indued by railway tra [146, 148, 154℄ and by onstrution
ativities [30, 62℄.
The FRA proedure predits the one-third otave band RMS level of the ground
vibration whih, expressed on a dB sale, is alled the vibration veloity level
aording to equation (2.43).
In the FRA proedure, the vibration veloity level Lv(x
′) at a reeiver point
x′ is predited as the sum of a fore density level LF(X,x
′) and a line soure
transfer mobility level TML(X,x
′) [58, 59℄:
Lv(x
′) = LF(X,x
′) + TML(X,x
′) (4.3)
where X is the matrix that ollets all soure points used for the experimental
determination. Equation (4.3) orresponds to equation (4.1) expressed on a dB
sale. It is understood that the terms in equation (4.3) are one-third otave
band values where the subsript m indiating the frequeny band is omitted to
improve readability.
The soure is haraterized by the fore density level LF(X,x
′) [dB ref 1N/
√
m℄
that is a measure for the fore per unit length applied by the train. The
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vibration transfer is haraterized by the line soure transfer mobility level
TML(X,x
′) [dB ref 10−8 (m/s)/(N/
√
m)℄ that is a measure for the vibration
transfer due to a line soure suh as a train. Both levels are determined
experimentally.
The line soure transfer mobility level TML(X,x
′) is determined based on wave
propagation tests onsisting of a line of soure points parallel to the trak, where
impats are applied and a line of reeiver points perpendiular to the trak,
where the orresponding response is measured. Examples of the measurement
setup are shown in gures 4.1 and 4.2. The one-third otave band mobility
〈hvzz(xk,x′)〉m between soure point xk and reeiver point x′ is, expressed on
a dB sale, alled the point soure transfer mobility level TMP(xk,x
′) [dB ref
10−8 (m/s)/N℄:
TMP(xk,x
′) = 10 log10〈hvzz(xk,x′)〉2m
= 10 log10
[
1
ω2m − ω1m
∫ ω2m
ω1m
|hˆvzz(xk,x′, ω)|2 dω
]
(4.4)
where the subsript m indiating the frequeny band is omitted on the left
hand side to improve readability.
The line soure transfer mobility level TML(X,x
′) is obtained by the
superposition of the point soure transfer mobility levels for n equidistant
soure points along the trak with spaing h:
TML(X,x
′) = 10 log10
[
h
n∑
k=1
10
TMP(xk,x
′)
10
]
(4.5)
The point soure transfer mobility level TMP(xk,x
′) depends on the position
of the soure xk and reeiver x
′
. The soure positions xk = {x, yk, z}T used
to determine n point soure transfer mobility levels are olleted in the soure
oordinate matrix X:
X = [x1,x2, . . . ,xn] (4.6)
The number n and the spaing h of the soure points xk is disussed in more
detail in setion 4.3. The same reeiver oordinate x′ = {x′, y′, z′}T is used for
all point soure transfer mobility levels.
The fore density level LF(X,x
′) is obtained indiretly from equation (4.3)
by subtrating the line soure transfer mobility level TML(X,x
′) from the
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vibration veloity level Lv(x
′) measured during a train passage:
LF(X,x
′) = Lv(x
′)− TML(X,x′) (4.7)
resulting in a normalized fore density level that haraterizes the soure
strength of the train passage. Due to the indiret determination, the
fore density level LF(X,x
′) depends on the position x′ where the response
is measured and the position X where the impats are applied for the
determination of the line soure transfer mobility level. The dependeny of the
fore density level LF(X,x
′) on the soure and reeiver position is disussed in
more detail in setion 4.5.
In order to normalize the fore density level to a referene train speed, a
orretion is proposed by assuming that the fore density level is proportional
to 20 log10(v). This relation is based on empirial data for trains in the speed
range from 80 to 240 km/h [58℄. The dependeny on the train speed v is
aused by the inuene it has on the unevenness spetrum, as illustrated
in equation (2.15), and therefore also depends on the level of unevenness
exitation in the orresponding wavenumber range. It does not aount for
the eet of parametri exitation, however. The theoretial dependeny is
found to be 25 log10(v) based on the PSD of Braun and Hellenbroih [16℄ or
30 log10(v) based on the PSD of Hamid and Yang [56℄. Measurements show
that the dependeny on the train speed is generally lower [94℄. A speed
dependeny of 18 log10(v) to 22 log10(v) is proposed by Madshus et al. [102℄,
while a dependeny of 10 log10(v) to 15 log10(v) has reently been measured for
HSTs [117℄. The speed dependeny strongly depends on the harateristis of
the trak [117℄ and the soil [102℄. Wrongly estimating the speed dependeny
may provoke errors up to 4 dB when it is used to orret of a large dierene
in train speeds [117℄.
As in most empirial models, a predition with the FRA proedure is based
on the extrapolation of a measured fore density level between two sites. A
distintion is made between the assessment site (site 1), where a predition
of the vibration veloity level is required, and the measurement site (site 2),
where the fore density level is measured. A predition of the vibration veloity
level L1v(x
′
1) at the assessment site is obtained by introduing equation (4.7),
applied on the measurement site, in equation (4.3), applied on the assessment
site:
L1v(x
′
1) = L
2
v(x
′
2)− TM2L(X2,x′2) + TM1L(X1,x′1) (4.8)
where the supersripts 1 and 2 indiate the site where the measurement has
been arried out, X1 and x
′
1 are the soure and reeiver points used at site 1,
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andX2 and x
′
2 are the soure and reeiver points used at site 2. The loation of
the soure points X1 and X2 at both sites should be idential but depends on
the spei situation at both sites. In the following, two ases are elaborated.
First, onsider the ase in gure 4.1 where a trak is present at site 1 but new
rolling stok will be used. The vibration veloity level L1v(x
′
1) due to the new
rolling stok an therefore not be measured diretly at site 1. As a trak is
present at site 1, however, the line soure transfer mobility level TM1L(X1,x
′
1)
an be determined at this site with soure points X1 at the trak (gure 4.1a).
A predition of the vibration veloity level L1v(x
′
1) with equation (4.8) is based
on the extrapolation of a fore density level measured at site 2. Therefore, the
vibration veloity level L2v(x
′
2) due to a similar train passage is measured at
site 2 and the line soure transfer mobility level TM2L(X2,x
′
2) is determined
with soure points X2 at the trak as well (gure 4.1b).
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.1: Position of the soure and reeiver points at (a) the assessment
site and (b) the measurement site for the ase where a trak is present at the
assessment site.
Seond, onsider the ase in gure 4.2 where a new trak will be built at site 1.
As no trak is present, the line soure transfer mobility level TM1L(X1,x
′
1)
at site 1 is determined with soure points X1 at the soil's surfae (gure
4.2a). A predition of the vibration veloity level L1v(x
′
1) with equation (4.8)
is again based on the extrapolation of a fore density level measured at site 2.
Therefore, the vibration veloity level L2v(x
′
2) due to a similar train passage is
measured at site 2. The line soure transfer mobility level TM2L(X2,x
′
2) should
be determined with soure points X2 at the soil's surfae adjaent to the trak
(gure 4.2b), orresponding to the soure points X1 at site 1 (gure 4.2a). In
this ase, an equivalent fore density level is obtained at site 2, that represents
the equivalent line soure that has to be applied at the orresponding soure
points to result in the same vibration veloity level as for the train passage.
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Figure 4.2: Position of the soure and reeiver points at (a) the assessment
site and (b) the measurement site for the ase where no trak is present at the
assessment site.
A more detailed desription of the soure points at the trak or at the soil's
surfae is given in setion 4.4.
4.3 Analytial expressions for the empirial model
As in most empirial models, the free eld vibration amplitude at a frequeny
f is predited in the FRA proedure as the produt of a soure term and a
vibration transfer at the same frequeny f , as illustrated in equation (4.1). It
has been shown in equation (2.13) that this is not valid for moving soures due
to the frequeny shift between soure and reeiver aused by the Doppler eet.
In setion 2.6, however, it is shown that a reasonable estimate of the one-third
otave band veloity level is obtained when xed and inoherent axle loads are
assumed. This observation allows to derive analytial expressions for the fore
density level and the line soure transfer mobility level.
Based on equation (2.51), the RMS veloity vzRMSm(x
′) during a train passage
an be omputed based on the PSD Sˆgz(ω) of the axle loads and the transfer
funtions hˆvzz(xk,x
′, ω) between soure points xk and reeiver points x
′
:
If the transfer funtion hˆvzz(y − yk0, ω) between the k-th axle load at position
xk and the reeiver point x
′
is indiated as hˆvzz(xk,x
′, ω), equation (2.51) is
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rewritten as:
v2zRMSm(x
′) =
∫ ω2m
ω1m
Sˆgz(ω)
na∑
k=1
|hˆvzz(xk,x′, ω)|2 dω (4.9)
In equation (4.9), the term Sˆgz (ω) orresponds to the PSD of the load of a
single unoupled axle and represents the average PSD of all axles of the train.
The terms haraterizing the soure and the propagation path in equation (4.9)
are separated by replaing the square of the transfer funtion |hˆvzz(xk,x′, ω)|2
by its average value within eah frequeny band [ω1m, ω2m]:
v2zRMSm(x
′) =
∫ ω2m
ω1m
Sˆgz(ω) dω
×
na∑
k=1
1
ω2m − ω1m
∫ ω2m
ω1m
|hˆvzz(xk,x′, ω)|2 dω (4.10)
The rst integral on the right hand side of equation (4.10) represents the square
of the RMS value gzRMSm of the axle loads and the term behind the summation
on the right hand side of equation (4.10) represents the square of the one-third
otave band mobility as determined in equation (2.36).
v2zRMSm(x
′) = g2zRMSm
na∑
k=1
〈hvzz(xk,x′)〉2m (4.11)
When expressed on a dB sale, equation (4.11) has a similar form as equation
(4.3) of the FRA proedure. In the FRA proedure, however, the fore density
level represents a soure strength per unit length and the line soure transfer
mobility level represents the vibration transfer due to a line soure. This is
obtained by introduing the train length Lt and the number of axles na in
equation (4.11):
Lv(x
′) = 10 log10
[
na
Lt
g2zRMSm
]
+ 10 log10
[
Lt
na
na∑
k=1
〈hvzz(xk,x′)〉2m
]
(4.12)
The rst term on the right hand side of equation (4.12) represents the
total energy nag
2
zRMSm of all axles distributed over the train length Lt and
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orresponds to the fore density level:
LF = 10 log10
[
na
Lt
g2zRMSm
]
(4.13)
The fore density level in equation (4.13) represents the fore per unit length
that is applied by the axles at the wheel/rail ontat point at a xed position.
In ontrast with the fore density level that is determined indiretly based on
measurements, it does not depend on the soure and reeiver distane.
The seond term on the right hand side of equation (4.12) orresponds to the
line soure transfer mobility level:
TML(X,x
′) = 10 log10
[
Lt
na
na∑
k=1
10
TMP(xk,x
′)
10
]
(4.14)
where TMP(xk,x
′) represents the point soure transfer mobility level as dened
in equation (4.4).
The ratio between the sum and the number of axles na on the right hand side
of equation (4.14) is the average value of the transferred vibration energy for
all axles, eah represented by an impat at position xk. The vibration transfer
due to a line soure is obtained by multiplying this average vibration transfer
with the train length Lt.
The line soure transfer mobility level an be determined using dierent soure
loations xk along the trak. This is illustrated in gure 4.3 where a streth of
the trak with length Lt is onsidered for a train with eight axles, orresponding
to two arriages. In gure 4.3a, na soures are onsidered at the axle loations,
orresponding to equation (4.14). Alternatively, nb = na/2 soures are loated
at the enter of eah bogie as shown in gure 4.3b. The vibration transfer
for a single soure point is aeted by its exat position. It an be expeted,
however, that the average transfer for a long train is relatively insensitive to the
exat positions of the axles, so that it an also be represented by na equidistant
soure points, as shown in gure 4.3.
Furthermore, as the ratio of the sum and the number of axles na on the right
hand side of equation (4.14) is the average value of the vibration transfer, it is
not strongly aeted by a hange of the number na of onsidered soure points.
An arbitrarily hosen number of n soure loations with spaing h an be used
to represent the line soure with length Lt as shown in gure 4.3d, provided
that the sampling of the line soure is suiently dense. When the spaing
h = Lt/n is introdued in equation (4.14), expression (4.5) is obtained.
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An alternative approah is proposed in the FRA proedure [58℄, where two
edge points are onsidered as shown in gure 4.3e and a dierent spaing h′ =
n/(n− 1)h is used. The ontribution of the edge points is only aounted for
half aording to the trapezoidal rule:
TML(X,x
′) = 10 log10
[
h′
(
1
2
10
TMP(x1,x
′)
10 + 10
TMP(x2,x
′)
10 + · · ·
+10
TMP(xn−1,x
′)
10 +
1
2
10
TMP(xn,x
′)
10
)]
(4.15)
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Figure 4.3: Loation of the soure points for the determination of the line
soure transfer mobility level with (a) na soure points orresponding to the
axle loations, (b) nb soure points orresponding to the bogie loations, () na
equidistant soure points, (d) n equidistant soure points with spaing h, and
(e) n equidistant soure points with spaing h′ inluding two edge points.
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Equation (4.13) and equation (4.14) oer analytial expressions for the fore
density level and the line soure transfer mobility level, respetively. In
equation (4.13), the fore density level is related diretly to the axle loads that
are applied to the trak at the wheel/rail ontat point. This fore density level
an be used in ombination with a line soure transfer mobility level TML(X,x
′)
that is determined with soure points at the head of both rails. For other
loations of the soure points, a dierent line soure transfer mobility level is
obtained that an no longer be used in ombination with the fore density level
in equation (4.13). The position of the soure points is investigated in more
detail in setion 4.4.
The derivation of the analytial expressions reveals another important aspet of
the empirial FRA proedure. As shown in the previous derivation, analytial
expressions an be derived for the FRA proedure based on the assumption
of xed and inoherent axle loads. This means that when the fore density
level is determined indiretly aording to equation (4.7) by subtrating the
line soure transfer mobility level from the measured vibration level due to a
moving train, in fat an equivalent xed line soure is determined that results
in the same vibration level as the moving train. As the assumption of xed
and inoherent axle loads only holds approximately, the determination of the
equivalent xed line soure depends on the reeiver point as well.
In the following setions, the experimental determination of the line soure
transfer mobility level and the fore density level is disussed in more detail
and the eet of the position of the soure and reeiver is investigated.
4.4 Determination of the line soure transfer
mobility level
As empirial predition methods fully rely on measured data, a orret
determination of the terms desribing the soure and the propagation path is of
the greatest importane. In the present setion the experimental determination
of the line soure transfer mobility level is disussed for the partiular ase of
the site in Linent, presented in hapter 3. The determination of the fore
density level is disussed in the next setion.
First, the determination of the line soure transfer mobility level is investigated
by means of a numerial simulation based on model D (gure 3.21d), taking into
aount the exavation and the trak subgrade. The dynami train, trak, and
soil harateristis have been presented in hapter 3. Seond, the experimental
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results obtained at the site in Linent are used to assess the determination of
the line soure transfer mobility level experimentally.
As disussed in setion 4.2, the determination of the line soure transfer mobility
level TML(X,x
′) is based on wave propagation tests and requires a number of
soure points xk and a reeiver point x
′
. Whereas the hoie of the reeiver
point x′ is mainly governed by the purpose of the measurement, e.g. the
determination of a fore density level at a referene distane or the predition
of a vibration veloity level at a ertain distane in the free eld, the soure
points xk should be hosen suh that the line soure transfer mobility level
aurately represents the transfer from a line load on the trak to the free eld.
The inuene of the position of the soure points on the line soure transfer
mobility level is addressed in the present setion.
4.4.1 Numerial assessment
Equidistant soure points
As disussed in setion 4.3, the line soure transfer mobility level an be
determined by means of soure points at the axle loations (gure 4.3a)
orresponding to expression (4.14) or by means of equidistant soure points
(gure 4.3d) orresponding to expression (4.5).
Figure 4.4 ompares the line soure transfer mobility level determined with
soure loations orresponding to the axles of a Thalys train with the line
soure transfer mobility level determined with the same number of equidistant
soure points overing the same length as the Thalys train. Reloating the
soure positions mainly aets the line soure transfer mobility level lose to
the trak. This is due to the fat that the line soure transfer mobility level
is mainly determined here by the soure points lose to the reeiver line where
the inuene of the exat soure loation on the sourereeiver distane is
larger, partiularly at higher frequenies. At a larger distane from the trak,
the inuene is very small. At all distanes, the inuene is limited to 6 dB
at most. It is onluded that for the onsidered train type, equidistant soure
points aurately represent the line soure.
Sampling of the line soure
The aurate determination of the line soure transfer mobility level requires
the measurement of the transfer funtion for a suiently large number of
soure points along the trak. The determination of the transfer funtion at
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Figure 4.4: Predited line soure transfer mobility level at (a) 6m, (b) 12m,
() 24m, and (d) 48m determined with soure points orresponding to the axle
loations of a Thalys train (grey line) and with equidistant points with a soure
length of 202m and a soure point spaing of 7.76m (blak line).
eah soure point is time onsuming, however. An aurate measurement of
eah transfer funtion requires a large number of impats N or a high level
of exitation Sˆii(ω), as shown in equation (3.3) and equation (3.4). Whereas
impat devies suh as falling weights provide a high impat load, they generally
require a large installation eort and are not very well suited to apply impats
at a large number of soure points. Impat devies suh as hammers are better
suited to apply impats at a large number of soure points, but they generally
provide a smaller impat load and require a large number of impats to obtain
an aurate measurement. In both ases, it is advantageous to redue the
number of soure points.
As disussed in setion 4.3, an arbitrary number n of equidistant soure points
an be used to determine the line soure transfer mobility level (gure 4.3d).
It is investigated whih number of soure points is required for an aurate
haraterization of the line soure.
The FRA manual [58℄ suggests to use an impat point spaing from 3m to
6m, requiring 33 to 67 soure points to represent a line soure with a length of
200m orresponding to the Thalys train. Figure 4.5 ompares the predited line
soure transfer mobility level for a line soure with a length of 200m determined
with a soure point spaing of 3m, 6m, 10m, 20m, and 40m. The spaing of
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the soure points mainly aets the line soure transfer mobility level lose to
the trak, where a spaing of 40m no longer results in a good agreement. This
is due to the larger inuene of the exat loation of the soure point on the
sourereeiver distane for reeivers lose to the trak. For all other values
onsidered in the simulation, however, the eet is relatively small and a good
agreement is found at all distanes.
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Figure 4.5: Predited line soure transfer mobility level at (a) 6m, (b) 12m,
() 24m, and (d) 48m for a soure length of 200m and a soure point spaing
of 40m, 20m, 10m, 6m, and 3m (grey to blak lines).
As shown in equation (4.14), the line soure transfer mobility level ontains the
information on the soure length and is determined by soure points that over
the entire length Lt. It is expeted that the soure points at a larger distane
from the reeiver line ontribute less to the line soure transfer mobility level
and an therefore be omitted without strongly aeting the result. A smaller
soure length is hene obtained whih redues the required number of soure
points.
Figure 4.6 ompares the predited line soure transfer mobility level for a soure
length of 200m, 180m, 160m, 140m, 120m, and 100m determined with a
soure point spaing of 10m. Close to the trak, the length of the soure is
large ompared to the distane from the trak and the result is dominated by
the ontribution of soures lose the reeiver line. The eet of the soure length
is therefore negligible. At a larger distane from the trak, the ontribution
of soure points at a larger distane from the reeiver line beomes slightly
more important, in partiular at low frequenies where the eet of attenuation
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with distane is smaller. The eet is limited to 4 dB at very low frequenies,
however. The line soure of 200m is aurately represented by the line soure
of 100m, allowing for a substantial redution of the required number of soure
points.
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Figure 4.6: Predited line soure transfer mobility level at (a) 6m, (b) 12m,
() 24m, and (d) 48m for a soure length of 100m, 120m, 140m, 160m, 180m,
and 200m (grey to blak lines) and a soure point spaing of 10m.
Position of the soure point
The line soure transfer mobility level is determined by means of impats at
the trak or at the soil's surfae, depending on the spei ases disussed in
setion 4.2. The inuene of the exat position of the soure point on the line
soure transfer mobility level is disussed in the following. Figure 4.7 shows a
number of soure positions at the trak.
As the axle loads are applied at the wheel/rail ontat point, i.e. the head of
both rails, the predition of the free eld response requires the transfer funtions
determined with soure points at both rails (RB). In an experimental setup, this
ould be obtained by applying a simultaneous impat at both rails, e.g. by
mounting a falling weight on a sti beam exiting both rails. An impat fore
equally distributed over both rails applies a symmetri exitation to the trak.
Alternatively, the transfer funtion with soure point at both rails is obtained
as the superposition of half of the transfer funtions with soure points at the
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Figure 4.7: Position of the soure point at the head of the right rail (RR) and
the left rail (RL), at the edge of the sleeper (SE), and at the enter of the sleeper
(SC).
left rail (RL) and the right rail (RR), hene requiring the determination of two
transfer funtions.
Alternatively, a symmetri exitation of the trak is obtained by applying
an impat at the enter of the sleeper (SC), whereas the trak is exited
asymmetrially by applying an impat at the edge of the sleeper (SE). The
dierene between soure points at the rail and at the sleeper is that the
inuene of the rail and rail pad is disregarded in the latter.
It has been shown in subsetion 3.4.4 that the dynami trak behavior is
strongly inuened by the loading onditions (gure 3.28), as they substantially
aet the dynami properties of the rail pad and the ballast. The trak  free
eld mobility is relatively insensitive to the dynami trak harateristis in the
frequeny range of interest [149℄, however, suh that the eet of the preload
on the trak  free eld mobility is relatively small. The determination of the
line soure transfer mobility level an therefore generally be arried out without
preloading the trak.
All previous soure positions require aess to the trak whih is not always
possible, e.g. before the onstrution of a new trak or during operation of an
existing trak. If neessary, the line soure transfer mobility level is determined
with soure points at the soil's surfae, as disussed in setion 4.2. This is
generally arried out by applying impats to a foundation whih is installed
at the soil's surfae. Figure 4.8 shows a number of soure points at the soil's
surfae.
Prior to the onstrution of a new trak, the foundation an be installed at
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the soil's surfae at the trak enter line (FC). When a trak is present, the
foundation has to be installed adjaent to the trak at a distane d from the
trak enter line (FA).
PSfrag replaements
FC FA
d
Figure 4.8: Position of the soure point at a foundation installed at the soil's
surfae at the enter line of the future trak (FC) or adjaent to the trak (FA).
At the site in Linent, the impats at the trak are applied at the edge of the
sleeper (SE) and the impats at the soil's surfae are applied adjaent to the
trak (FA) at a distane d = 5.05m from the trak enter line (gure 3.11). The
same reeiver points are used in both ases (gure 3.11), resulting in a smaller
sourereeiver distane in the ase of soure points at the soil's surfae.
In the following, the inuene of the exat position of the soure point on the
line soure transfer mobility level is investigated in dierent steps by omparing
the predited line soure transfer mobility levels determined with dierent
soure points. The line soure transfer mobility level is determined with a
soure length of 200m and a soure point spaing of 10m.
Figure 4.9 ompares the line soure transfer mobility level determined with
soure points at the right rail (RR) and at both rails (RB). The rst ase
orresponds to an asymmetri load distribution and results in a translation and
rotation of the sleeper, whereas the seond ase orresponds to a symmetri
load distribution and only results in a translation of the sleeper (gure 2.5).
At low frequenies, the wavelength in the soil is large ompared to the sleeper
length and the dierene between both ases is small. At a frequeny of 25Hz,
the sleeper length is approximately equal to half the wavelength in the top layer
of the soil. Above this frequeny, the rotation of the sleeper aets the line
soure transfer mobility level and results in a dierene up to 6 dB.
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Figure 4.9: Predited line soure transfer mobility level at (a) 6m, (b) 12m, ()
24m, and (d) 48m determined with soure points XRR at the right rail (blak
line) and XRB at both rails (grey line).
Figure 4.10 ompares the line soure transfer mobility level determined with
soure points at both rails (RB) and at the enter of the sleeper (SC). As both
soure positions result in a symmetri loading of the trak, the only dierene
between both soure points is the eet of taking into aount the rail and rail
pad in the rst ase.
The rail pad allows for the distribution of the load from the rail to the sleeper
and isolates the rail from the trak struture at frequenies above the resonane
of the rail on the rail pad. As this resonane ours at a frequeny far above
the frequeny range of interest, the fore applied at the rail is transmitted
quasi-statially to the sleeper. The dierene between both soure positions is
therefore negligible in the onsidered frequeny range, as shown in gure 4.10.
The inuene of the soure point on the line soure transfer mobility level
is investigated experimentally in subsetion 4.4.2. As the transfer funtions
have been measured by means of soure points at the edge of the sleeper, the
dierene between soure points at both rails (RB) and at the edge of the sleeper
(SE) is rst assessed numerially in gure 4.11. Both soure points are dierent
due to the symmetri (RB) and asymmetri (SE) exitation. Furthermore, the
rail and rail pad are taken into aount in the rst ase (RB), whereas they
are disregarded in the seond ase (SE). As disussed in the previous, a muh
larger inuene is due to the dierene between a symmetri and asymmetri
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Figure 4.10: Predited line soure transfer mobility level at (a) 6m, (b) 12m,
() 24m, and (d) 48m determined with soure points XRB at both rails (blak
line) and XSC at the enter of the sleeper (grey line).
load appliation and the dierene in gure 4.11 is mainly determined by this
eet.
Figure 4.12 ompares the line soure transfer mobility level determined with
soure points at both rails (RB) and at the soil's surfae at the trak enter
line (FC). While the dynami traksoil interation is taken into aount in
the rst ase, it is disregarded in the seond ase. The eet of the traksoil
interation on the transfer funtion is desribed as the trak ltering eet
and has been illustrated in setion 2.5.2. Below 20Hz, the eet of traksoil
interation is negligible. Above 20Hz, the trak ltering eet redues the line
soure transfer mobility level leading to a dierene up to 10 dB. The trak
ltering eet is observed at all distanes from the trak and slightly dereases
with inreasing distane. This is due to the shift of harateristi peaks and
troughs averaged within eah frequeny band as explained in setion 2.5.2.
As it is not possible to apply an exitation at the soil's surfae at the trak
enter line when a trak is present, an impat an be applied at the soil's
surfae at a distane d from the trak enter line (FA). When the reeiver is
shifted over the same distane, the sourereeiver distane remains unaeted
and this ase orresponds to the ase of soure points at the soil's surfae at the
trak enter line (FC), provided that the site has a horizontal soil stratiation.
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Figure 4.11: Predited line soure transfer mobility level at (a) 6m, (b) 12m,
() 24m, and (d) 48m determined with soure points XRB at both rails (grey
line) and XSE at the edge of the sleeper (blak line).
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Figure 4.12: Predited line soure transfer mobility level at (a) 6m, (b) 12m,
() 24m, and (d) 48m determined with soure points XRB at both rails (blak
line) and XFC at the soil's surfae at the trak enter line (grey line).
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At the site in Linent, the line soure transfer mobility level has been
determined with soure points at the soil's surfae at a distane d = 5.05m
from the trak enter line while the same reeiver points are used as for soure
points at the edge of the sleeper (gure 3.11). This results in a dierent soure
reeiver distane that additionally aets the line soure transfer mobility level.
The eet of a modied sourereeiver distane is shown in gure 4.13 by
omparing the predited line soure transfer mobility levels determined with
soure points XFC at the soil's surfae at the trak enter line and XFC at the
soil's surfae adjaent to the trak. The dierene is larger for reeivers lose
to the trak, as the shift of the soure point has a larger eet on the soure
reeiver distane for these reeivers.
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Figure 4.13: Predited line soure transfer mobility level at (a) 6m, (b) 12m,
() 24m, and (d) 48m determined with soure points XFC at the soil's surfae
at the trak enter line (blak line) and XFA at the soil's surfae adjaent to
the trak (grey line).
It is noted that the large dierene for the reeiver at 6m is mainly due to
the soure point at y = 0m, for whih the sourereeiver distane is less than
1m. As an be expeted, the eet on the line soure transfer mobility level
dereases with inreasing distane from the trak. At 48m, only a dierene
up to 3 dB is observed.
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4.4.2 Experimental assessment
During the measurement ampaign in Linent, the transfer funtions have been
measured for soure points at the edge of the sleeper (SE) from y = −100m to
y = 100m with a spaing of 10m (21 soure loations) and at the soil's surfae
adjaent to the trak (FA) from y = −80m to y = 80m with a spaing of 10m
(17 soure loations) allowing to assess the inuene of the sampling of the line
soure and the position of the soure point experimentally.
Sampling of the line soure
Figure 4.14 ompares the measured line soure transfer mobility level for a
line soure with a length of 200m determined with a soure point spaing of
10m, 20m, and 40m. The experimental assessment onrms that the spaing
of the soure points mainly aets the line soure transfer mobility level lose
to the trak where a spaing of 40m no longer results in a good agreement,
as observed in the numerial assessment as well. The results obtained with a
spaing of 20m and 10m show a good agreement at all distanes.
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Figure 4.14: Measured line soure transfer mobility level at (a) 6m, (b) 12m,
() 24m, and (d) 48m determined with soure points XSE at the edge of the
sleeper for a soure length of 200m and a soure point spaing of 40m, 20m,
and 10m (grey to blak lines).
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Figure 4.15 ompares the measured line soure transfer mobility level for a
soure length of 200m, 180m, 160m, 140m, 120m, and 100m determined
with a soure point spaing of 10m. The results again onrm the observation
made in the numerial assessment. Close to the trak, the inuene is negligible,
while a limited inuene is observed at a large distane.
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Figure 4.15: Measured line soure transfer mobility level at (a) 6m, (b) 12m,
() 24m, and (d) 48m determined with soure points XSE at the edge of the
sleeper for a soure length of 100m, 120m, 140m, 160m, 180m, and 200m
(grey to blak lines) and a soure point spaing of 10m.
The numerial and experimental assessment show that a line soure of 200m
is still aurately represented by a line soure of length 100m, while a soure
point spaing of 20m is suiently dense. It an be onluded that an aurate
representation of a line soure is already obtained at the site in Linent with 6
soure points between y = −50m and y = 50m with a spaing of 20m.
Position of the soure point
The line soure transfer mobility level has been determined at the site in
Linent for soure points at the edge of the sleeper and at the soil's surfae
adjaent to the trak. Figure 4.16 shows both line soure transfer mobility levels
determined with a soure length of 160m and a soure point spaing of 10m.
The dierene between both line soure transfer mobility levels is determined by
the ombined eet of the asymmetri loading of the trak, the trak ltering,
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and the modied sourereeiver distane, as previously disussed. As observed
in the numerial simulation, the modied sourereeiver distane has the
strongest inuene on the line soure transfer mobility level, partiularly at
a small distane from the trak.
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Figure 4.16: Measured line soure transfer mobility level at (a) 6m, (b) 12m,
() 24m, and (d) 48m determined with soure points XSE at the edge of the
sleeper (blak line) and XFA at the soil's surfae adjaent to the trak (grey
line).
It is observed in gure 4.16 that the dierene between both line soure transfer
mobility levels dereases with inreasing distane from the trak. At a distane
larger than 24m, the dierene is limited to 6 dB at most. This means that the
line soure transfer mobility level determined with soure points at the edge
of the sleeper an be approximated at larger distanes by using soure points
at the soil's surfae adjaent to the trak, without the need for aess to the
trak. It is noted that the dierene in gure 4.16 below 20Hz is mainly due
to the smaller auray of the measured transfer funtions at low frequenies
as disussed in subsetion 3.3.3. Furthermore, a smaller dierene is expeted
when the eet of the modied sourereeiver distane is eliminated by moving
the reeiver points over the same distane as the soure points. This requires
a horizontally invariant problem domain, however.
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4.5 Determination of the fore density level
The present setion fouses on the determination of the fore density level. This
is disussed for the partiular ase of the site in Linent based on numerial
simulations and experimental results.
Aording to equation (4.7), the fore density level is determined indiretly
based on the free eld vibration veloity level measured during a train passage
and the line soure transfer mobility level determined at the same site. The
fore density level LF(X,x
′) is inuened by the position of the soure points
X used for the determination of the line soure transfer mobility level as well
as by the position of the reeiver point x′. The inuene of the position of
the soure and reeiver on the fore density level is assessed numerially and
experimentally. The line soure transfer mobility level is determined with a
soure length of 200m and a soure point spaing of 10m in the numerial
assessment and with a soure length of 160m and a soure point spaing of
10m in the experimental assessment.
4.5.1 Numerial assessment
Referene distane
Due to the dierent nature of dynami and quasi-stati exitation, as given in
equation (2.12) and equation (2.11), the quasi-stati ontribution in the free
eld due to a xed soure annot be ast into the form of equation (2.46). In
ontrast to the dynami response, the quasi-stati response measured at a small
distane from the trak an therefore not be extrapolated to other distanes
based on the transfer funtion.
It is investigated for whih reeiver distane x′ the quasi-stati exitation
ontributes to the free eld response. Figure 4.17 shows the predited fore
density level for an IC train at a speed of 198 km/h based on the response
at dierent distanes from the trak. The fore density level based on the
dynami ontribution only is indiated as well to illustrate the inuene of the
quasi-stati exitation.
At 6m from the trak, the quasi-stati exitation inuenes the fore density
level only at frequenies below 10Hz. At larger distanes, the fore density level
oinides with the fore density level based on the dynami ontribution and the
eet of quasi-stati exitation is negligible in the frequeny range of interest.
When the fore density level determined based on the response at 6m is used
to predit the response at a larger distane, it will result in an overestimation
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of the response below 10Hz. At higher distanes and higher frequenies, the
quasi-stati ontribution is negligible, allowing for a valid extrapolation of the
fore density level to other reeiver distanes.
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Figure 4.17: Predited fore density level based on the total response (blak
line) and the dynami ontribution (grey line) at (a) 6m, (b) 12m, () 24m,
and (d) 48m for an IC train (198 km/h).
Position of the soure point
It has been shown in setion 4.4 that the line soure transfer mobility level
TML(X,x
′) is aeted by the position X of the soure points. Due to the
indiret determination of the fore density level aording to equation (4.7), the
eet of the soure position on the fore density level LF(X,x
′) is exatly the
same. This means that a dierent fore density level is obtained when dierent
soure positions are used. This is illustrated in gure 4.18 that ompares the
fore density level determined with soure points at both rails (RB) and at the
soil's surfae at the trak enter line (FC) and adjaent to the trak (FA).
The dierene between soure points at both rails and at the soil's surfae at
the trak enter line is aused by the traksoil interation. As soure points at
both rails result in a lower value of the line soure transfer mobility level (gure
4.12), they result in a higher value of the fore density level at frequenies above
20Hz.
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In ase of soure points adjaent to the trak, an additional dierene is
introdued due to the modied sourereeiver distane that dereases with
inreasing distane. As soure points adjaent to the trak result in a higher
value of the line soure transfer mobility level (gure 4.13), they result in a
lower value of the fore density level.
These results learly show that a dierent fore density level is obtained for
dierent soure positions. It is very important that eah fore density level is
ombined with a line soure transfer mobility level determined with the same
soure points in order to orretly predit the free eld vibration level.
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Figure 4.18: Predited fore density level based on the response at (a) 6m, (b)
12m, () 24m, and (d) 48m for an IC train (198 km/h) determined with soure
points XRB at both rails (blak line), XFC at the soil's surfae at the trak enter
line (dark grey line) and XFA at the soil's surfae adjaent to the trak (light
grey line).
Loation of the reeiver point
As disussed in setion 4.3, the fore density level LF(X,x
′) represents an
equivalent xed line soure that results in the same free eld vibration veloity
level as the train passage. The assumption of xed axle loads only holds
approximately, however, due to the Doppler eet that results in a shift of
the frequeny between the soure and the reeiver, as explained in equation
(2.13). Furthermore, the fore density level is aeted by the exat position of
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the point loads used to determine the line soure transfer mobility level that
are assumed to be at a xed instead of a moving position. The equivalent
xed line soure is therefore aeted by the reeiver distane x′ at whih it is
determined.
The inuene of the reeiver distane is investigated in gures 4.19 and 4.20. In
the ase of soure points XRB at both rails (gure 4.19a), the dierene between
the fore density levels determined at several distanes from the trak is aused
by the Doppler eet, resulting in a shift of the frequeny between the soure
and the reeiver. The shifted peaks and troughs in the narrow band spetrum
are averaged within eah frequeny band and no lear trend in funtion of the
reeiver distane is observed in the one-third otave band spetrum in gure
4.19a. The results shows that a mismath up to 10 dB is expeted when a
fore density level LF(XRB,x
′
1) determined at a reeiver x
′
1 is used to predit
the vibration veloity level Lv(x
′
2) at a dierent reeiver x
′
2.
Based on equation (4.7), a fore density level LF(X1,x
′) determined with soure
points X1 an be related to the fore density level LF(XRB,x
′) determined with
soure points XRB at both rails as follows:
LF(X1,x
′) = LF(XRB,x
′) + TML(XRB,x
′)− TML(X1,x′) (4.16)
As the soure point XRB at both rails orresponds to the wheel/rail ontat
point, the fore density level LF(XRB,x
′) only depends on the reeiver distane
due to the Doppler eet, as previously desribed. For other soure points
X1, the fore density level LF(X1,x
′) is additionally aeted by dierene
TML(XRB,x
′)− TML(X1,x′).
Figure 4.19b shows the inuene of the reeiver distane on the fore density
level determined with soure points XRR at the right rail. In this ase, an
asymmetri load is applied to the trak and the dierene TML(XRB,x
′) −
TML(XRR,x
′) orresponds to the dierene due to symmetri and asymmetri
loading of the trak observed in gure 4.9. As this dierene only slightly
hanges in funtion of the distane from the trak, the inuene of the reeiver
on the fore density level only slightly inreases and is similar as for the fore
density level determined with soure points at both rails (gure 4.19a).
Figure 4.20a shows the inuene of the reeiver on the fore density level
determined with soure points XFC at the soil's surfae at the trak enter
line. The dierene TML(XRB,x
′)−TML(XFC,x′) is now additionally aeted
by the trak ltering eet observed in gure 4.12. The trak ltering eet
slightly dereases with inreasing distane from the trak so that a small trend
in funtion of the reeiver distane is observed in gure 4.20a in the higher
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Figure 4.19: Predited fore density level based on the response at 6m to 64m
(grey to blak lines) for an IC train (198 km/h) determined with soure points
(a) XRB at both rails and (b) XRR at the right rail.
frequeny range. The inuene of the reeiver on the fore density level is
slightly higher ompared to soure points at both rails (gure 4.19a).
Finally, gure 4.20b shows the inuene of the reeiver on the fore density level
determined with soure points XFA at the soil's surfae adjaent to the trak.
Compared to the previous ase, the dierene TML(XRB,x
′)−TML(XFA,x′) is
additionally aeted by the modied sourereeiver distane that has a strong
eet on the line soure transfer mobility level, as observed in gure 4.13, and
hene on the fore density level as well. As this eet is strongly inuened
by the distane from the trak, a lear trend in funtion of the reeiver is now
observed in the fore density level in gure 4.20b, partiularly in the higher
frequeny range. The dierene between the fore density levels inreases up
to 20 dB for dierent reeiver positions.
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Figure 4.20: Predited fore density level based on the response at 6m to 64m
(grey to blak lines) for an IC train (198 km/h) determined with soure points
(a) XFC at the soil's surfae at the trak enter line and (b) XFA at the soil's
surfae adjaent to the trak.
The previous results show that the fore density level is aeted by the position
of the reeiver point at whih it is determined. A predition of the vibration
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veloity level Lv(x
′) at a reeiver point x′ should therefore be made based on a
fore density level LF(X,x
′) determined at the same reeiver point x′. This is
partiularly true in the ase of soure points XFC and XFA at the soil's surfae
at the trak enter line and adjaent to the trak, respetively, as the inuene
of the reeiver on the fore density level is stronger and shows a more lear
trend in these ases. In the ase of soure points at the trak, partiularly for
soure points XRB at both rails, a less lear trend and a smaller inuene are
observed. Soure points at both rails should therefore be used in order to limit
the eet of the reeiver on the fore density level.
4.5.2 Experimental assessment
The determination of the fore density level is now assessed based on the data
measured at the site in Linent. First, it is investigated whih dierene arises
when the fore density level is measured at a dierent line along the trak or for
a dierent train passage. Next, the inuene of the soure and reeiver point
is assessed experimentally.
Position of the measurement line
Figure 4.21 ompares the measured fore density level at dierent lines based on
the response at 12m and 24m from the trak. The loation of the soure points
is adapted for eah line soure transfer mobility level so that the line soure
is entered around the orresponding measurement line. At 12m, a dierene
up to 12 dB is observed for dierent measurement lines, while at 24m the
dierene is generally smaller. Even within a relatively small trak setion at
the same site, a relatively large dierene is observed in the experimental fore
density level.
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Figure 4.21: Measured fore density level based on the response at ve dierent
measurement lines (grey to blak lines) at (a) 12m and (b) 24m from the trak
for an IC train (198 km/h).
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Dierent passages of the same train type
Sine a large number of train passages has been reorded, the variation of
the fore density level between dierent passages an be assessed. Figure 4.22
shows the fore density level determined for 12 passages of IC trains within a
limited speed range between 192 and 200 km/h. At low frequenies the variation
between dierent train passages is limited to around 4 dB, while at higher
frequenies the variation inreases up to 12 dB, espeially at larger distanes
from the trak. The variation between the passages is due to dierenes in
speed, train harateristis, and exitation due to wheel unevenness.
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Figure 4.22: Measured fore density level based on the response at (a) 6m, (b)
12m, () 24m, and (d) 48m for 12 IC trains (192 − 200 km/h) (grey to blak
lines).
The relatively large dierene that is obtained for dierent train passages
(gure 4.22) and at dierent measurement lines (gure 4.21) illustrates the
unertainty that an be expeted in the experimental determination of the
fore density level. The observed dierene up to 12 dB shows that an often
desired predition auray of 6 dB is unlikely to be obtained in empirial
predition models.
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Position of the soure point
The line soure transfer mobility level has been determined at the site in Linent
by means of impats at the edge of the sleeper as well as at the soil's surfae
adjaent to the trak, allowing to determine the fore density level due to a
train passage for both ases.
Figure 4.23 shows the dierene between the measured fore density levels
determined with soure points at the edge of the sleeper (SE) and at the
soil's surfae adjaent to the trak (FA). As neither of these soure points
orresponds to the wheel/rail ontat point, these fore density levels represent
the equivalent line load at the orresponding soure point that results in the
same vibration veloity level as the train passage. The dierene between both
fore density levels is due to the ombined eet of the asymmetri loading
of the trak, the trak ltering, and the modied sourereeiver distane,
as disussed in subsetion 4.4.1, and is partiularly high lose to the trak.
This means that the position of the soure should be taken into aount in a
predition with the FRA proedure by ombining a fore density level LF(X,x
′)
with a line soure transfer mobility level TML(X,x
′) determined with the same
soure points X.
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Figure 4.23: Measured fore density level based on the response at (a) 6m, (b)
12m, () 24m, and (d) 48m for an IC train (198 km/h) determined with soure
points XSE at the edge of the sleeper (blak line) and XFA at the soil's surfae
adjaent to the trak (grey line).
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At distanes larger than 24m from the trak, the dierene between both
fore density levels is relatively small, in partiular when it is ompared to the
dierene that is observed between the experimental fore density levels (gures
4.21 and 4.22). Although these fore density levels represent the equivalent
xed line load at a dierent soure position, this observation allows to use the
fore density level determined with soure points at the soil's surfae adjaent
to the trak as an approximation for the fore density level determined with
soure points at the edge of the sleeper. This is very useful, sine in the rst
ase no aess to the trak is required. If possible, however, the same soure
points for the fore density level and line soure transfer mobility level should
be used so that this dierene is eliminated.
Loation of the reeiver point
The inuene of the reeiver point on the fore density level is investigated
experimentally in gure 4.24 that ompares the measured fore density level
based on the response at dierent distanes from the trak. Two ases are
onsidered. In the rst ase, the fore density level is determined with soure
points XSE at the edge of the sleeper (gure 4.24a) and a dierene is observed
up to 10 dB. In the higher frequeny range, the fore density level dereases
with inreasing distane whih is partly due to the asymmetri loading of the
trak as observed in the predited results (gure 4.19b).
In the seond ase, the fore density level is determined with soure points
XFA at the soil's surfae adjaent to the trak (gure 4.24b) and a muh larger
dierene is observed, mainly aused by the modied sourereeiver distane
as illustrated by the numerial simulations in subsetion 4.5.2. A lear trend is
now observed that shows an inrease of the fore density level measured at an
inreasing distane from the trak, similar as for the predited results (gure
4.20b). The omparison of the predited (gure 4.20b) and measured fore
density levels (gure 4.24b) shows a dierene in absolute levels but a similar
dependeny on the distane.
Although a dierene is observed in the ase for soure points at the edge of
the sleeper, it is generally of the same order of magnitude as the dierene
that is observed between the experimental fore density levels (gures 4.21 and
4.22) and no lear trend in funtion of the distane is observed. As previously
stated, the fore density level should be determined with soure points at the
trak (preferably at both rails) in order to limit the inuene of the reeiver
point.
In the ase of soure points at the soil's surfae adjaent to the trak, a lear
trend in funtion of the distane and muh larger dierenes are observed. It
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Figure 4.24: Measured fore density level based on the response at 6m to 64m
(grey to blak lines) for an IC train (198 km/h) determined with soure points
(a) XSE at the edge of the sleeper and (b) XFA at the soil's surfae adjaent to
the trak.
is therefore not valid to use the fore density level LF(XFA,x
′
1) determined at
a reeiver point x′1 to predit the vibration veloity level Lv(x
′
2) at a dierent
reeiver point x′2. This means that the fore density level should be determined
at eah reeiver distane where a predition is required.
4.6 Inuene of the trak and soil harateristis
on the fore density level
As disussed in setion 4.2, the vibration veloity level is predited in the
FRA proedure based on the extrapolation of a fore density level from a
measurement site to an assessment site. The present setion investigates the
inuene of the soil and trak harateristis on the extrapolated fore density
level.
The fore density level is inuened by the train harateristis suh as the
unsprung mass, the suspension, and the wheel unevenness. The unertainty
that an be expeted in the measured fore density level for dierent passages
of the same train type has been demonstrated in gure 4.22.
Furthermore, the fore density level is inuened by the trak and the soil
onditions. The measured result is aeted by the trak type (e.g. ballasted
traks or slab traks), the presene of vibration mitigation measures, (e.g. soft
rail pads, under sleeper pads, or ballast mats), the rail unevenness, the trak
subgrade (e.g. sub-ballast, soil improvement), and the soil onditions.
As this fore density level is inuened by the train, trak, and soil
harateristis, it is ruial for an aurate predition that the fore density level
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is determined at a measurement site with similar onditions as the assessment
site. This is an important limitation of empirial methods, as a representative
measurement site is not always available. In the following, the fore density
level is predited numerially for dierent trak and soil harateristis to
illustrate how a mismath between the onditions at the measurement and
assessment site will aet the predition auray.
4.6.1 Inuene of the soil harateristis
The vibration veloity level is predited for to the passage of an IC train (table
3.5) running at a speed of 200 km/h on a lassial ballasted trak (table 2.3)
by means of the numerial model presented in hapter 2.
The trak is supported by a halfspae, onsidering three dierent soil types
representing a soft, medium, and sti soil in order to assess the inuene of the
soil. The soil properties are summarized in table 4.1.
Soil type Cs Cp βs βp ρ
[m/s℄ [m/s℄ [-℄ [-℄ [kg/m3℄
Soft 100 200 0.025 0.025 1800
Medium 200 400 0.025 0.025 1800
Sti 400 800 0.025 0.025 1800
Table 4.1: Dynami harateristis of the three soil types.
The onsidered exitation mehanisms are quasi-stati and dynami exitation.
An unevenness sample is generated from the PSD aording to FRA lass 3 [56℄.
Figure 4.25 shows the predited vibration veloity level due to the IC train
passage for three dierent soil types. The response is inuened by the soil
stiness through the dynami axle loads and through the trak  free eld
transfer funtion.
The dynami axle loads are partly determined by the trak ompliane and
hene by the soil stiness, as explained in subsetion 2.5.3. This results in
a shift of the frequeny at whih the resonane of the unsprung mass on the
trak ours and, given the exitation amplitude in the orresponding frequeny
range, may result in a higher or lower axle load.
The trak  free eld transfer funtion is aeted by the soil properties by means
of two mehanisms. First, the trak ltering eet, desribed in setion 2.5.2,
redues the transfer funtion. As this redution depends on the ratio of the
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width of the trak and the wavelength in the soil, it is more important at higher
frequenies and for soft soils. Seond, the trak  free eld transfer funtion
also dereases with inreasing distane from the trak due to the attenuation in
the soil determined by geometrial and material damping. The attenuation due
to material damping depends on the ratio of the distane and the wavelength
in the soil, so that it is more important at higher frequenies and for soft soils.
The attenuation with distane is observed in the response in gure 4.25, where
the highest response is found for the soft soil lose to the trak and for the sti
soil at a larger distane from the trak.
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Figure 4.25: Predited vibration veloity level at (a) 6m, (b) 12m, () 24m,
and (d) 48m for an IC train (200 km/h) at a site with soft, medium, and sti
soil (grey to blak lines).
In the next step, the line soure transfer mobility level is omputed for eah soil
type both for soure points XRB at both rails and for soure points XFC at the
soil's surfae at the trak enter line. By omparing these soure points, the
eets of asymmetrial loading of the trak (gure 4.9) and a modied soure
reeiver distane (gure 4.13) are eliminated. The only dierene between both
soure positions is determined by the trak ltering eet whih is disussed
in the following. The line soure transfer mobility levels are determined with
a soure length of 200m and a soure point spaing of 10m.
Figure 4.26 ompares the predited line soure transfer mobility level deter-
mined with soure points at both rails whih is, as expeted, strongly inuened
by the soil stiness. At low frequenies and lose to the trak, the highest
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response is obtained for the soft soil. As previously desribed, the vibration
is attenuated more strongly with inreasing distane at higher frequenies and
for soft soils.
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Figure 4.26: Predited line soure transfer mobility level at (a) 6m, (b) 12m,
() 24m, and (d) 48m at a site with soft, medium, and sti soil (grey to blak
lines) determined with soure points XRB at both rails.
Figure 4.27 ompares the predited line soure transfer mobility level deter-
mined with impats at the soil's surfae. As the trak ltering eet is not
aounted for, the derease at higher frequenies is smaller ompared to the
ase of soure points at both rails. The dierene between the line soure
transfer mobility levels determined with soure points at both rails (gure
4.26) and at the soil's surfae (gure 4.27) is exatly determined by the trak
ltering eet. By omparing both results, it is observed that the trak ltering
is indeed stronger for soft soils.
The fore density level is omputed based on equation (4.7) as the dierene of
the previously shown vibration veloity level and line soure transfer mobility
level. Both ases of soure points at both rails and at the soil's surfae are
onsidered.
Figure 4.28 ompares the predited fore density levels determined with soure
points at both rails. As previously disussed, the free eld vibration veloity
level is aeted by the soil properties in two ways. First, the soil properties
aet the trak stiness and hene the dynami axle loads. Seond, the soil
properties aet the trak  free eld transfer funtion due to the trak ltering
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Figure 4.27: Predited line soure transfer mobility level at (a) 6m, (b) 12m,
() 24m, and (d) 48m at a site with soft, medium, and sti soil (grey to blak
lines) determined with soure pointsXFC at the soil's surfae at the trak enter
line.
eet and due to the attenuation in the soil. In the ase of soure points at both
rails, the eet of the soil on the trak ltering and attenuation are aounted
for in the line soure transfer mobility level as well and are therefore eliminated
in the fore density level omputed with equation (4.7). The dierene between
the fore density levels for the three soil types is therefore predominantly
determined by the eet of the soil stiness on the axle loads suh that a
dierent fore density level is obtained at eah soil type. Figure 4.28 shows that
this dierene inreases up to around 6 dB, partiularly in the higher frequeny
range where the P2 resonane ours and the eet of the soil stiness on the
axle loads is larger.
Figure 4.29 ompares the predited fore density levels determined with soure
points at the soil's surfae. In this ase, the eet of the soil on the trak ltering
is taken into aount in the vibration veloity level, but is not aounted for
in the line soure transfer mobility level. Compared to the ase of soure
points at both rails, the fore density level is therefore additionally aeted by
the inuene of the soil stiness on the trak ltering eet. The dierene
between the fore density levels has inreased up to 25 dB, espeially in the
higher frequeny range where the trak ltering eet is stronger.
The previous gures show that the fore density level is inuened by the soil
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Figure 4.28: Predited fore density level based on the response at (a) 6m, (b)
12m, () 24m, and (d) 48m for an IC train (200 km/h) at a site with soft,
medium, and sti soil (grey to blak lines) determined with soure points XRB
at both rails.
properties. This means that when the fore density level L2F(X,x
′) determined
at a measurement site is extrapolated to an assessment site where the vibration
veloity level L1v(x
′) is predited aording to equation (4.8), a mismath in the
soil properties between both sites will result in a wrong predition. In the ase of
soure points at both rails, this error would be limited to 6 dB for the onsidered
soil types. As this is relatively small ompared to the dierenes observed
between measured fore density levels (gures 4.21 and 4.22), a relatively good
auray would still be obtained. In the ase of soure points at the soil's
surfae, the dierene inreases and the extrapolation of a fore density level
to other sites will lead to a prohibitively large error.
For the ase of soure points at both rails, the fore density level is mainly
aeted by the soil onditions through the dynami axle loads of the moving
train. In pratie, however, the eet of a mismath in soil onditions is
expeted to be smaller, as the trak stiness usually inreases due to the
presene of a trak subgrade, partiularly at sites with soft soil. The simulation
is therefore repeated and the fore density level is determined again for a trak
with subgrade at a site with soft, medium, and sti soil. The harateristis of
the trak subgrade are listed in table 4.2.
Figure 4.30 ompares the fore density levels determined with impats at both
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Figure 4.29: Predited fore density level based on the response at (a) 6m, (b)
12m, () 24m, and (d) 48m for an IC train (200 km/h) at a site with soft,
medium, and sti soil (grey to blak lines) determined with soure points XFC
at the soil's surfae at the trak enter line.
Cs Cp βs βp ρ
[m/s℄ [m/s℄ [-℄ [-℄ [kg/m3℄
300 600 0.025 0.025 1854
Table 4.2: Dynami harateristis of the trak subgrade.
rails for a trak at a site with soft, medium, and sti soil where the trak
subgrade is taken into aount.
For the sites with soft and medium soil, the trak subgrade leads to an inreased
trak stiness, resulting in a smaller dierene between the trak stiness at
the three sites and hene also between the dynami axle loads. The dierene
between the fore density levels therefore slightly redues, partiularly at a
larger distane from the trak. The result is still aeted by the soil type,
however, with a dierene inreasing up to around 6 dB for the onsidered
properties of the trak subgrade.
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Figure 4.30: Predited fore density level based on the response at (a) 6m, (b)
12m, () 24m, and (d) 48m for an IC train (200 km/h) at a site with soft,
medium, and sti soil (grey to blak lines) determined with soure points XRB
at both rails for a trak with subgrade.
4.6.2 Inuene of the trak harateristis
The fore density level and the resulting predition of the vibration veloity
level are also aeted by a mismath in the trak harateristis between the
measurement and the assessment site. In order to illustrate the eet of the
trak harateristis on the fore density level, it is predited for three traks
with dierent rail pad harateristis.
The passage of an IC train with a speed of 200 km/h on a lassial ballasted
trak (table 2.3) is onsidered at a site with medium soil (table 4.1). The
exitation onsidered is an unevenness sample aording to FRA lass 3 [56℄.
Three dierent values are assumed for the rail pad stiness, representing a
soft, medium, and sti rail pad, in order to assess the inuene of the trak
onditions on the determined fore density level. The rail pad properties are
summarized in table 4.3.
Figure 4.31 shows the predited vibration veloity level for the IC train passage
for the three rail pad types. The peak value around 60Hz is due to the
resonane of the wheels on the trak. The rail pad stiness inuenes the
trak stiness and the axle loads, and hene the free eld response as well. A
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Rail pad type krp
[106N/m℄
Soft 75
Medium 150
Sti 300
Table 4.3: Dynami harateristis of the three rail pads.
dierene around 4 dB is generally observed for the onsidered rail pad types.
The attenuation of the vibration veloity with inreasing distane from the
trak is of ourse insensitive to the rail pad stiness.
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Figure 4.31: Predited vibration veloity level at (a) 6m, (b) 12m, () 24m,
and (d) 48m for an IC train (200 km/h) at a trak with soft, medium, and sti
rail pad (grey to blak lines).
Figure 4.32 ompares the predited line soure transfer mobility level deter-
mined with a fore applied to both rails and determined with a soure length
of 200m and a soure point spaing of 10m. As the frequeny range of interest
is far below the resonane of the rail on the rail pad, the fore on the rail is
transmitted quasi-statially to the sleeper. The rail pad stiness further aets
the distribution of the load from the rail to the sleeper. A dierene smaller
than 2 dB is observed for the onsidered values of the rail pad stiness.
Figure 4.33 ompares the predited fore density levels determined with soure
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Figure 4.32: Predited line soure transfer mobility level at (a) 6m, (b) 12m,
() 24m, and (d) 48m for a trak with soft, medium, and sti rail pad (grey to
blak lines) determined with soure points XRB at both rails.
points at both rails. As the rail pad aets the trak stiness and hene
the dynami axle loads, the vibration veloity level is modied by the rail
pad stiness (gure 4.31). The eet of the rail pad stiness on the line
soure transfer mobility level is smaller, however (gure 4.32). This leads to a
dierene between the predited fore density levels determined at traks with
a dierent rail pad stiness. For the onsidered values of the rail pad stiness
the dierene is generally limited to 4 dB, however.
The previous results show the eet of the rail pad stiness on the fore density
level and illustrate the error that is expeted in the predited vibration veloity
level when the fore density level is extrapolated from a measurement site with
a trak with dierent rail pad harateristis. For the onsidered values of the
rail pad stiness, the inuene remains limited to 4 dB. A similar inuene
is expeted for ballasted traks from other resilient trak omponents, suh as
the ballast, while a smaller inuene is expeted from other trak omponents
suh as sleepers or rails.
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Figure 4.33: Predited fore density level based on the response at (a) 6m, (b)
12m, () 24m, and (d) 48m for an IC train (200 km/h) at a trak with soft,
medium, and sti rail pad (grey to blak lines) determined with soure points
XRB at both rails.
4.7 Conlusion
The present hapter investigates the empirial FRA proedure, where the
vibration veloity level due to a train passage is predited as the sum of a
fore density level and a line soure transfer mobility level. It is shown that the
fore density level represents an equivalent xed line soure that results in the
same vibration veloity level as the train passage. Analytial expressions have
been derived for the fore density level and the line soure transfer mobility
level based on the assumption of xed and inoherent axle loads.
When the fore density level is determined based on soure points at both rails,
it orresponds to the dynami axle loads applied at a xed position. Using a
dierent position of the soure point aets the fore density level whih then
represents an equivalent line soure that has to be applied at the orresponding
soure point to result in the same vibration veloity level as the train passage.
For soure points at a single rail, a dierent fore density level is obtained
due to the asymmetri exitation of the trak. For soure points at the soil's
surfae, the fore density level is aeted by the traksoil interation.
Furthermore, as the approximation of xed and inoherent axle loads only holds
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approximately, the fore density level depends on the position of the reeiver
point. In ase of soure points at both rails, this dependeny is only determined
by the Doppler eet that results in a shift of the frequeny ontent between
the moving soure and the reeiver. No lear trend is observed in funtion
of the distane and the dierene is in the same order of magnitude as the
experimental dierene observed due to spatial variation or between dierent
train passages. For dierent soure points, an additional dependeny on the
reeiver points is introdued that orresponds to the dierene in the vibration
transfer. This is most pronouned for soure points at the soil's surfae adjaent
to the trak, where a lear trend in funtion of the distane is observed.
In a predition with the FRA proedure, the position of the soure and reeiver
should be taken into aount. In order to obtain an aurate predition, a fore
density level should be ombined with a line soure transfer mobility level that
has been determined with idential soure and reeiver points. It is shown,
however, that the inuene of the reeiver point is smaller in the ase of soure
points at both rails. The fore density level determined at a referene distane
an be used to approximate the vibration veloity level at other distanes. In
the ase of soure points at the soil's surfae adjaent to the trak, the fore
density level strongly depends on the reeiver distane. A predition of the
vibration veloity level should be made with a fore density level determined
at the same distane. On the other hand, it is shown that the inuene of the
soure point on the fore density level is smaller in ase of a reeiver point at
a larger distane from the trak. In this ase, a fore density level determined
with soure points at both rails an be approximated by a fore density level
determined with soure points at the soil's surfae adjaent to the trak.
In a predition with the FRA proedure, a fore density level is extrapolated
from a measurement site to an assessment site where a predition of the
vibration veloity level is desired. It is stated that the train, trak, and soil
onditions at both sites should be similar to obtain an aurate predition. The
inuene of a mismath between both sites has been investigated for dierent
soil and trak harateristis. In the ase of soure points on the trak, a limited
inuene of the soil onditions on the fore density level is observed. In the
ase of soure points at the soil's surfae, the inuene of the soil onditions
strongly inreases. In this ase, the extrapolation of the fore density level to
sites with dierent soil onditions is no longer valid. The eet of the trak
harateristis is illustrated for dierent values of the rail pad stiness and is
shown to be limited.

Chapter 5
Hybrid methods
5.1 Introdution
Hybrid or semi-empirial methods are dened as a ombination of parametri
models and empirial models [66℄. In a hybrid model, one or a number of
omponents is provided by measurements while the other omponents are
predited numerially.
The empirial methods of SBB [86, 161℄ and Madshus et al. [102℄ disussed
in hapter 4 are to some extent hybrid approahes, as a measured soure
haraterization is ombined with an analytial attenuation law for the
haraterization of the propagation path. The present state of the art in the
numerial predition of railway indued vibration allows for more elaborate
hybrid models, however.
In the present hapter, a hybrid model is presented that is based on the
framework of the empirial FRA proedure. In this empirial method, the
vibration veloity level L1v(x
′
1) at an assessment site (site 1) is obtained by
ombining a fore density level L2F(X2,x
′
2) determined at a measurement site
(site 2) with a line soure transfer mobility level TM1L(X1,x
′
1) measured at the
assessment site:
L1v(x
′
1) = L
2
F(X2,x
′
2) + TM
1
L(X1,x
′
1) (5.1)
The empirial predition with equation (5.1) has a number of limitations,
however, as disussed in hapter 4. These limitations are partly eliminated by
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ombining the empirial FRA proedure with numerial preditions, resulting
in a hybrid model. Dierent hybrid approahes are obtained by replaing
dierent omponents in equation (5.1) by numerial preditions. In the present
hapter, these hybrid approahes are assessed at the site in Linent, presented
in hapter 3.
In ase of a hybrid approah, measurements are only arried out at an
assessment site while the other data are provided numerially. The supersripts
1 and 2 are therefore replaed by the supersripts EXP, NUM, and HYB,
indiating a measured, predited, and hybrid result, respetively.
In setion 5.2, a rst hybrid approah is disussed where the fore density
level L2F(X2,x
′
2) in equation (5.1) is predited numerially. A seond hybrid
approah is disussed in setion 5.3 where the line soure transfer mobility
level TM1L(X1,x
′
1) in equation (5.1) is predited numerially. In setion 5.4,
a third hybrid approah is obtained by introduing a numerial orretion for
the soure point positions X1 and X2 in equation (5.1). The onlusion is
presented in setion 5.5.
5.2 Numerial predition of the fore density
level
A rst hybrid predition of the vibration veloity level is obtained by
introduing a numerial predition of the fore density level in equation (5.1)
and ombining it with an experimental line soure transfer mobility level.
This hybrid approah is inspired on the following onsiderations. First, in
numerial preditions, the dynami soil harateristis are often identied
based on preliminary measurements and the vibration transfer is predited by
introduing simplifying assumptions suh as the horizontal layering of soils.
In the hybrid approah, the parameter identiation and the introdution
of simplifying assumptions is avoided and the loal transfer of vibration is
adequately aounted for by means of the measured line soure transfer mobility
level.
Seond, it has been shown in hapter 4 that the extrapolation of a measured
fore density level is limited to sites where similar onditions for the train, trak,
and soil are present. Suh experimental data may not always be available,
limiting the pratial use of the empirial method. The numerial predition of
the fore density level oers the exibility to assess a wide range of parameters
and an therefore be used to assess the vibration level for new traks, new
rolling stok, or modiations to existing traks.
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This hybrid approah is partiularly appealing at sites where a omplex soil
stratiation prevents an aurate predition of the vibration transfer and
where no appropriate fore density level is available, i.e. when no measurement
site is found with similar harateristis for the train, trak, and soil.
A distintion is made between two ases of the hybrid predition. In the
rst ase, the fore density level is predited diretly based on the analytial
expression that has been derived in setion 4.3. In the seond ase, the fore
density level is predited numerially by simulation of the empirial FRA
proedure.
5.2.1 Diret predition of the fore density level
Fore density level
A diret predition of the fore density level based on the average spetrum
gRMS of the axle loads of the train is obtained based on equation (4.13):
LNUMF = 10 log10
[
na
Lt
g2RMS
]
(5.2)
The predition of the fore density level LNUMF only requires the modeling of the
traksoil interation for the omputation of the trak ompliane and does
not rely on predited transfer funtions. This allows to use omputationally
eient models to take into aount additional trak layers, embankments, or
exavations, as disussed in setion 3.4.
Figure 5.1 shows the predited fore density level LNUMF for the passage of the
IC train (198 km/h) and the Thalys train (300 km/h). As disussed in setion
4.3, the fore density level in equation (5.2) orresponds to a xed line soure
and therefore disregards the movement of the train. It does not depend on a
reeiver point suh that a single value is obtained in eah frequeny band.
Line soure transfer mobility level
At the site in Linent, the line soure transfer mobility level has been
determined for two ases. Figure 5.2 shows the measured line soure transfer
mobility level TMEXPL (X,x
′), determined with soure points at the edge of the
sleeper (X = XSE) and at the soil's surfae adjaent to the trak (X = XFA) with
a soure length of 160m and a soure point spaing of 10m. It is noted that in
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Figure 5.1: Diretly predited fore density level for (a) an IC train (198 km/h)
and (b) a Thalys train (300 km/h).
the latter ase the reeivers have not been moved orrespondingly, resulting in a
smaller sourereeiver distane. This results in a high value of the line soure
transfer mobility level at 6m for soure points at the soil's surfae (gure 5.2b).
An inreasing attenuation is observed with inreasing distane and frequeny.
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Figure 5.2: Measured line soure transfer mobility level at 6m, 12m, 24m, and
48m (blak to grey lines) for soure points (a) XSE at the edge of the sleeper
and (b) XFA at the soil's surfae adjaent to the trak.
Vibration veloity level
As the fore density level LNUMF in equation (5.2) is omputed based on the axle
loads that are applied at the wheel/rail ontat point at both rails, it should
be ombined with a line soure transfer mobility level TMEXPL (XRB,x
′
1) that is
determined with soure points XRB at both rails, leading to a hybrid predition
of the vibration veloity level LHYBv (x
′):
LHYBv (x
′) = LNUMF +TM
EXP
L (XRB,x
′) (5.3)
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The appliation of equation (5.3) is limited to ases where the line soure
transfer mobility level an be determined with soure points at both rails. At
the site in Linent, suh a line soure transfer mobility level has not been
determined. Equation (5.3) is therefore rst applied with the line soure
transfer mobility level TMEXPL (XSE,x
′) determined with soure points at the
edge of the sleeper (gure 5.2a).
Figure 5.3 shows the hybrid predition of the vibration veloity level for the IC
train, ompared with the numerial predition and the measured result. The
dierene between the hybrid predition and the measured result inreases up
to around 15 dB, partiularly in the frequeny range between 31.5Hz and 63Hz.
This dierene is partly determined by the predition of the fore density level
LNUMF where the movement of the soure is disregarded in equation (5.2). As
previously explained, however, this dierene is also due to the mismath in
the soure positions, as the line soure transfer mobility level is determined
with impats at the edge of the sleeper instead of both rails.
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Figure 5.3: Hybrid predition based on a diretly predited fore density level
(light grey line), numerial predition (dark grey line), and measured result
(blak line) of the vibration veloity level at (a) 6m, (b) 12m, () 24m, and
(d) 48m for an IC train (198 km/h).
Figure 5.4 shows the hybrid predition of the vibration veloity level for the
Thalys train, allowing to draw similar onlusions. In the high frequeny range,
the dierene is even higher ompared with the IC train (gure 5.3).
The eet of a mismath in the position of the soure points an be eliminated
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Figure 5.4: Hybrid predition based on a diretly predited fore density level
(light grey line), numerial predition (dark grey line), and measured result
(blak line) of the vibration veloity level at (a) 6m, (b) 12m, () 24m, and
(d) 48m for a Thalys train (300 km/h).
numerially by introduing a orretion∆TMNUML (X1,XRB,x
′) in equation (5.3)
that aounts for the dierene between the line soure transfer mobility levels
determined with dierent soure points XRB and X1:
LHYBv (x
′) = LNUMF +TM
NUM
L (XRB,x
′)− TMNUML (X1,x′)︸ ︷︷ ︸
∆TMNUML (X1,XRB,x
′)
+TMEXPL (X1,x
′) (5.4)
where the line soure transfer mobility levelsTMNUML (XRB,x
′) and TMNUML (X1,x
′)
are determined with soure points XRB at both rails and with soure points
X1 orresponding to the soure points used for the determination of the line
soure transfer mobility level TMEXPL (X1,x
′), respetively. In the following,
a orretion ∆TMNUML (XSE,XRB,x
′) is applied so that the fore density level
an be ombined with an experimental line soure transfer mobility level
TMEXPL (XSE,x
′) determined with soure points XSE at the edge of the sleeper.
Figure 5.5 shows the hybrid predition for the IC train where the orretion
∆TMNUML (XSE,XRB,x
′) is taken into aount to eliminate the eet of a
mismath of the soure points numerially. A muh better agreement with
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the numerial and the experimental result is now observed, with a dierene
generally below 10 dB.
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Figure 5.5: Hybrid predition based on a diretly predited fore density level
with orretion for the soure position (light grey line), numerial predition
(dark grey line), and measured result (blak line) of the vibration veloity level
at (a) 6m, (b) 12m, () 24m, and (d) 48m for an IC train (198 km/h).
Figure 5.6 shows the hybrid predition for the Thalys train where the orretion
∆TMNUML (XSE,XRB,x
′) is taken into aount. A muh better agreement is
observed as well, but a dierene up to 20 dB is still observed in the frequeny
range around 63Hz partiularly lose to the trak. It dereases to 15 dB at a
larger distane due to the stronger attenuation at higher frequenies.
5.2.2 Indiret predition of the fore density level
Fore density level
An indiret predition of the fore density level LNUMF (X,x
′) is obtained by
means of numerial simulation of the empirial FRA proedure as the dierene
between the predited vibration veloity level LNUMv (x
′) and line soure transfer
mobility level TMNUML (X,x
′):
LNUMF (X,x
′) = LNUMv (x
′)− TMNUML (X,x′) (5.5)
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Figure 5.6: Hybrid predition based on a diretly predited fore density level
with orretion for the soure position (light grey line), numerial predition
(dark grey line), and measured result (blak line) of the vibration veloity level
at (a) 6m, (b) 12m, () 24m, and (d) 48m for a Thalys train (300 km/h).
Compared to the diret predition given in equation (5.2), the indiret
predition of the fore density level is based on the vibration veloity level due
to a train passage and takes into aount the movement of the train. The fore
density level in equation (5.5) represents the equivalent xed line soure that
results in the same vibration veloity level as the train passage and depends on
the position of the reeiver point. The position of the soure X and reeiver x′
is inherently taken into aount in the predited fore density level LNUMF (X,x
′).
Figure 5.7 shows the predited fore density level based on the response at 6m,
12m, 24m, and 48m for the passage of the IC train and the Thalys train and
determined with soure points XSE at the edge of the sleeper. A dierent result
is found for eah reeiver point.
Figure 5.8 shows the predited fore density level for the passage of the IC train
and the Thalys train determined with soure points XFA at the soil's surfae.
As expeted, a larger dierene in funtion of the reeiver point is observed
ompared to the ase of soure points at the edge of the sleeper (gure 5.7).
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Figure 5.7: Indiretly predited fore density level based on the response at
6m, 12m, 24m, and 48m (blak to grey lines) for (a) an IC train (198 km/h)
and (b) a Thalys train (300 km/h) determined with soure points XSE at the
edge of the sleeper.
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Figure 5.8: Indiretly predited fore density level based on the response at
6m, 12m, 24m, and 48m (blak to grey lines) for (a) an IC train (198 km/h)
and (b) a Thalys train (300 km/h) determined with soure points XFA at the
soil's surfae adjaent to the trak.
Vibration veloity level
The ombination of the indiret predition of the fore density level LNUMF (X,x
′)
in equation (5.5) and the experimental line soure transfer mobility level
TMEXPL (X,x
′) leads to the hybrid predition of the vibration veloity level
LHYBv (x
′):
LHYBv (x
′) = LNUMv (x
′)− TMNUML (X,x′) + TMEXPL (X,x′) (5.6)
The experimental line soure transfer mobility level TMEXPL (X,x
′) has been
shown in subsetion 5.2.1 and is not repeated here.
Equation (5.6) shows that the hybrid predition orresponds to a preditor
orretor approah. First, a predition LNUMv (x
′) is made by means of a
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numerial model. Seond, the predition is rened by applying a orretion
TMEXPL (X,x
′)−TMNUML (X,x′) for the vibration transfer. This hybrid approah
is therefore partiularly appealing when a large dierene is found between the
measured and predited line soure transfer mobility level. This is, for instane,
the ase when a omplex soil stratiation prevents an aurate predition of
the vibration transfer.
First, the line soure transfer mobility level TMEXPL (XSE,x
′) determined with
soure points XSE at the edge of the sleeper (gure 5.2a) is ombined with
the fore density level LNUMF (XSE,x
′) determined with soure points XSE at the
same loation (gure 5.7).
Figure 5.9 shows the hybrid predition of the vibration veloity level for the
IC train, ompared with the numerial predition and the measured result. A
relatively good agreement is found, showing a dierene generally around 6 dB
and up to 10 dB at most. Compared with the result obtained with the diret
predition of the fore density level (gure 5.5), the movement of the train is
now taken into aount, leading to a slightly better agreement.
Figure 5.10 shows the hybrid predition of the vibration veloity level for
the Thalys train. Similar as for the IC train, the indiret predition of the
fore density level leads to a slightly better agreement ompared to the diret
predition (gure 5.6). A dierene around 15 dB is still observed in the higher
frequeny range, however, orresponding to the peak in the axle load spetrum
that has been predited less aurately for the Thalys train than for the IC
train.
Next, the line soure transfer mobility level TMEXPL (XFA,x
′) determined with
soure points XFA at the soil's surfae (gure 5.2b) is ombined with the fore
density level LNUMF (XFA,x
′) determined with soure points XFA at the same
loation (gure 5.8).
Figure 5.11 ompares the hybrid predition for the IC train with the numerial
predition and measured result. A relatively good agreement is again observed.
The result losely resembles the ase with soure points at the edge of the
sleeper (gure 5.9). Given the impat of the onsidered soure points on the
line soure transfer mobility level, as observed in gure 5.2, this illustrates that
the position of the soure point is adequately aounted for in the predited
fore density level.
Figure 5.12 shows the hybrid predition of the vibration veloity for the Thalys
train. A relatively high dierene is again found around 50Hz due to the
predition of the axle loads. The omparison with soure points at the edge of
the sleeper allows to draw similar onlusions as for the IC train.
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Figure 5.9: Hybrid predition based on an indiretly predited fore density
level determined with soure points XSE at the edge of the sleeper (light grey
line), numerial predition (dark grey line), and measured result (blak line) of
the vibration veloity level at (a) 6m, (b) 12m, () 24m, and (d) 48m for an
IC train (198 km/h).
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Figure 5.10: Hybrid predition based on an indiretly predited fore density
level determined with soure points XSE at the edge of the sleeper (light grey
line), numerial predition (dark grey line), and measured result (blak line) of
the vibration veloity level at (a) 6m, (b) 12m, () 24m, and (d) 48m for a
Thalys train (300 km/h).
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Figure 5.11: Hybrid predition based on an indiretly predited fore density
level determined with soure points XFA at the soil's surfae adjaent to the
trak (light grey line), numerial predition (dark grey line), and measured
result (blak line) of the vibration veloity level at (a) 6m, (b) 12m, () 24m,
and (d) 48m for an IC train (198 km/h).
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Figure 5.12: Hybrid predition based on an indiretly predited fore density
level determined with soure points XFA at the soil's surfae adjaent to the
trak (light grey line), numerial predition (dark grey line), and measured
result (blak line) of the vibration veloity level at (a) 6m, (b) 12m, () 24m,
and (d) 48m for a Thalys train (300 km/h).
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The results in this setion show that a reasonably good auray is obtained
at the site in Linent when a numerial fore density level is ombined with an
experimental line soure transfer mobility level. The best auray is obtained
for the IC train with the indiret predition of the fore density level (gures 5.9
and 5.11), where the dierene between the hybrid predition and the measured
result is generally below 6 dB. Only a slight inrease of the dierene is found
for the diret predition of the fore density level (gure 5.5), wih is due
to the assumption of a xed line soure. This onrms that a reasonable
approximation is obtained when xed axle loads are assumed and allows for a
diret predition of the fore density level based on equation (5.2).
A less good agreement between the hybrid predition and the measured
result is obtained in ase of a mismath in the soure positions used for the
determination of the fore density level and the line soure transfer mobility
level. For the IC train, the dierene inreases up to 15 dB (gure 5.3). When
the same soure point position is used for the fore density level and the line
soure transfer mobility level, a muh better agreement is found. This onrms
that it is important that a fore density level is adequately ombined with the
orresponding line soure transfer mobility level, i.e. both are determined with
the same soure points.
A less good agreement is generally obtained for the Thalys train whih is mainly
due to the predition of the dynami axle loads, illustrating the omplexity
of aurately modeling the dynami traintraksoil interation. The hybrid
approah in the present setion is partiularly useful in the ase where the axle
loads are aurately predited, requiring a orret identiation of the dynami
harateristis of the train, the trak, and the soil underneath the trak. It
oers the advantage ompared to the numerial model that it does not require
the identiation of the free eld soil harateristis or the introdution of
simplifying assumptions, e.g. regarding the soil stratiation.
In the ase where the line soure transfer mobility level TMEXPL (X,x
′) is
determined with soure points XFA at the soil's surfae adjaent to the trak,
a similar agreement is found as for the ase with soure points XSE at the edge
of the sleeper. Hene, the vibration transfer an be determined experimentally
in absene of the trak, so that the hybrid approah an also be applied for
the predition at sites where a trak is planned prior to onstrution or where
aess to the trak is not possible.
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5.3 Numerial predition of the line soure trans-
fer mobility level
A seond hybrid predition of the vibration veloity level is obtained by
replaing the experimental line soure transfer mobility level in equation (5.1)
by a numerial predition. This approah is motivated as follows. The
predition of the dynami axle loads requires an aurate modeling of the
traintraksoil interation. The fore density level is determined by the trak
stiness, that is sensitive to the properties of the ballast and the trak subgrade
as disussed in setion 3.4, and by several exitation mehanisms, suh as
wheel and trak unevenness and parametri exitation. When an experimental
fore density level is used, the (diult) haraterization of these properties is
avoided.
The use of a predited line soure transfer mobility level is oers an advantage
in a number of appliations. First, it an be used to take into aount a
modiation in the vibration transfer, e.g. due to the installation of vibration
mitigation measures in the propagation path. Seond, it allows to predit the
vibration veloity level at a reeiver where no experimental result is available.
Consider, for instane, the ase where a new building will be onstruted lose
to a railway trak and a predition of the vibration is required at the foundation
of the building. Whereas a diret measurement of the vibration during a train
passage is not possible at depth, the numerial predition of the line soure
transfer mobility level allows for a predition at these reeivers. Furthermore,
it allows to predit the response at additional reeivers. In the ase where
the response at a large number of reeivers is required, e.g. to predit the
inident wave eld at the foundation of a building, the numerial predition of
the line soure transfer mobility level allows to inrease the number of reeivers,
avoiding the experimental measurement of the response at eah reeiver.
Fore density level
As explained in setion 4.2, the experimental fore density level LEXPF (X,x
′
1) is
haraterized based on a measured vibration veloity level LEXPv (x
′
1) and line
soure transfer mobility level TMEXPL (X,x
′
1) as:
LEXPF (X,x
′
1) = L
EXP
v (x
′
1)− TMEXPL (X,x′1) (5.7)
As shown in gures 3.50 and 3.58, the measured vibration veloity level
LEXPv (x
′
1) in equation (5.7) is dierent for dierent train passages of the same
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type. The experimental fore density level is therefore determined based on
the average measured vibration veloity level due to dierent passages of the
same train type in a limited speed range.
The indiret measurement of the fore density level based on equation (5.7)
involves the determination of a line soure transfer mobility level TMEXPL (X,x
′
1).
The fore density level LEXPF (X,x
′
1) is aeted by the position of the soure X
and reeiver x′1 used for the determination of TM
EXP
L (X,x
′
1). In the following,
dierent soure positions are used to determine the experimental fore density
level. A line soure transfer mobility level TMEXPL (X,x
′
1) determined with a
soure length of 160m and a soure point spaing of 10m is used.
Figure 5.13 shows the fore density level LEXPF (XSE,x
′
1) for the IC and Thalys
trains determined with soure points XSE at the edge of the sleeper and shows
a moderate inuene of the reeiver point.
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Figure 5.13: Average measured fore density level determined with soure
points XSE at the edge of the sleeper for (a) IC trains (193 − 202 km/h) and
(b) Thalys trains (291 − 300 km/h) based on the response at 6m, 12m, 24m,
and 48m (blak to grey lines).
Figure 5.14 shows the fore density level LEXPF (XFA,x
′
1) for the IC and Thalys
trains determined with soure points XFA at the soil's surfae adjaent to the
trak and shows a larger inuene of the reeiver point than for soure points
XSE at the edge of the sleeper.
The fore density level LEXPF (X,x
′
1) is determined experimentally and inherently
takes into aount the movement of the train and all relevant parameters of
the oupled traintraksoil system. The inuene of the soure point X is
observed by omparing gures 5.13 and 5.14.
Line soure transfer mobility level
The line soure transfer mobility level TMNUML (X,x
′
2) is predited numerially
based on equation (4.5) with a soure length of 160m and a soure point spaing
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Figure 5.14: Average measured fore density level determined with soure
points XFA at the soil's surfae adjaent to the trak for (a) IC trains
(193−202 km/h) and (b) Thalys trains (291−300 km/h) based on the response
at 6m, 12m, 24m, and 48m (blak to grey lines).
of 10m. For soure points XSE at the edge of the sleeper, the dynami trak
soil interation is taken into aount in the model, whereas for soure points
XFA at the soil's surfae, the predition of the line soure transfer mobility level
only requires the modeling of the soil domain.
Figure 5.15 shows the line soure transfer mobility levels determined with soure
points at the edge of the sleeper and at the soil's surfae.
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Figure 5.15: Predited line soure transfer mobility level determined with
soure points (a) XSE at the edge of the sleeper and (b) XFA at the soil's
surfae adjaent to the trak at 6m, 12m, 24m, and 48m (blak to grey lines).
Vibration veloity level
The ombination of the experimental fore density level LEXPF (X,x
′
1) in equation
(5.7) and the numerial line soure transfer mobility level TMNUML (X,x
′
2) leads
to the hybrid predition of the vibration veloity level LHYBv (x
′
2):
LHYBv (x
′
2) = L
EXP
v (x
′
1)− TMEXPL (X,x′1) + TMNUML (X,x′2) (5.8)
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Equation (5.8) illustrates that the hybrid predition LHYBv (x
′
2) in fat or-
responds to a orretion of the measured vibration veloity level LEXPv (x
′
1).
This approah is therefore only useful when a dierene TMNUML (X,x
′
2) −
TMEXPL (X,x
′
1) is found between the predited and measured line soure transfer
mobility level. This is the ase in the following appliations.
First, the hybrid predition in equation (5.8) allows for an assessment of the
vibration veloity level after the installation of a mitigation measure at the
propagation path. Therefore, the fore density level is measured on site before
the installation of the measure, while the numerial line soure transfer mobility
level allows to take into aount the mitigation measure.
Seond, equation (5.8) allows to predit the vibration veloity level at a reeiver
x′2 that is dierent from reeiver x
′
1 where the response has been measured. This
is partiularly useful when a measurement at reeiver x′2 is not (yet) possible,
as previously disussed. Due to the dependeny on the reeiver disussed in
setion 4.5, however, the dierene between the reeivers x′1 and x
′
2 should be
limited, partiularly in the ase of soure points at the soil's surfae.
In the following, the hybrid predition is assessed at the site in Linent. The
hybrid predition is based on the average measured fore density level (gures
5.13 and 5.14). It is noted that the dierene between the hybrid predition
with equation (5.8) and the measured result is mainly due to the dierene
TMNUML (X,x
′
2)−TMEXPL (X,x′1) between the predited and measured line soure
transfer mobility level. The assessment of the hybrid approah in the present
setion therefore mainly relies on the auray of the predition of the line
soure transfer mobility level.
First, the fore density level LEXPF (XSE,x
′
1) determined with soure points XSE
at the edge of the sleeper (gure 5.13) is ombined with the line soure transfer
mobility level TMNUML (XSE,x
′
1) determined with soure points XSE at the same
loation (gure 5.15a).
Figure 5.16 shows the hybrid predition of the vibration veloity level for the
IC train, ompared with the numerial predition and the measured result. A
relatively good agreement is found, showing a dierene around 6 dB.
Figure 5.17 shows the vibration veloity level for the Thalys train. Compared
to ase of the IC train, a slightly higher dierene is found up to 10 dB.
Next, the fore density level LEXPF (XFA,x
′
1) determined with soure points XFA
at the soil's surfae (gure 5.14) is ombined with the line soure transfer
mobility level TMNUML (XFA,x
′
1) determined with soure points XFA at the same
loation (gure 5.15b).
Figure 5.18 shows the hybrid predition of the vibration veloity level for the
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Figure 5.16: Hybrid predition based on a predited line soure transfer
mobility level determined with soure points XSE at the edge of the sleeper
(light grey line), numerial predition (dark grey line), and measured result
(blak line) of the vibration veloity level at (a) 6m, (b) 12m, () 24m, and
(d) 48m for an IC train (198 km/h).
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Figure 5.17: Hybrid predition based on a predited line soure transfer
mobility level determined with soure points XSE at the edge of the sleeper
(light grey line), numerial predition (dark grey line), and measured result
(blak line) of the vibration veloity level at (a) 6m, (b) 12m, () 24m, and
(d) 48m for a Thalys train (300 km/h).
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IC train, ompared with the numerial predition and the measured result. A
relatively good agreement is found again.
Figure 5.19 shows the hybrid predition of the vibration veloity level for
the Thalys train. Compared to the ase with soure points at the edge of
the sleeper, the dierene between the hybrid predition and the measured
result has further dereased and is generally below 6 dB. This is due to the
fat that the dynami traksoil interation is now only aounted for in the
fore density level LEXPF (XFA,x
′
1) and does not need to be modeled in the
numerial predition of the line soure transfer mobility level TMNUML (XFA,x
′
1).
The hybrid predition therefore shows a better auray than the numerial
predition.
The previous results show a relatively good agreement between the hybrid
predition and the measured result for soure points at the edge of the sleeper
as well as at the soil's surfae. This onrms that the vibration transfer is
aurately predited at the site in Linent, as previously veried in hapter 3.
The ase of soure points at the soil's surfae is partiularly appealing, sine
the omputation of the line soure transfer mobility level does not involve the
modeling of the traksoil interation.
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Figure 5.18: Hybrid predition based on a predited line soure transfer
mobility level determined with soure pointsXFA at the soil's surfae adjaent to
the trak (light grey line), numerial predition (dark grey line), and measured
result (blak line) of the vibration veloity level at (a) 6m, (b) 12m, () 24m,
and (d) 48m for an IC train (198 km/h).
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Figure 5.19: Hybrid predition based on a predited line soure transfer
mobility level determined with soure pointsXFA at the soil's surfae adjaent to
the trak (light grey line), numerial predition (dark grey line), and measured
result (blak line) of the vibration veloity level at (a) 6m, (b) 12m, () 24m,
and (d) 48m for a Thalys train (300 km/h).
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5.4 Numerial orretion for the position of the
soure point
A third hybrid predition of the vibration veloity level is obtained by
introduing a numerial orretion ∆TMNUML (X1,X2,x
′) in equation (5.1) that
aounts for a mismath between the soure pointX2 used for the experimental
determination of the fore density level LEXPF (X2,x
′) and the soure point X1
used for the experimental determination of the line soure transfer mobility
level TMEXPL (X1,x
′):
LHYBv (x
′) = LEXPF (X2,x
′) + TMNUML (X2,x
′)− TMNUML (X1,x′)︸ ︷︷ ︸
∆TMNUML (X1,X2,x
′)
+TMEXPL (X1,x
′) (5.9)
This approah is partiularly useful when an experimental fore density level
LEXPF (X2,x
′) and line soure transfer mobility level TMEXPL (X1,x
′) are available
that are determined with dierent soure points X1 and X2. Consider the ase
where a new trak will be built at the assessment site and an appropriate fore
density level determined with soure pointsX2 at the trak is available (e.g. in a
database). The line soure transfer mobility level an only be determined at the
assessment site with soure points X1 at the soil's surfae as no trak is present
yet, resulting in a mismath in the position of the soure points. This mismath
is eliminated by introduing the numerial orretion ∆TMNUML (X1,X2,x
′).
This approah oers the advantage of empirial models that the traintrak
soil interation is inherently taken into aount in the experimental fore
density level and the loal vibration transfer is adequately haraterized by the
experimental line soure transfer mobility level. The auray of the empirial
model is improved by eliminating the mismath in the soure position.
In the following, a hybrid predition is made at the site in Linent by ombining
the experimental fore density level LEXPF (XSE,x
′) determined with soure
points XSE at the edge of the sleeper with the experimental line soure transfer
mobility level TMEXPL (XFA,x
′) determined with soure points XFA at the soil's
surfae adjaent to the trak. The mismath in the position of the soure points
is aounted for by means of the numerial orretion ∆TMNUML (XFA,XSE,x
′).
All line soure transfer mobility levels are determined with a soure length of
160m and a soure point spaing of 10m.
Figure 5.20 shows the hybrid predition of the vibration veloity level for the
IC train, ompared with the numerial predition and the measured result. A
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good agreement is observed between the hybrid predition and the measured
result, with a dierene generally below 6 dB.
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Figure 5.20: Hybrid predition with a numerial orretion for the position of
the soure point (light grey line), numerial predition (dark grey line), and
measured result (blak line) of the vibration veloity level at (a) 6m, (b) 12m,
() 24m, and (d) 48m for an IC train (198 km/h).
Figure 5.21 shows the hybrid predition of the vibration veloity level for
the Thalys train. A good agreement between the hybrid predition and the
measured result is found as well. The agreement is generally better than for
the numerial predition. The dierene between the hybrid predition and
the numerial predition is larger than for the IC train, whih is due to the
fat that the predition of the axle loads is less good for the Thalys train. The
advantage of the hybrid predition is therefore larger for the Thalys train in
the present example.
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Figure 5.21: Hybrid predition with a numerial orretion for the position of
the soure point (light grey line), numerial predition (dark grey line), and
measured result (blak line) of the vibration veloity level at (a) 6m, (b) 12m,
() 24m, and (d) 48m for a Thalys train (300 km/h).
5.5 Conlusion
In the present hapter, a hybrid model is presented based on the framework
of the empirial FRA proedure. Dierent hybrid approahes are presented
based on dierent ombinations of experimental and numerial data. As eah
approah has spei advantages and limitations ompared to numerial and
empirial models, they are useful in partiular appliations.
In the rst approah, a numerial fore density level is ombined with an
experimental line soure transfer mobility level. A distintion is made between
a diret predition of the fore density level based on the dynami axle loads and
an indiret predition of the fore density level by simulating the experimental
determination. This hybrid approah oers the advantage that the loal
vibration transfer is adequately haraterized by the measured line soure
transfer mobility level. At the same time, it oers the exibility of numerial
models to assess a wide range of parameters and an therefore be used to
assess the vibration level for new traks, new rolling stok, or modiations to
existing traks. This approah is partiularly appealing to provide a predition
at a site where a omplex soil stratiation prevents an aurate predition of
the vibration transfer and where no appropriate fore density level is available,
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i.e. when no measurement site is found with similar harateristis for the train,
trak, and soil.
In the seond approah, an experimental fore density level is ombined with
a numerial line soure transfer mobility level. This hybrid approah oers
the advantage that the omplex traintraksoil interation is inherently taken
into aount in the experimental fore density level and the identiation of
the train, trak, and subgrade properties is avoided. The identiation of the
free eld soil properties is required to predit the vibration transfer, however.
As this hybrid approah in fat orresponds to a orretion of the vibration
transfer, it is only useful in the ase where a dierene is present between the
measured and predited line soure transfer mobility level. A rst appliation
is the predition of the expeted vibration veloity level after the installation
of a mitigation measure at the propagation path. A seond appliation is the
predition of the vibration veloity level at reeivers where no experimental
results are available.
A third hybrid approah is obtained by introduing a numerial orretion for
the position of the soure point in the empirial predition. In this ase the
experimental haraterization of the soure and the propagation path ensures
that the all relevant dynami parameters are inherently aounted for. A
possible mismath between the soure points used for the determination of
the fore density level and the line soure transfer mobility level is eliminated
by means of a numerial orretion. This numerial orretion in fat improves
the auray of the empirial FRA proedure and an be used in the ase where
aurate experimental data are available but a mismath in the soure points is
present, i.e. the fore density level and line soure transfer mobility level have
been determined with dierent soure points.
The hybrid predition has been assessed at the site in Linent, where
experimental as well as numerial data are available. A reasonable auray is
found for all approahes, provided that the fore density level and line soure
transfer mobility level are adequately ombined, i.e. they are determined
with the same soure points. An inreasing auray is obtained with the
hybrid model when more experimental data is inluded in the predition, as
the validation is arried out at a single site. It is shown, however, that all
approahes oer a reasonable auray and provide an alternative predition
model. The hybrid models are partiularly interesting ompared to numerial
and empirial models in the previously desribed appliations.
Chapter 6
Conlusions and
reommendations for further
researh
6.1 Conlusions
This work investigates the predition of railway indued vibration by means of
numerial, empirial, and hybrid methods. For the validation of these methods,
a measurement ampaign has been arried out at a site in Linent, Belgium,
measuring transfer funtions and the response during train passages.
A onsiderable unertainty is observed in the measured results at the site in
Linent, that should be taken into aount in the assessment of the predition
models. The dierene between the measured transfer funtions inreases up
to 10 dB due to spatial variation of the trak and soil harateristis, while the
dierene in the measured response due to train passages inreases up to to
6 dB due to spatial variation of the train, trak, and soil harateristis and
up to 14 dB due to variation between dierent trains. These values are only
mentioned as an indiation of the variation as they have been measured at a
single site.
In the following, the main onlusions for eah predition method are
summarized.
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Numerial methods
A numerial model is used that allows for a detailed modeling of dierent trak
omponents. The dynami train, trak, and soil harateristis for the site
in Linent are obtained from preliminary tests. The soil harateristis are
identied from geophysial tests, inluding SCPT and SASW tests. The trak
harateristis are based on design values and are updated based on a measured
trak reeptane. The train harateristis are based on design values.
The numerial model is applied to assess ommonly made simplifying assump-
tions with respet to the trak geometry. At the site in Linent, the trak is
onstruted in an exavation. The inuene of the exavation and the trak
subgrade on the trak reeptane and the (trak ) free eld transfer funtions
is investigated in partiular.
It is shown that the trak reeptane is signiantly inuened by the presene
of the exavation and the trak subgrade and is mainly determined by the
soil layering underneath the trak. This observation allows to use a simplied
model that orretly represents the soil underneath the trak but disregards
the the geometry of the exavation and trak subgrade.
At low frequenies where the wavelength in the soil is large ompared to
the dimensions of the exavation and trak subgrade, the (trak ) free eld
mobilities are insensitive to their presene. At higher frequenies, a limited
inuene is observed.
The numerial model and the identied harateristis are validated based
on the experimental results obtained at the site in Linent. The disrepany
between the measured and predited results is of the same order of magnitude
as the dierenes observed between the experimental results so that it is
onluded that a reasonable auray is obtained with the numerial model.
Two partiular observations are highlighted below.
First, the validation shows a better auray for the vibration transfer in the
free eld than for the vibration transfer lose to the trak. The identied
soil prole adequately represents the free eld vibration transfer. The soil
properties lose to the trak are aeted e.g. by the trak subgrade, soil
improvement, or soil ompation due to train passages, however, and are
dierent from the free eld soil properties. As the trak stiness is substantially
inuened by (the modiation of) the soil properties underneath the trak,
onsiderable attention should be paid to the identiation of these properties.
Seond, the validation of the response during train passages shows a better
agreement for the rail response, dominated by the quasi-stati exitation, than
for the free eld response, dominated by the dynami exitation. This is due to
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the unertainty related to the predition of the dynami axle loads and the trak
 free eld transfer funtion. Partiularly the dynami axle loads are sensitive
to a large number of parameters regarding the unevenness exitation and train
traksoil interation and an aurate predition is not straightforward.
The main advantage of numerial models is that they oer the exibility to
take into aount a wide range of model parameters, making them partiularly
suited for the predition of relative vibration amplitudes, e.g. due to the
installation of mitigation measures. They ruially depend on aurate
parameter identiation for the predition of absolute vibration amplitudes,
however. It is shown at the site in Linent that the absolute vibration
amplitudes are predited with reasonable auray for train, trak, and soil
harateristis that have been identied based on preliminary tests.
Empirial methods
The empirial predition of railway indued vibration is studied based on the
FRA proedure that predits the vibration veloity level due to a train passage
as the sum of a fore density and a line soure transfer mobility. This method
is ritially assessed and a number of limitations are identied.
First, it is shown that the fore density represents an equivalent xed line soure
that results in the same vibration veloity level as for the atual moving axle
loads. The fore density is determined indiretly based on a measured response
and vibration transfer and therefore depends on the position of the soure used
during the measurement of the vibration transfer, where a distintion is made
between soure points at the trak and at the soil's surfae. Furthermore,
the fore density depends on the atual distane from the trak at whih it is
determined. Hene, it is important in a predition with the FRA proedure
that the fore density is ombined with a line soure transfer mobility that is
determined with the same soure and reeiver points. It is reommended that
the fore density is determined with soure points at the trak, preferably at
both rails or at the enter of the sleeper, in order to redue its dependeny on
the distane from the trak.
Seond, it is shown that the fore density depends on the trak and soil
onditions at the measurement site. The extrapolation of the fore density
to an assessment site is therefore only valid when similar train, trak, and soil
onditions are present at both sites. This is partiularly the ase when the
fore density is determined with soure points at the soil's surfae.
The main advantage of empirial models is that they are based on measured
data allowing for an aurate haraterization of the soure and the vibration
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transfer and avoiding the introdution of simplifying assumptions and the
identiation of model parameters. Their appliation is limited by the
appropriateness of the available measurement data, however, as previously
pointed out.
Hybrid methods
A hybrid model is formulated aording to the FRA proedure. Three
dierent hybrid approahes are presented based on dierent ombinations of
experimental and numerial data.
First, a numerial fore density is ombined with an experimental line soure
transfer mobility. This approah is partiularly appealing at a site where
the aurate predition of the vibration transfer is not possible, e.g. due
to a omplex soil stratiation or geometry, and where no appropriate fore
density is available, i.e. when no measurement site is found with similar
harateristis for the train, trak, and soil. It oers the advantage that
the loal vibration transfer is adequately haraterized. At the same time,
the numerial predition of the fore density allows assessing a wide range of
parameters and an therefore be used to assess the vibration amplitude for new
traks, new rolling stok, or modiations to existing traks.
Seond, an experimental fore density is ombined with a numerial line
soure transfer mobility. This hybrid approah orresponds to a orretion
of the measured vibration transfer and is therefore useful in the ase where
a dierene is present between the measured and predited vibration transfer.
It an be used, for instane, for the predition of the free eld response after
the installation of a mitigation measure at the propagation path or for the
predition of the response at reeivers where an experimental measurement is
not possible. This approah oers the advantage that the omplex traintrak
soil interation is inherently taken into aount avoiding the identiation of
the train, trak, and subgrade properties. The identiation of the free eld
soil properties is required for the predition of the vibration transfer.
Third, a variant of the empirial model is obtained when an experimental fore
density and line soure transfer mobility are used and a numerial orretion
for the position of the soure point is introdued. This approah allows to
improve the auray of the empirial model in the ase of a mismath between
the soure points used for the determination of the fore density and the line
soure transfer mobility.
The hybrid predition models are assessed at the site in Linent, where
experimental as well as numerial data are available. A reasonable auray is
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observed for all approahes when the position of the soure point is adequately
taken into aount, i.e. the fore density is ombined with a line soure transfer
mobility determined with the same soure points.
It is shown in the present work that a reasonably good predition of railway
indued vibration at the site in Linent is obtained by means of the numerial
and the hybrid model. The empirial model has been ritially assessed
but annot be validated at a single site. The question whether a numerial,
empirial, or hybrid approah is most suited depends on the availability of
appropriate information (model parameters or measurement data) and the
omplexity of the problem.
6.2 Reommendations for further researh
Based on the main onlusions of this work, a number of reommendations for
future researh an be made, summarized in the following.
At the site in Linent, a onsiderable dierene is observed between the
measured transfer funtions, aused by spatial variation of the soil and trak
harateristis. A onsiderable dierene is observed as well between the
measured veloities during a single train passage, aused by spatial variation
of the harateristis of the soil and trak, and during dierent train passages,
aused by dierenes in the speed, train harateristis, and wheel unevenness.
A more elaborate numerial model should aount for unertainty in the
predition of railway indued vibration. The eet of variations of model
parameters on the response an be investigated by means of a parametri
probabilisti approah [52℄.
The predition of the free eld response is mainly determined by dynami
exitation. The onsidered exitation mehanism only inludes vertial rail
unevenness and relies on measurements in a limited wavenumber range up to
2 rad/m by means of a trak reording ar. In order to obtain a more reliable
predition of the dynami axle loads, the identiation of the rail unevenness
in the relevant wavenumber range above 2 rad/m should be inluded, e.g. by
means of measurement devies suh as trolleys. Other soures of unevenness
exitation suh as wheel unevenness (wheel ats and out-of-roundness) and
horizontal rail unevenness should also be investigated. Furthermore, the
measurements show a large ontribution of the free eld response at the sleeper
passage frequeny. Exitation by periodi support strutures suh as the
sleepers an be inluded in 2.5D models by means of an equivalent unevenness
and needs further attention.
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The ground vibration predited by numerial models ruially depends on the
aurate identiation of parameters. The response is signiantly aeted
by the dynami trak harateristis and is only predited aurately after
updating of these harateristis based on the measured trak reeptane. The
model updating proess onsists in solving an inverse problem that is ill-posed
and does not guarantee the uniqueness of the solution. For instane, the
identied ballast stiness depends on the assumptions made regarding the
trak subgrade. Physially meaningful parameters an only be obtained if
the trak subgrade properties are known or an be jointly identied from
measured data. Methods that are already applied for the inspetion of the
trak subgrade are Ground Penetrating Radar and High Speed Deetograph
measurements [41℄. Other methods inlude the ontinuous measurement of the
dynami trak reeptane [13℄ and the performame of an SASW test along
a railway trak [29℄. The latter methods will be inuened by the loading
onditions of the trak. The identiation of the trak subgrade harateristis
in the frequeny range of interest needs onsiderable attention.
In new-build situations, the ballast parameters annot be updated based on
measured data and should be obtained from design values or laboratory tests.
It is diult, however, to relate the equivalent parameters of the longitudinally
invariant model to physial properties of the ballast. Periodi or 3D models an
be used to investigate how model parameters are aeted by the assumptions
made in 2.5D models, suh as the ontinuous support of sleepers by the ballast.
The empirial FRA proedure has been omprehensively analyzed by means
of numerial simulations and experimental data at the site in Linent. The
validation of the empirial predition annot be arried out at a single site,
however, but should take into aount at least two sites. The fore density
determined at a measurement site should therefore be extrapolated to an
assessment site where it is used to predit the vibration veloity level. The
auray of the empirial predition should be assessed at the assessment site
by omparison with the measured vibration veloity level.
The hybrid model presented in the present work is only assessed experimentally
at a single site. A more elaborate assessment of the hybrid model is required.
In the rst approah, the vibration transfer is diretly measured and the fore
density is predited numerially based on the available information of the
soil onditions underneath the trak. This hybrid approah is useful at sites
where an aurate predition of the vibration transfer is diult and where
no appropriate fore density is available. It has been assessed at the site in
Linent, but a more elaborate assessment an be arried out for other train,
trak, and soil onditions at sites where a trak is present. In the seond
approah, an experimental fore density is ombined with a numerial line
soure transfer mobility. This hybrid approah an be used e.g. to predit the
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vibration amplitude after the planned installation of a mitigation measure at
the propagation path. It an be assessed at a site where a vibration mitigation
measure will be installed. The fore density is measured prior to the installation
and ombined with a predited line soure transfer mobility that takes into
aount the mitigation measure. The predited vibration amplitude should be
validated by means of measurements after installation.
Finally, the vibration inside a building an be inluded in the predition.
Whereas in a numerial model this would require a omplex soilstruture
interation model and the identiation of the dynami harateristis of the
struture, it an be performed in the empirial and hybrid models by measuring
the response inside an existing building lose to a (planned) railway trak.
In this ase, the line soure transfer mobility an be measured between (the
future loation of) the trak and the building. The ombination with an
experimental or numerial fore density respetively leads to the empirial or
hybrid predition of the response inside the building.
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